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I 
SUMMA.RY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES 
Extension and Farm Labor 
1. Days agents spent in office ••••••••••••••••••••••o••• 
2. Days agents spent in field •••••••••••o••••••••••o•••• 
4• }li.leS agents traveled ••••••oeoooooooooeooaoOaaoeoooao 
5 •. Farm Visits •••••••••o••••••••••••••••••o•o•••••o•••o• 
6. Office calls at agents 1 office •••••••••••••••o••o•••• 
7o Telephone calls at agents 1 office ••••oo••••••••••o••• 
8. Meetings held or attended O••••oooo•o•••••············ 
9. Attendance at these meetings••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10. NUmber communities in which extension work was 
conducted ·······················••oeao•••••••••o• 
11. Number farmer demonstrations conducted •o••••oo••••••• 
12. Number voluntary leaders assisting with program•••••• • •• 
130 Individual letters written Aeooeeoo•000000000000•e0000 
182½ 
720½ 
903 
37,950 
1, 800 
4,202 
5,151 
197 
6,764 
21 
118 
128 
3,114 
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS 
Agricultural Economics 
One County-wide outlook meeting was held with fa.rm people representing 
all sections of the county in attendance. outlook information was also given 
at community meetings, over the radio and through the newspaper. 
Agricultural Engineering 
A total of 1936 acres of land was terraced with fanner equipment and 
land-use agreements adopted on 160 farms in 1948. Farm building 101 farm 
buildings and farm equipment. Twelve demonstrations in the use of electrical 
equipment were conducted. 
Agronomy 
TWentiJ-s:i.x farmers conducted five-acre cotton contest demonstrations, 
producing an averate of 730.8 pounds of lint cotton per acre. Placed co-
operative for improved planting seed for farmers. Thirty-one corn production 
demonstrations completed, which included a 3-Acre county-wide corn Production 
Contest. Also completed demonstrations in production of small grains, soy-
beans for seed, pasture and feed crop demonstrations; all of which are 
summarized under the AgronoIJtV section of this report. 
Animal Husbandry 
Continued an improvement program in livestock development. This in-
cluded the placing of purebred cattle and hogs, the holding of a Fatstock 
Show and Sale, work in marketing, and assistance with the Orangeburg Live-
stock Club. 
Dairying 
The dairy program in 1948 was in keeping with the dairy interest in 
the county. The highlight in the program was the organization of the Orange-
burg Cooperative Breeding Association. Also in operation are then~ H. r. A. 
and a very active County 4...JI calf Clubo 
Entomology and Plant Pathology 
Observations were made and publicity given boll weevil infestation and 
control; also newspaper publicity was given in regard to treating cotton 
planting seed. Also help, advice and publicity through the newspapers and 
radio was given on all insect and disease problems coming up. 
Forestry 
Better than one-half million pine seedlings were purchased and planted 
in the county in 19480 Through the cooperation of the Elctension Division of 
Forestry and the State Forestry DepartI!lB?lt all farmer requests for timber 
marketing and management work were taken care of. Details of this work are 
reported under the Forestry Secti.on of this report 0 
f 
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4~ Club Work 
All 4-H Club activities are reported under the 4~ Club Section. 
Highlights are: 1. Active county 4-i• Dairy CalfClub. 2. A County 4-H 
Club Council. 3o A 4-H Officers and LeE¢ers Training School and Banquet. 
4. A Beef Calf Show at Annual Orangeburg Fatstock Show and Sale. 
Horticulture 
Horticultural work consisted of definite demonstrations in sweet 
potato work and general publicity and assistance -with all truck crops in the 
county; beans, peas, squash, cucumbers, canteloupes, watermelons and tomatoes. 
Marketing 
Farmers were aided in marketing surplus farm products during the year. 
Marketing work is done inconsiderable volumB. through the county agents office 
in the buying and selling of special farm crops and seeds. 
poultry 
vaccination demonstrations were conducted with poultrymen. Turkey and 
chickens sales in the county amount to considerable volume. Two turkey dressing 
plants are now in operation in the county. There are also two chicken dressing 
plants operating each week. 
Visual Instruction 
Showed educational motion pictures to oµr 19 4-H Clubs twice; also 
made four separate showings to members of the Orangeburg Livestock Club and 
one showing to the Farm Home Administration clients. 
Publicity 
This work consisted of personal letters, circular letters, news artic13s 
and radio broadcasts. We also distributed maey Extension and u. s. D. A• 
bulletins and circulars. The volume of this work is given under the publicity 
section of this report. 
J.948 Agricultural Program 
The 1948 A~icultural program for s. c. was adjusted to fit Orangeburg 
Coun~y and publicized throughout the year. The business concerns of Orangeburg 
carried a total of 20 advertisements of approximately 1024 inches of space on 
various points of this program in the local newspapero Also one farm carried 
all points in an advertisemento 
. We ~ee~ that t~s program which had also newspaper and radio backing did 
much in bringing to mind timely and useful agricultural information that helped 
put over an all--inclusive agricultural program in 19h8o 
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COUNTY, COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION 
OF VOLUNTARY FARM AND HOME LEADERS 
County Agricultural Committee: Members of the County Agricultural 
Committee were selected at the suggestion of neighborhood leaders in confer-
ence with the agents. This procedure was followed in each connnunity in this 
county. There are 21 organized communities covering the whole area of the 
county. These members were added to the regular old cotm.ty program planning 
committee which has been in existanca fr the past several years. The following 
list gives the names and addresses of the County Agricultural Committee. 
County Agricultural Committee 
Mr. F o .u. l!.vans, Providence, s. c. 
Mr. Clyde W. Stroman, Orangeburg, Soc. 
Mr• W. E. Bennett, Springfield, s. c. 
Mrs. T. F. Riley, Jr., Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mr. Fo E. Cope, C pe, s. c. 
Mr. w. B. Bolin, Neeses, s. C• 
Mr. G. B. Patrick, Bowman, Soc. 
Mr. J. w. Way, Orangeburg, s. Co 
Mr. George R. Bowman, Orangeburg., s. c. 
Mr. 1. n. Lide., Providence., s. c. 
Mrs. Eo Do Lide, Providence, s. C. 
Mr'• N. E. Byrd, Branchville, s. c. 
Mr. T. T. Traywick, Cope, s. Co 
Mr. Bo B. Williams, Norw:,, s. c. 
Mr. Francis Evans, Jr., Providence, s. Co 
Mrs. Harold Ulmer, Orangeburg, Soc. 
Mrs. Co I. Smoak, Cordova, Se Co 
Mr. Ro Lo Ashe, Cordova, s. Co 
Mr. 1. 1. Tillson, (SCS), Orangeburg, S• Co 
Mr. J.B. Earle, (SCS), Orangeburg., s. c. 
Mr. A. M. Brabhan, (Prod. credit), Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mr. A. c. Gramling, (Fed. Land Bank), Orangeburg., s. c. 
Mrs. Ao C• Gramling, (Pres • ., County Council of Farm Women), 
Orangeburg, So Co 
Mr. Fred C nnor, Jro, Eutawville, s. Co 
Mr. Talley E. Smith, Rowesville, s. Co 
:Ml'. No R. Davis, Jr., Norway, s. c. 
Mr. s. w. Gramling, Sr., orangebtll'g, S0 c. 
Mrs. Tracy Garrick, Cope, S0 c. 
< 
Executive Committee 
Mr• A. c. Gramling, Sr., Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mr. N. R. Davis, Jr., Norway, s. c. 
Mr. Co W. Stroman, Orangeburg, '5• C• 
Farm Labor Sub-connni ttee 
Mr. R. L. Ashe, Cerdova, s. c. 
Mr •. Fred Connor, Jr., Eutawville, s. c. 
Mr• w. B. Bolen, Neeses, S• c. 
Mro c. w. Stroman, Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mr. Ne Ro Davis, Jr., Norway, s. c. 
Marketing Sub-Committee 
Mr• Jo w. Way, Orangeburg, S• c. 
Mro Ne Eo Byrd. Branchvillet s. C. 
Mro G. B. Patrick, Bowman,~. c. 
Mrs. T. F. Riley, Jr., Orangeburg, s. c. 
4-H Club Advisory Commi. ttee 
Mr• F. Do Evans, Jr., Holly Hill, s. c. 
Ml°• w. L. Glaze, Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mr. Sow. Gramling, sr., Orangeburg, s. c. 
Dr. w. I. Goodwin, Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mrs. To E. Hayden, North, s. c. 
Mrs. Roy Jeffcoat, North, s. c. 
Mr. W. W. Davis, Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mr. F. H. Yarborough, Orangeburg, s. c. 
Mr. Fred Connor, Jr o , Eutawville, S. c • 
State Agricultural Committee 
Mr. F. D. Evans, Holly Hill, s. C. 
Mrs. A. C~ Gramling, Orangeburg, Soc. 
Comm.uni~ Aijicultural Comnittees: The following is a list of the 
communft1es atrne1l'.oorhooas orgafu.zea in the Better Farm Living Pregram. 
for Orangeburg County. This list shows the number os white and colored 
~oluntary workers in each neighborhood. These community and neighborhood 
erganizations are kept in tact as they are invaluable in carrying out the 
County Agricultural Program. 
( 
r. Springfield Comm.unity 
Neighborhood No. Leaders 
White Colored 
Springfield 6 4 
South Goodland 10 3 
Magnolia 7 0 
Sawyerda.le 11 0 
Oakland 2 2 
n. Neeses Community 
Neeses 9 1 
Four Pines 7 0 
III• Livingston community 
Livingston 8 0 
rv. Norway Commimi ty 
Norway 4 0 
Two Mile 6 0 
South Willow 8 0 
:Middle Willow 8 0 
North Willow 8 0 
West Willow· 10 3 
v. Cope Conmuni ty 
Cope 6 5 
Canaan 6 0 
Comer 4 0 
Fogle 8 1 
vr. Cordova Cemmunity 
C rdova 15 3 Dry Swamp 10 2 
VII. Orangeburg Community 
Pin Hill 6 4 Great Branch 6 3 St. aeorge 6 0 
Poplar Springs 3 3 Zion 2 0 
Caw caw 2 ' North Orangeburg 4 0 Jamison 6 0 
( 
Neighborhood 
Upper Limestone 
Wolfton 
Belleville 
East Orange 
Four Holes 
East Middle 
west Middle 
Beuth Orangeburg 
Limestone 
North 
Etheredgets Mill 
Salem 
Wood.ford 
Trinity 
Rowesville 
Branchville 
North Branchville 
Cattle Creek 
Sandy Run 
Thompson 
Mc.Alhaney 
Bowman 
Enterprise 
Oak Grove 
Elloree 
Goodbys 
Eelderville 
Parler 
Santee 
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VII• Orangeburg Community (Cont 1d.) 
VIII• North Community 
n:. Woodf o~ Comm.unity 
x. Rowesville Comm.unity 
XI. Branchville Comm.unity 
XII o Bowman Communi ~ 
XIDo Elloree Community 
No. Leaders 
White colored 
3 O 
2 0 
5 0 
8 4 
10 4 
6 10 
6 6 
4 0 
2 l 
l 
2 
2 
8 
!~ 
2 
7 
4 
5 
2 
~ 
7 
6 
4 
6 
6 
4 
~ 
3 
0 
0 
0 
3 
3 
3 
0 
2 
0 
0 
3 
10 
1 
3 
3 
3 
0 
0 
3 
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( 
( xrv. Provid~c.E:.~~~uni tz. 
No. Leaders 
Neighborhood White coiored -
North Providence 9 1 
Providence 8 0 
Wells 8 0 
XVo Vance Community 
Vance 2 
XVI. Holly Hill Comnnmi ty 
Holly Hill 4 1 
Connor station 6 1 
Crane Pond 2 0 
Target 12 1 
:ICV!I. Eutawville Comm.unity 
Eutawville 6 4 st. Julian 2 0 
1f alnut Grove 1 0 
\ 
., / ,, -....... / ---........ , 
\ / / 
6. 
,.. 
,- ~ 
,/ 
,· 
Outline map of county showing 
location of cor.u:nuniti sand 
neighborhoods Hi th symbols 
shovling location of residences 
of county comr1ittee and coIIlI'l.unity 
and neighborhood leaders . 
I 
"------
GJ Couniy Conrd. tteemen 
0 Comnuni ty Lnaders 
• IJeighborhood Leaders 
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COUNTY EXTENSION ORGANIZATION 
Changes in the Orangeburg County EXtension Staff 
For the first time in recent years there were very few changes in the Ex-
tension staff during the year. As a result the EX:tensien Program for the 
year was not interrupted by personnel changes. 
Present EXtension Staff 
White Agents 
J. c. McComb, County Agent 
R. G. Winburn, Assistant County Agent 
J. H. Evans, Assistant County Agent 
Sara Neeley, Home Demonstration Agent 
Elizabeth Woodward, Assistant Home Demoastration Agent 
Mrs. Freida Sigm•n, Secretary to County Agents 
Mrs. Myrtle Carnes, Secretary to Home Deronstration Agents 
The County and Home Agent~ co perated.closely idth the various agri-
cultural agencies perating in the county. The following listed personnel 
heads up the Administration of other agency pr grams: 
Ho T. Corbett, Administrative Officer, P & M Administration . 
L. 1. Tillson, County Technician, SCS 
Jo B. Barle, C unty Technician, SCS 
Jerome Bo McMichael, Supervis r, F.H.A. 
A. M. Brabham, Production Credit Administration 
st. Clair Price, County F rest Ranger 
A. c. Gramling, National Farm Loan Association 
Negro Agents 
The County Agents cooperate with the Negro agents in all phases f their 
work, lending aid in securing specialists for holding demonstrati ns and planning 
agricultural work generally. The Negr Agents are listed as f 11 ;ws: 
G. C. Daniels, Negro Agricul tura.l Agent 
Quincy Smith, Assistant Negro Agricultural Agent 
Rosa Odom, Negro Home De~onatration Agent 
Other Agencies 
In addition to the County Agricultural Committee and the C unty Dairy 
Committee, the following listed organizations have cooperated with the County 
Agents in carrying out all agricultural pr grams planned. Assistance has 
also been given by these agencies in regard t all extension and allied agri-
cultural work. 
- 11 ... 
Thess Agencies are: 
County Pr duction and Marketing Admi_nistrat:l n 
County Council of Farm Women 
Orangeburg County Soil Conservation District 
Orangeburg LiTestock Marketing Association 
Production and Credit Administration 
Orangeburg Pasturage Development Cem.m:i.ssion 
Farmers Home Admi.nistration (F.SeA.) 
County Fair Association 
Orangeburg County Heal th As ociation 
County 4-H Club Council 
u. S. Do A. Council 
Orangeburg Fat Stock Show 
Orangeburg Livestock Club 
Orangeburg Civic Clubs 
Orangeburg Banlcs 
Orangeburg Chamber of Commerce 
Orangeburg County Farm Bureau 
Orangeburg County Schools 
' 
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AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
Work in Agricultural Economics and Farm Management in 1948 included a 
county~de outlook meeting, outlook information presented at 19 4-H Clubs and 
ten community farm meetings. rn addition to this 12 farm records and many 
enterprise recortis were kept. 
outlook Meetings: A county-wide outlook meeting was held at the Court-
house in brangeburg with a representative group attending. Extension specialists 
and District Agents gave factual information regarding the outlook for the 
different agricultural enterprises for the year. This information was carried 
to 4-H Club and Community farm meetings by the Agents. 
complete Farm Records: There were 12 farmers who kept their 1948 farm 
operations as demonstrations in cooperation with the TVA. 
A list of these demonstrations for 1948 is given below. 
COMPLETE FARM RECORD DEMONSTRATIONS - 1948 
size of' .fi'arm Predominent type of' 
Name Address Acres Farming 
J. L. McLean Cordova 1486 Cotton and livestock 
c. y. Mccants Cameron 24.5 It " " 
p. R. Felder Holly Hill 383 " n " 
J. A• Smith Springfield 342 " u II 
T. T. Traywick Cope .507 GraJln an, livestock 
J. M. McAlhaney Branchville 2.58 cotton and livestock 
F. Do EVans Holly Hill 350 " ft " 
J. To Zeigler Cordova 25.5 " II " 
J. W. Way Orangeburg 2h2 II II II 
John L. Fairey Orangeburg Tobacco and livestock 
W. c. Rast Orangeburg Grain and livestock 
T. s. Smoak Orangeburg " " " 
Cooperation with Farm Credit Agencies: The County Agents during 1948 
cooperated W1'th a:11 !arm cre<ttt agencies operating in the county. 
Summary loans made by Agricultural Credit Agencies - 1948 is as follows: 
Agency No. Farmers served 
Production Credit Administration .546 
National Farm Loan Association 34 
F. H. A. 3.59 
Total 939 
Amount 
489.,160000 
107.,000oOO 
75.,ooo.oo 
671.,160000 
t 
TVA Farm Unit Test-Demenstratiens 
Twelve unit test demenstrati•n farms ceoperated with the Extensien 
Service and the Tennessee Valley Autherity in carrying eut c mplete farm 
demenstratiens during the 1~48 crep year. 
These farms were established t demc,nstrate the value f the pregrem 
ef land use adjustment. Econemic preduction f meney creps, aleng with seil 
building practices and water conservati n, was the basis on which these pre-
grams were outlined. Crep and livest.eek plans haTe been develeped fer each 
fa.rm cevering a five year peri•d• 
Phesphate and ammenium nitrate are furnished each farmer at freight 
cest. The farmer keeps a complete farm ace unt recerd ef bis business 
transacti ns. This year is the fifth year in the secend series ef five 
ysars fer this pre gr.mo 
, 
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE UNIT TEST.,.;r)Etr)NSTRATION FARM OFT. S. SMOAK 
ORANGEBURG COUNTY 
Field Nes. 
1 
2 
3., 4., and 14 
5, 8, and 11 
6 
7 and 12 
9 
9 
10 
13 
15 
15 
Crep Rotatien 
Total Acres R tat.ien underway 
2.3 Lespedeza Sericea 
4.6 cotton, grain and lespedeaz, corn 
and beans 
19.7 corn and beans f llowed by grain 
and SUllDler leguaes 
11.2 Grain and lespedeza 
8.1 Corn and beans 1 year., oats and 
lespedeza 2 years 
.9 Home garden 
34.0 Grain and summer legumes., c rn and 
summer legume, grain and st11mer 
legume and sweet p tatoes. 
1.0 Mel ns, grain and summer legumes, 
cern and beans 
4o5 Corn and beans 
7.0 Corn and beans 2 years., grain and 
summer legume 1 year 
9.1 Permanent pasture 
16.0 Woods pasture 
Changes that Have Taken Place in Crop R tat.ion and 
Livestock Management 
Prier to entry into the pr gram of test-demonstration in 1947, M:r. SJR•ak had 
converted his farm only partially to a feed growing and livestock feeding farm. 
Since that time he has planted a reduced acreage of cotton and has increased his 
acreage of corn and ther feed crops. 
Accomplishments a An average yield of 65 bushels of c rn per acre was the 
attained. gclal. o! Mt. S11eak 1s faming in 19480 
. Soil improvement and him yields are uppermost n this fa.rm. The use of 
liaeste~e a.no. TVJ;phesphate ~ogether with improved and increased amounts f 
ce ercial fert zer are now general farm practice. 
NoI"ll.ally much hay and Sl!lall grain is harvested •n this fa.rm.. In 1948, h :w-
~ver, the~e c:eps were practically all grazed since rains prevented timely seed-
ing and likense normal hay and grain harvest. 
st ck.A.~~~ tractice for a sizable ~creage f the corn grown is to let live-
runs them . f ~s, gath~r from ti:ie field. :ur-. Sa a.k: beys feeder shoats and 
supplement!~ .,..;~~e pr~~11i f:~~:;~s!hey reach top weights. The c rn is 
- 15 -
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Iaprovements a The farm barn was re-roofed in 1948. Also, some permanent 
fencing was done and new cedar post added where needed~ eld fences. 
Future nevelepaents s The eperator plans to fellow a standard peraanent 
fertiliU."t1in prigram on his pastures and to gradually increase his pasture 
acreage. 
The farm is t be a. feed growing and livest.ck feeding farm with just eneuch 
cetten to satisfy labor living en the farme 
- 16 -
Acreage and Production ef Specified Crops Grewn on the Unit Test Farm of 
Ta s. Si.eak, 1948 
Cott n 
Cern 
Crops 
oats for hay 
Cewpeas for hay 
Seybeans for bay 
Seybeans interplanted with corn 
Lespedeza 
Miscellaneeus Creps* 
Acres 
31 
110 
24 1/4 
45 
16 
50 
60 
1 3/4 
Total Productien 
16,988 lbs. 
7,l'.$0 bus 
grazed 
grazed 
10 tons 
grazed 
grazed 
* Includes home garden, sweet petatees, and watemelons 
SUJllllary ~f Mr~ S.eak's Farm BUsiness for Calendar Year 1948 
I,md 
l)llpr•vements 
H•rses and Mules 
cattle 
Hogs 
Creps, feeds, etc. 
Machinery and tools 
F'&r11. Receipts 
CQtton and cettonseed 
Other creps 
cattle and hogs 
GoverllBlent payments and 
:miscellaneeus receipts 
Increase in :rnventery 
Receipts 
Expenses, deduct 
Farm Income 
Interest@ 4% deduct 
Labor Inc$llle 
Beginning !mrentiry 
$2924.oo 
3208.88 
11096.36 
161.32 
$17390 • .56 
# 3,475.oo 
17,390.56 
20.,865.56 
15,512.87 
5,352069 
1,241.68 
u,nr.01 
$ 9,000,00 
4.,401000 
900.00 
2.,500.00 
1,430.00 
1,293.50 
4,214.00 
t29.,7;a.;o 
Farm Expenses 
Hired Labor 
crops 
Livestock and Peultry 
Autemebile 
$ 9,000.00 
5,130.00 
1,350.00 
3,515.00 
2,310.00 
6,796000 
4,030.00 
$32a191.d0 
$1837.94 
4323.07 
5329.03 
341.90 
Truck and tractor 
Improvements and equip-
ment 
451.49 
1584.48 
1644.96 
$15512.87 
Miscellaneous 
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Owner_ T.s. Smeak 
Operator T. s. smoik 
Lecatien Reute 2 
Or~ngeburg, s. c. 
Date 8/11741 
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AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Agricultural Engineering work during 1948 included soil conservation 
farm building a:nd equipment plans, and the care and repair of farm machinery 
and equipment. 
Establishment of Soil Conservation Practices: Soil conservation work 
for the year was largely in cooperation with the P & M Administration and the 
Soil Conservation service. This work included all types of conservation 
practices, farm planning and the application of lime and superphosphate to 
the soil. 
The following is a summary of some of these aids handled through the 
P & M Administration and our office: 
Lespedeza (pounds) 
Austrian winter and Dixie 
Wonder Peas (pounds) 
Lupine (pounds) 
Vetch 
Lime (tons) 
Superphosphate (tons) 
Kudzu (crowns) 
lqe Grass (pounds) 
·6,ooo 
100,000 
15,-000 
10,000 
3,000 
4,000 
232,000 
26,000 
Summary of Soil Conservation Work: A summary of soil conservation work 
in Orangeburg County is as follows: 
Ex:tension Demonstrations Establishing Soil Conservation Practices 
Orangeburg county 
December 1, 1947 - November 30, 1948 
1. Permanent Pastures 
2. Summer and Winter AnnuaJ. 
3. Forestry plantings 
4. Terrace Maintenance 
154 
Cover Crops 40000 
600 
1500 
acres 
acres 
acres 
acres 
Soil Conservation Work by Soil Conservation Service 
1. District Agreements Made 
2. Approved Rotations (Acres) 
3. Strip Rotations (Acres) 
4. Kudzu Plantings (Acres) 
5. Serecia Lespedeza (Acres) 
6. Pasture Improvement (Acres) 
1 •• Trees Planted (Acres) 
8 111foodland Improvement (acres) 
9o Terracing (Farmer EquipmentXAcres) 
10. News Articles (Times & Democrat) 
11. Drainage (Acres) 
""T5U 
81110 
41.,J. 
309 
311 
1,253 
513 
6,483 
1,936 
20 
2,188 
Total 
I,058 
49,566 
12,631 
2,161 
1,386 
5,667 
1,924 
19,323 
29,456 
7,550 
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Farm Buildings: Farm Building plans prepared by the EKtension A~-
cul tural Engineering Division were furnished to farmers for the construction 
of the following listed farm buildings: 
SUMMA.RY FARM BUILDING PLANS FURNISHED FARMERS 
Kind of Plan 
sweet Potato Curing House (Block type) 
A-Type sweet potato Curing House 
Hog Self-feeder 
Septic Tank 
Kitchen Sink 
Beef cattle Barn 
Milking Barn 
General Barn 
calf Creep 
Laying House 
Brooder House 
Farm House 
Farrowing nouse 
Total 
Number 
3 
6 
15 
10 
5 
3 
15 
5 
6 
12 
10 
7 
4 
101 
Schools: One tractor maintenance and one combine operators school were 
held in l94B. Interest in machinery farming was never greater than the present. 
All farmers who do not have machinery of all types seem to be striving to 
obtain it. Many labor problems are being taken care of through the use of 
additional machinery on farms; 
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AGRONOMY 
Agronomy work in 1948 consisted f demonstratiens and educatienal 
work with cotton, cern, small grains, grains rghlllll, soil building creps, 
grazing creps and peraan.ent pastureso 
Miscellane us ,1·cti vi ties 
A ceunty-vride outlook ueeting was held in January at which time 
fertilizers were discussed. At Community meetings this subject as well as 
pecific agrenomic er p infel'lllatien was given. Also, thr ugh weekly elt"S 
columns and on regular radio pregrams timely d.iscussiens were 11.ade in the 
interest of the field creps grown in the ceunty. 
Cott n 
Five-Acre Improvement Dem nstrations: Twenty~ix orange burg Ceunty 
farmers c mpleted their tive....a,cre cotten J.lllprevement demonstrati ns in 1948, 
and submitted recerds. A summary of these records followsa 
SUlllllary Results Five-Acre Demonstratiens - 1948 
Je L• 0 1Ca.in 
L• Re C llier 
W• D. Moorer 
L. Ee Shuler 
J. Wo Way . 
Me B • Willi.ms 
Heyward Keller 
c. Mo Walker 
J.B. Earley 
To Se Smoak 
Gerald B. Cope 
Ho R• Inabinet 
J. Lee Stro:aan 
Je R• Reed 
T. E. Hayden, Jr. 
Jo Vo Bull 
M. Be Haigler 
Sheldon C•pe 
Jo Mo Cope 
Mrs. Alberta Bo CCDpe 
Mo K• ,Antley 
Ro Do Walker 
J. ·K. SUDmers 
Jehnnie Austin 
Ao Jo H;rdrick 
Dan E. Walker 
Tetal 
Average per acre 
s. 
Seed 
Cetton 
16395 
13075 
12()C)5 
ll785 
ll650 
lll30 
10775 
10760 
10650 
1058S 
10550 
10485 
10015 
9945 
9675 
9635 
9545 
9510 
9245 
8900 
8825 
8650 
8520 
8415 
7380 
7090 
269,785 
2070.5 
Lbs. 
Lint 
Value 
Crop 
Net 
Pr•fit 
6QS6 2129o67 781.77 1337.80 
4707 1663014 674.21 988.93 
4354 1538.43 487053 1050.90 
4360 1530.75 769.49 761.26 
4273 1503.21 620058 882.63 
4118 1445.76 652.75 793,01 
3616 1269057 525.43 744.14 
3450 1235.58 638040 597.18 
3834 1354.68 511.31 843037 
3916 1374087 700012 674.75 
3896 1368.42 576046 791.96 
3897 1,361.88 568070 793.18 
3605 1273.80 427.07 846073 
3680 1291095 532.12 759.83 
3483 1230.66 521.23 709.43 
3469 1225.68 437.06 788.62 
3532 1239.99 658.52 581.47 
3519 1235.43 571.24 664019 
3292 ll66ol9 516091 649028 
3204 u32.oa 51a.04 614.04 
3177 ll22o54 422027 7000 27 
3394 1145088 528.o4 617.84 
3067 1083.69 470.67 613002 
3029 1070.28 520.47 549.81 
2656 988.52 475072 522080 
2482 882.80 468.65 414.15 
Variety 
c-10~ 
c-100-w 
c-1oo-w 
C-10~ 
c ... 1oo,..w 
c-1oo-w 
C-100-4 
c-1oo-w 
C-lOCHY 
c-100-w 
c-10041 
c-100-w 
c-100-w 
c-100.JW 
Cwl004'f 
c-1oo.-w 
C-100-W 
c-1oo,.w 
c-1oo-w 
c-1004'1 
C-100-r"V' 
c-1oo,..w 
c-100--w 
c-1oo...w 
C-100...W 
c-100-w 
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The five-acre cetton impr vement contest lends a strong influence 
towards the iaprovement of length ef staple and quality of cett n pre-
duceci in the county. The 1948 cotton yields in the c unty were good and the 
total county preducti n en the approxiaately 90,000 acres was apprexiraately 
70,000 bales. 
l)lproved seed: A c.impaign has been underway fer a nU11.ber f years f r 
good planfa.ng seed '?er the c untyt s cetten er P• At one time a c unty appre-
priated revolving fund was used to secure in vol'Ullle g d planting seed fr dis-
tribution to ur cottG>n growers. This plan was f llned by enceuraging seed 
dealeri, in all secti ns f the c unty to handle only seed f known •erit fr 
distributien to ur farmers. il ng with this we have centi ued to locate 
acceptable seed fer all th se desiring this service. 
This lllpr•vement campaign let t a ne-variety planting and as a result 
we now have the c unty enrolled as a one-'V'ariety c tto c unty and this en-
titles all of eur growers free grading and classing service under the Smith-
Doxey law. 
The treating of c ttonseed prier to planting is now an established 
practice in the county. The necessary publicity t call attenti n t this 
illp rtant task is given eacJI spring thr ugh the m.ediUll f news articles and 
the radio. 
Orangeburg County One-Variety Cotton Improvement As ociation: For a 
number of years we have had the county enrolled as a cone-variety cotton county 
as the cotton plantings are approximately 95% Doter 100 Wilt variety. This 
service entitles our cotton growers to free cotton classification and market 
news services under the Smith-Doxey Acto 
A number of farmers and quite a few of our ginners are taking ad-
vantage of this service especially in c6tton classing0 
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Corn Preductien 
corn production in Orangeburg County was better than average in 1948; 
however, ne extremely high yields were made and the per acre yield average 
is still too small. IDD.phasis was placed on the use of more fertilizer, 
particularly Nitrogen, closer spacing, and better cultural methods during 
the year through demonstrations, publicity and a county-wide corn preduction 
contest. Some results of the year•s work are: 
Summary of corn Production Damonstrati ns 
yield cost Cost 
T. s. Smoak 
John L• Fairey 
J• B. Earley 
Reese Earley 
C. W. Collins 
J. w. way 
Jo w. way 
W. D. Jackson 
J. T. Zeigler 
Jo Te Zeigler 
Lamar Porter 
Roger Gramling 
c. B. Bonnette 
Lee Gramling 
c. P. iqers 
C. Me 1ra.lker 
J. F. wers 
Roger Lo Bull 
M. K• Antley 
Wilburn }.{yers 
N. R. Davis 
H.J. Bolin 
Dan E. walker 
J. Bo Earley 
J. B. Earley 
J. B. Earley 
J. B. Earley 
John L. Fairey 
John L. Fairey 
John L. Fairey 
John Le Fairey 
Total 
Average per farm 
Acres Per Acre Prod. Per :su. 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
l 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 • 
1 
77 
3o2 I 
80.20 
74.50 
70.60 
69015 
68.oo 
67.50 
53.60 
64.20 
62.70 
46.60 
60090 
55000 
50.00 
53030 
47.40 
46.70 
45.40 
44.90 
39.40 
34.30 
30.40 
28.40 
24.00 
51.20 
47.80 
46.90 
50o60 
n.60 
57.80 
68.60 
56.oo 
7,7.; 
157.10 
116.14 
108.85 
108085 
121.so 
158.25 
112.60 
222.,5 
104.70 
104070 
131060 
128.:w 
101.40 
870,1 
n8.71 
93.80 
125.75 
ua.50 
104.90 
95.00 
98.55 
,5.35 
10.35 
46.55 
46.55 
46055 
46.55 
36030 
.36.30 
36.30 
36.30 
3,018.06 
143.71 
66.0¢ 
52.0¢ 
51.3¢ 
52.2¢ 
60.0¢ 
78.0¢ 
70.0¢ 
115.0¢ 
55.0¢ 
74.0¢ 
7200¢ 
78.0¢ 
68.0¢ 
55.0¢ 
83.o~ 
6700¢ 
,1.0¢ 
87.0¢ 
88.0¢ 
92.0¢ 
108.0¢ 
lll.0¢ 
,1.0¢ 
9000¢ 
,1.0¢ 
99.0¢ 
,1.0¢ 
51.0¢ 
6300¢ 
53.0¢ 
65.0¢ 
value 
360.90 
335.25 
317.92 
3u.18 
306000 
303075 
241.20 
288.,0 
282.00 
20,.70 
274.05 
247050 
225.00 
239.85 
213.30 
210.15 
204.00 
202.05 
177.30 
154.35 
136.80 
127.80 
108.00 
78.80 
71.70 
. 70_..35 
75.,0 
107.40 
86.70 
102.,0 
84000 
6,154.55 
293.07 
Prefit 
203.80 
219.u 
209,07 
202.33 
184020 
145.50 
128.60 
65.95 
177.30 
105.00 
142.45 
118.60 
123.60 
151.,4 
,4.29 
116.35 
76.25 
83.55 
61.24 
86.35 
38.25 
32.45 
32065 
' 30.25 
24.15 
23.80 
23.35 
n.10 
50.Jt) 
66060 
47.70 
. These demonstrations show that progress is being made in the ceunty~s corn 
grOWJ.ng enterprise and that there is much interest in this crop. Many of the corn 
demonstrators this year were enrolled in a county-1fide 3-Acre corn contest sponsored 
by Shuler & Smoak, Seedsmen of Orangeburg. This is the second year that such a 
contest has been sponsored by this firm. 
In addition to the above listed demonstrations, two completed demonstrations 
in the use of high amounts of Nitrogen are listed in the over-all corn summary0 
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COill!TY-11ITDE 3-ACRE CORIJ PRODUCTION COMTEST 
In an effort to increase interest and thereby increase yi eld per 
acre of corn in Orangeburg County, a 3-Acrp, Corn Production Contest was 
again conducted in 1948~ The contest, under the supervision of the Ex-
tension Service, was sponsored financially by Shuler & Smoak, Seodsmen 
of Orangeburg. seven cash prizes Herc offersd by the spon.sor as follovrs: 
1st prizo - ~100000; 2nd prizo - ~60.00; 3rd prize - ~35 .00; 4th prize -
~25 .00; 5th prize - t;l5 . 00; 6th prize - $10,00; 7th prize - t5 .oo. 
Results of Contest 
Yield Cost coTt 
Name Acres Per Aero Prod. Per r ,1-.. value profit 
T. s. Snoak 3 80 .20 157.10 66.0¢ 360.90 203.80 
John L. Fairey 3 74 . 50 116.14 52 . 0¢ 335.25 219.11 
J.B. Earl ey 3 70.60 108.85 51.3¢ 317,92 209.07 
Roose Earley 3 69 .. 15 108.,85 52 .. 5¢ 311,18 202.33 
C. l1f. Collins 3 68.oo 121.80 60.0¢ 306.00 184.20 
J. 1"1' . 11ray 3 67. 50 158.25 78.0¢ 303. 75 145.50 
w. n. Jackson 3 64 . 20 222 . 95 115.0¢ 288.90 65.95 
J. T. Zeigler 3 62 .70 104n70 55.0¢ 282.00 177.30 
Lamar Porter 3 60 . 90 131060 72.0¢ 274,05 142.45 
Roger Grar.Jling 3 55 .oo 128.90 78.0¢ 247.50 118.60 
J. w. vray 3 53 .60 112a60 70.0¢ 241.20 128.60 
C, B• Bonnette 3 50.00 101,40 68.0¢ 225.00 123.60 
Leo Gramling 3 53 .30 87.91 55.0¢ 239.85 151.94 
c. P. 1zy-ors 3 47 . 40 118.71 83.0¢ 213.30 94.29 
c. M. walker 3 46 . 70 93 . 80 67 .0¢ 210.15 116.35 
J .T. Zeigler 3 1+6 .60 104. 70 74.0¢ 209~70 105~00 
J. F. Myers 3 45.40 125 . 75 91 .0¢ 204.oo 76~25 
Roger L. Bull 3 44.90 118. Sn 87.0¢ 202.05 83.55 
M• K. Antley 3 39.40 104.90 8P . O¢ 177 .JO 61 . 24 
Wilburn Jzyors 3 34.30 95 .00 92 . 0¢ 154~35 86.35 
N. R. Davis 3 30.40 98 •. S5 108.0¢ 136.,80 38.25 
H.J. Bolin 3 28.40 95 .35 111.0¢ 127~80 32,45 
nan E. 17alkor 3 24.00 70.35 97 , 0¢ 108.00 32.65 
Totals 69 $2,686 .66 ~5,476 . 95 :,2, 798.83 
Average yield per acre 54.74 
Average value per acre ,19 .37 
Average cost per bushel 76.99¢ 
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HYBRID CORN IN 3-ACRF' CClNTEST 
A number of hybrid corns rrcre planted b;sf J-Acre Corn Contestants and 
a sumnary is given to show yields obtained. 
Name 
T. s.snoak 
John L. Fairey 
J, B. Earley 
Reese Earley 
C. W. Collins 
J. 1r-r. Way 
W. D. Jackson 
J. T• Zei'gler 
Lamar Porter 
J • 11r. ir]ay 
c. B.Bonnette 
N. R. Davis 
variety 
N. c. - 27 
Funkt s G-717 
N. c. - 27 
N. c. - 27 
Vood I s s-210 
V{ood IS S-210 
Funkt s G-717 
N. C. - 27 
':food Is S-240 
Fundts 714 
Fund's 717 
N. C. - 27 
18 
Por· Acre 
80.2 
74.5 
70.65 
69.15 
68 
67 .2 
64.2 
62.7 
60.9 
53.6 so 
JO.u 
Average yield for HYbrids 62.6 
n.enarks 
No Tc 1. vil dar.iage in field 
Slii;Lt weevil danage in field 
No 17c -.,vil danage in field 
No weevil dar.iage in field 
Slight weevil damage in field 
Slight weevil damage in field 
Slight weevil da~age in field 
No wer:o:vil danage in field 
Slight weevil d amago in field 
Slight neevil dar.iago in field 
Slight weevil danage in field 
No weevil danage in field 
The above hybrids were reasonably fr e'J from vrccvil danagc in the field. 
N. c. - 27 showed pratically no danage. This varic tJr however, seemed to be 
·more susceptible to fungus troubles. One N. c. - 27 plot was severely dar.iaged 
by the fungus or blight trouble:known as Hclninthosporium. 
Yields HYbrids - 1947 and 1948 (Conparison) 
Variety No. Plots 1947 No. Plots 1948 
Funk's G-717 2 87.35 J 
Funk's G-714 1 76.1 1 
Wood's s-i10 1 90.3 .;. 2 
Wood• s S-315 4 58.6 
McCurdyts Yellow 1 59.1 
N.C. - 26 1 57.8 
N. C. - 27 5 
Wood I s S - 240 l 
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OPEN POLLINATING VARIETIES IN 3-ACRR CONTEST 
To compare yields of open pollinating varieties of corn used in tho 
J-Acre Corn Contest with hybrid varieties tho following sun.r:iary is made of 
open pollinating varieties: 
Na.me 
Roger Graoling 
Lee Granling 
C. P. M;7ers 
C~ M. V!alkor 
lJ. T. Zeigler 
J. F. 1vzy-ors 
Roger L. Bull 
M. K. Antley 
Wilburn M:rors 
H. J.Bolin 
Dan E. Walker 
Average Yield for Open 
variety Yield Per Acre 
Grar.J].ing Prolific 
Coker Ellis 
Douthit' s Whi to 
Douthitts Yollow 
Douthit's Yellow 
Coker' F,llis 
Wood' s Ir1provcd Golden 
Douthitfs Prolific 
Douthit•s Prolific White 
Douthi·t' s Prolific '.{hit·. 
own s eed 
Pollinating Corns 
55 ' 
5.3.3 
47.4 
46. 7 
46.i 
45.4 
44.9 
39.4 
J4.3 
28.4 
24 
42.3 
Yields - Open Pollinated Varieties - 1947 and 1948 
(comparison) 
variety No. Plots 1947 No. Plots 
Coker Ellis 6 77.1 2 
Doughthitts Prolific 8 57.24 6 
Basting's Prolific 1 77.2 
OWn Seed 1 63.2 1 
Wood 1 s Inproved Yellow 1 
Gramlingts Prolific 1 
HIGH NITROGFN DEMONSTRATIONS 
1948 
49.3~ 
40.1.,.T 
24.0 
44.9 
55.o 
These demonstrations which arc included in tho corn production surnr:iary 
r eceived Calnitro as the source of Nitrogen. 
Fert. At Planting Ring & Amt. Yield Cost 
Nane Per Acre Nit. per Acre Lbs. Per Acre Per Bu. 
J. w. Way 300# 4-10-6 600# Calni tro 
50~ 5oz potash (135) 76 56.5¢ 
ti 300$ 4-10-6 400# calnitro 
50# 50% Potash (93) 62 60.4¢ 
II 300# 4-10-6 200# calnitro 
50# 50% Potash (53) 46 69.4¢ 
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HIGH NITROGEN DF.MOHSTRATIONS (CONT'D) 
Fert. at Planting Kind & Ant, 
Nane p0r Acre Nit. Per Acre Lbs. 
Francis Evans, Jr, 400# 4-10-6 600# calni tro 
400# Calnitro 
200# Calni tro 
(139) 
(97) 
(57) 
n l•OO# 4-10-6 
11 UOO# 4-10-6 
Yield Cost 
Per Acre Per Bu. 
81 
68 
65 
ANALYSIS OF 23 THREE-ACRE com: PRODUCTION DEHONSTRATIONS - 1948 
variety No. Records Ave . Yield Ave. Cost per Bu. 
N. c. - 27 5 62.6 66 . 4¢ 
Funk 1 s 717 3 62.9 78 . J¢ 
Funkls 714 1 5Ju6 70.0¢ 
Wood's S-240 1 60.9 72 .O<f, 
Wood, s S-210 2 67. 7 69 .0¢ 
Douthitts Prolific (White) 5 40.9 90. 4¢ 
Coker Ellis 2 49.3 73 . 0¢ 
Wood 1 s Improved Golden 1 44 .9 87. 0¢ 
Douthitls Yellow prolific 2 4606 70. 0¢ 
Ovm Seed 1 24.o 97 . 0¢ 
"'"To.....,t..-a--1-s----------2 ..... 3-------..... 5-03:Ij:------7...,7'"3 ......... l..,..¢ __ _ 
Average yield per aero for 23 plots 
Average cost of production per bushel for 23 
plots 
Average profit per bushel of corn produced 
Width of Row 
3 to 3.5 ft. 
3.6 to 4 . ft. 
4.1 to 5 ft. 
Totals 
No. RP.cords 
11 
9 
3 
23 
51 .34 bus . 
77 .31¢ 
72 .69¢ 
Yield Per Pi.ere 
60.6 
45 .9 
45.5 
152 . 0 
The above SUJ'lnary shows that f arner s are generally ·gai.ng to 3.5 ft. 
rows or less. Tractor cultivation is plaJring a part her e as nost r ecords 
were 3.5 ft. plantings. 
Arlount of Nitrogen 
0 to 25 lbs. 
25-to 50 lbs. 
50 lbs. up 
No. Records 
4 
9 
10 
Yield Per Acre 
53.2 
49 .7 
55.6 
Amount of Potash 
0 to 25 lbs. 
26 to So lbs. 
51 lbs. up 
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No. Records 
8 
4 
11 
Yield Per Acre 
ANALYSIS OF 194 7 AND 1948 3-ACRE PL.i\NTI1'JGS 
(Avoragos) 
variety 1947 1948 
Rocora:s y1.eia: Cosf; (Bu. J Rccoras Yioid 
Ellis 6 77,.06 50.3¢ 2 49.3 
Douthitts 8 57.24 68.2¢ 7 41.9 
Hastings 1 77 .20 53.7¢ 
own Seed 1 63.20 60.1¢ 1 24.o 
Wood's Se-315 4 58.60 61.8¢ 
Funk 1s G-717 2 67 .40 44.9¢ 3 62.9 
Funkts G-714 1 76.10 37 .9¢ 1 53.6 
wood 1s s-210 1 90.30 45.4¢ 2 67.7 
N. C. - 26 1 57.80 62.2¢ 
N. C. - 27 5 62.6 
Wood's s-240 l 60.9 
Wood's Inp. Golden 1 44.9 
Width of Row 1947 1948 
No. Recoras yia:. Per Acre No. Rocoros Yia. 
3 to 3.5 ft. 18 63.2 11 
3.6 to 4 ft. 7 75.4 9 
4.1 to 5 ft. 1 88.4 3 
AMount of Nitrogen 1948 
Cost ~Bu.) 
73.0¢ 
80.2¢ 
97.0¢ 
78.3¢ 
70.0¢ 
69.0¢ 
66.4¢ 
72.0¢ 
87.0¢ 
Per Jtcre 
60~6 
45.9 
45.5 
1947 
No. Records Yid. Per Acre No . Rccora:s yia:, Per 
0 to ·2s pounds 
25 to 50 pounds 
SO pounds up 
2 
12 
12 
79.8 
59 . 9 
73,0 
4 
9 
10 
Acre 
'5)-;2" 
49.7 
55 .. 6 
variety t ests were conducted on t,•ro farns and we report tho r esults here 
for r ecord and infornation : 
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Vl'.RIETY TEST BY J.B. F.ARLEY 
Cost cost 
variety Yi0ld per .\ere Per Bu. Value Profit 
HcCurdy' s Yellow 1003 51.2 46~55 : 90¢ 76.80 30.25 
Funk rs G-790Vv ('7hi t o 47.8 46.55 97¢ 71.70 24015 
Funk's G-720 46.9 46.55 99¢ 70.35 23.80 
Funk 1 s G-737-lF 50.6 46055 91¢ 75.90 23.35 
VARIETY T~S'l' BY J OHN L. F,"i. IREY 
Corq;- Cos· 
variety Yield Per Bu9 Per Bu. Value Profit -
Funk ts G-717 71 ,6 36~30 51¢ 107.40 71.10 
Funk! s G-720 57 ,8 J6,.JO 63¢ 86. 70 50.40 
N. C., -27 68,,6 36.30 53¢ 102090 66.60 
Funk 1 s 737~1F 56 36 .. JO 659: 84 ,00 47.70 
• 
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RECOHMENDATIONS 
1. Seed Bed Preparation - Prepare a good seedbed in the usual nanner. 
2. Fertilizer - ~pply to fit soil conditions and past cropping history. 
Suggest 200 to 400 pounds of 3-9-9 or equivtlent at planting tine, plus 
Nitrogen as side-dressing to equal 11/2 to 2 pounds for each extra bushel 
of corn expected on the bas is of p1ants per acre. 
3. Cultivation - Use a we8der, when available, until the corn is six inches 
high. Use shallow cultivation in early part of the season to control 
weeds until the corn is 2 1/2 f eet high, and then stop cultivation. Do 
not use turning plow or bull t ongue . Do not cultivate close enough to 
plants, or deep enough t o injure roots. 
Note - Do not l eave plants as thick as indicated above unless 
the proper quantity of f ertilizer is to be used. 
4. Row Width - Approxinately 3 1/2 feet. 
5. Spacing of Plants in the Row - Under nomal conditions 11/2 to 2 pounds 
of Nitrogen will produce one bushel of corn. plant population and ferti-
lization must be kept in bal ance. Leave enough pl ·:nts to produce the de-
sired yield. Fertilizers aro nos t efficient when tho average ear size 
does not exceed 8 ounces (1/2 lb.). on the basis of 1to11/2 ears per 
stalk, the following stands of one stalk to the hill are necessary to 
produce the corn yields shown: 
Up to So bushels per acre: 24 inches in 3 1/2 ft. rows - about 
6000 plants per acre. 
So to 75 bushels per acre: 21 inches in 3 1/2 ft. rows - about 
75 to 100 bushels per a cre : 
7200 plants per acre. 
16 inches in 3 1/2 ft, rows - about 
9350 plants per acre. 
6. Side-dressing - Land which usually produces 15 to 35 bushels with little 
or no Nitrogen side-dressing will r equire 60 to 80 pounds of Nitrogen 
side-dressing per acre for yield increases of 25 to 50 bushels per acre . 
This is equivalent to 375 to 500 pounds of Nitrate of Soda·or 190 to 250 
pounds of Ar:u:10niur.1 Nitrate or 290 t o 388 pounds of Cynanid, etc. }Jake 
side-dressing application when corn is 6 to 8 weeks old or 2 1/2 feet 
high. A fifty bushel corn crop r equires around 83 pounds of Nitrogen; 
36 pounds of Phosphorus; and 57 pounds of Potash f or the grain and stalks. 
On sandy soil 1/3 of the Nitrogen t op-dr ess ing should be applied when the 
corn is 12 inches high and the r enaining 2/3 when the corn in 2 1/2 f eet 
high. On PotQsh deficient soils or on soils where hay or legunes have 
been r enoved, nix 75 t o 100 pounds of Huriate of Potash or 150 to 200 
pounds of nanur e salts with the top-dressing for each acre• 
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OBSERVATION 
High yields are essential t o econonical corn production and by this we 
oean in conparison t o nomal yields now nade. We reconnend that plant popu-
lation ·and fertilization be kept in balance f or the yields desired and that 
a yield goal be set in the range of nornal conditions over a period of years. 
[n other words, we would not shoot f or a hundred or more bushels per acre on 
an entire faro, but would consider a nomal goal of 50 to 75 bushels for the 
faro with the higher goal f or a snaller ar~a of a f ew selected acres. 
As a good souihd farning practice we v:ould say practice the following: 
4. 
Preparation of a good seedbed . 
Use adapted variety of good seed. 
Strive t o have plant population and f ertiliz~tion in 
keeping with yield goal. 
Make early light cultivati ons and stop when corn is 
approxiMately 2 1/2 f ee t high. 
11:00 a.m. 
11:20 a.m. 
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STATE CORN TOUR-ITINERARY WHILE IN 
ORANGEBURG COUNTY-AUGUST 4 
1948 
Assemble u. s. Highway 301, just across Edisto River 
south of Orangeburg. 
John L. Fairey•s farm - 7 miles out of Orangeburg on 
Cameron Highway, turn right on dirt road½ mile. 
Observation - Corn variety comparisons. 
Dataa 
12:00 a.m. 
1. Soil type - Portsmouth 
2. Preparation of land - disked with tractor, turned 
with tractor disk tiller and re-disked with tractor 
rc:.disked with tractor disk. 
3. Spacing - 42" row - 1211 in drill. 
4. Planting date - May 1, 191~8. 
5. Cultivation - Sided and run middles 3 times (all 
tractor work). 
6. Rainfall - good until bunching to tassel. 
7. Varieties: 
a. 1st 6 acres - Funks G-717 
b. Next 12 rows - N. c. - 27 (McNair 1 s) 
c. Next 8 rows - Funks G-720 
d. Next 6 rows - Funks G-737 
e. Next 3 acres - Funks G-717 
f. Next 5 rows - Funks G-790 
g. Next 2 acres - OWn seed (cross, tathams Double 
a.~d Coker's Ellis) 
8. Fertilizer -
a. Across field as listed in (7) above: 
1. 1st 3½ acres - 200# 4-10-6 per acre under. 
Side dressing - 90# Calnitro and 100# 60%, potash 
per acre first application. 100# Calnitro at 
2nd application (approximatel y h.nee and waist 
high). 
2. Remainder of field - 200# 4-10-6 under. Side 
dressing - 50# calnitro and 50# 25% Manure salts 
per acre 1st application - 100# Calnitro per 
acre 2nd applic~tion (approximately knee and 
waist high). 
Talbert s. Smoak 1s Farm - 9 miles out of Orangeburg 
on Bowman Highway, turn left at Gulf Station one mile 
on dirt highway. 
Observation - Better than 100 acres of Douthits corn to be 
observed by car and stop to include 3 acre corn 
contest plot. 
Data: (3-Acre Corn Contest) 
1. Soil Type - Portsmouth largely. 
2. Preparation - 1st operation, 2 row stalk cutter with 
double disk harrow attached pulled by large tractor. 
Next, broke twoce with disk tiller with section harrow 
attached. These two implements pulled by large tractor. 
Next marked rows 3½ ft. apart with row marker and opened 
with 2-horse middle buster. 
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3. variety - N. c. - 27 (McNair•s) 
4. Fertilization at planting - 500# 3-9-9 per acre. 
5. Spacing - 3½ ft. row and approximately 1211 in drill. 
6. Planting date - May 5 and 6, 1948. (Ordinary Cole 
planter in middle buster furrow and followed by the 
500# of fertilizer with a rex distributor). 
7. Side dressing - 1st. application,, 200# 25% Manure 
Salts, 200# Nitrate of Soda, and 300# superphosphate 
per acre. 2nd application, 400# Nitrate of s~da per 
acre with rex distributor in each middle June 10. 
This was after last cultivation. 
8. Cultivation - 1st, section harrow behind tractor, 2 
rows at a time - 10 days to 2 weeks after planting. 
Next, heavy rain caine and al.most drowned corn, so ran 
2 six inch openers on either side of corn with walking 
cultivator to get water off corn. Next, applied manure 
salts, superphosphate and 200# of Njtrate of Soda in 
these opener furrows and sided corn with 18 or 20 inch 
sweeps. No further plovving. 
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PASTURE DEMONSTRATIONS 
permanent Pasture: Farmers are becoming more and more interested in 
permanent pasture development and requests are continually arriving for 
assistance. The assistance is that of site selection and methods of es-
tablishing grasses and legumes, together with fertilizer recommendations. 
Nine different completed permanent pasture demonstrations covering 104 
acres were conducted. These pastures are well established and represent good 
pasture management in practice. A summary of these follows: 
SUMMARY PERMANENT PASTURE DEMONSTRATIONS 
No. Urn.:ts Live- Ferto Used Grasses and 
Demonstrator Acres stock Grazed Per Acre clover in Sod Observation 
Jo T. Zeigler 25 50 200# super- Dallis, Yijhi te Excellent 
phosphate Dutch, Hop sod 
100# manure Clover 
salt 
100# 4-10-6 
fertilizer 
J. D. Bates 3 9 1000# 3-12-12 Dallis, little Good Pasture 
100# Nitrate carpet, Kobe 
of Soda lespedeza, 
Ladion and iihi te 
Dutch 
W. Do Jackson 3 3 1 ton lime cari,et Grass Fair pasture 
700# super- Kobe Lespede-
phosphate za 
200# Muriate 
of Potash 
Mo B. Williams 3 225 1000/I 3-12-12 Carpet grass Good grazing 
sod 
Kobe lespedeza 
T. S. sinoak 20 20 400# 3-9-9 Dallis and crab 
grass, Kobe 
Lespedeza 
s. s. Lee 13 10 400# 3-9-9 Dallis, Kobe 
Lespedeza, White 
Dutch Clover 
E. B. Mack 20 25 600# Basic Bermuda, Kobe 
slag, 500/I Lespedeza 
3-9-9 
H. L. Whisenhunt 17 25 600/I 4-10-6 Dallis and Ber- 4th year 
muda, Kobe Les- demonstration 
pedeza, white 147 treatment 
and Ladino clover SOO# 4-10-6 
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SUMMARY PERMANENT PASTURE DEMONSTRATIONS (CONT 1Do) 
No. Unites Live- .E1ert. used Grasses and 
Demonstrator Acres stock Grazed Per Acre clover in sod Observation 
T. T. Tr~ck ,o 100 400# 4-10~ Dallis grass, Good grazing 
white Dutch and 
Ladino, Kobe 
Lespedeza 
In addition to the demonstrations listed above, pasture information was 
given generally throughout the county. As a result we have many pastures as 
good and some better than those reported aboveo 
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tadino Clover, Dallis Grass .nd 
Kebe Lespedeza 
Fir• year Fescue, Sub-terranean &Di 
Ladino Clever 
r 
They ge hand in hand - ·Good pastures 
and geed cattle. 
I 
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Orangeburg Pasturage Development Commission 
For the purpose of fostering the development of unimproved lands in 
Orangeburg County for pasture development and establishment, the Orangeburg 
~asturage Development Commission was created. Much of our bes; pasture land is 
in our woodlands and branch heads and it is this type of land that the Com-
mission is clearing. Livestock development is going forward in the county 
but can develop no faster than suitable grass and grazing lands are made 
available. 
The sum of sixteen thousand one hundred and seventy-five dollars was 
appropriated by the County Delegation to buy heavy machinery for this clearing 
work. Also, the Delegation created a board of five farmers to handle this 
fund, purchase equipment, and otherwise start pasture clearing work. The 
County Agent serves as Secretary to this com.in:i.ssion. 
The Commission has operated twelve months now and the fourth quarterly 
report is made a part of this report to show progress of the work to date. 
Forty-six farmers have had clearing work done during the past year and 
the fourth quarterly report will give number of hours work accomplished 
together with cost of saiheo 
Name 
J. L• McLean 
s.n.1,atson 
c. R. Strock 
M. B. Hughes 
H. E. Hutto 
Re G. Smoak 
Andrew Berny 
Totals 
Aug, 
II 
u 
" n 
" 
" 
" 
Sept. 
. " 
II 
II 
" II 
" ti 
" 
" 
II 
" 
" 
" 
II 
II 
" n 
It 
,2 
3 
3 
7 
10 
21 
28 
28 
4 
4 
11 
11 
11 
13 
13 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
16 
18 
18 
23 
23 
25 
29 
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STATEMENT - ORANGEBURG PASTURAGR DEVELOPMF.NT COMMISSION 
4TH QUARTERLY REPORT 
August 1, 1948 - October 31, 1948 
OPERATIONS - AUGUST lj 1948 ~ OCTO~ER Jl, 1948 
Hrs. Work Amount county Maintenance 
115 · $U5o;oo $230.00 
58~75 587,50 117.50 
8.5 es.oo 17.00 
2. 75 27.50 5.50 
15 150.00 30.00 
35.5 3S5.oo 11.00 
B.o 80.00 16.00 
243.5 ~2435.00 ~4·a1.oo, 
OPERATING EXPF.NSES TO OCTOBER 31, 1948 
J. w. Smoak Hardware Co. - 120 Ft. ½ti Cable 
Jeffords Machine Shop - Welding cab of buldozer 
Orangeburg Oil ·co. - Fuel for dozier 
Thomas Gleaton, Operator 
Southern Bell Tel and Tel Co. - Telephone calls 
Thomas Gleaton, Operator 
Thomas Gleaton, Operator 
Thomas Gleaton, Operator 
Thomas Gleaton, Operator 
Thomas Gleaton, Operatof 
Thomas Gleaton; ·0perator 
Thomas Gleaton, Qperator 
Thomas Gleaton, 20 gallons gas for truck 
State Highway Department - Licence for truck 
state Highway Department - Licence for trailer 
Orangeburg Oil Company - Fuel for dozier 
Jeffords Motors, Inc. - Repair on dozier 
smoak•s Garage - Work on dozier 
Jeffords Machine Shop - Dozier ·welding 
Jeff Hunt Machinery Co. - Repairs · 
Thomas Gl~aton, Operatqr 
.. 
$115~00 
58~75 
8.50 
2.15 
1,.00 
35.50 
. a.oo 
$24.3.50 
Thomas _Gleaton, Operator 
Thomas Gleaton, Operator . (Smoak•s Garage ·repair bill paid by Gleaton) 
Thomas Gleaton, Operator 
Thomas Gleaton, Operator 
Thomas Gleaton, Operator 
Jeff Hunt Machinery Co. - Repairs 
(ov e,..,) 
Operation_, 
$80,.00, 
4il.25 
85.oo 
19.25 . 
10,.00 . 
248~50 . 
56.oo . 
$1730.00 
$ 16.63 
48.29 
158~67 
27.62 
6.8, 
51.25 
43.75 
12.50 
63.75 
12~50 
43~75 
12.,0 
4.75 
1.60 
1~60 
125~31 
3.05 
11.00 
1~00 
187~96 
41.25 
21,00 
30.00 
12.so 
23.50 
62.50 
117.19 
Oct. 
II 
II 
" 
II 
" 
It 
II 
II 
II 
" 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
ti 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
7 
11 
. 16 
16 
23 
23 
29 
. 30 
OPERATING EXPENSES TO OCTOBER 31, 1948 (Cont'd) 
J. w. Smoak Hardware Co. - Equipment 
Jeffords Machine Shop - Work on dozier 
Orangeburg Oil Co. - Fuel 
Thomas Gleaton, Operator 
Thomas Gleaton; Operator 
Thomas Gleaton, Operator 
Southern Bell Tel and Tel co~ 
1. H. Fulmer - ·Grease 
Thomas Gleaton, Gas for truck 
Thomas Gleaton, Operator 
w. L. Whittle, Gas for truck 
Thomas Gleaton; Operator 
Thomas Gleaton, operator 
Thomas Gleaton, Operator 
29.65 
3.50 
111.88 
26.2S 
25.00 
50.00 
8,05 
7.20 
12~92 
37.50 
6.25 
67.50 
25.00 
· 80.00 
30 
30 
Jeff Hunt Machinery co. - Last paymGnt on 10 tooth rake 
Farm Equipment co. - Couplings and fittings 
311~25 ,;as 
. 14.65 30 J.W. Smoak Hardware Co. - Cable, clamps and slip hook 
Total 
~perations (4th quarter) 
...._ Maintenance 
County 
Carried Forward (1st, 2nd, and 3rd quarters) 
Difference - $292,37 
WORK TO OCTOBER 31, 1948 
Receipts 
1730.00/ 
. ~4).50) 
487.00 
JB9.59 
$1,970,72 
Expenses 
1970,72 
487.00 
$2457.72 
Firtt quarter - 97 hours; second quarter 178 3/4 hours; third quarter 
399 l/20-hours; and fourth quarter 243.5 hours. · 
Paid County first quarter $194.oo; second quarter ~3,7.50; third quarter 
$798.lO;"fourth quarter $487.00; or a total to October 31, 1948 of $1836.60. 
* Maintenance and operations funds were icombined in 3rd quarterly report 
due to excessive maintenance costs. These funds continue in this status in 
fourth quarterly report. 
r 
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Abeve - 22½ ten Buldezer. Reasen fer land 
clearing interest fer pasture establish-
ment 
30 ten trailer and 2½ ten 6 x 6 Army Truck 
ewned by Pasturage Cemmissien fer trans-
perting 22½ ten Buldezer 
I/ 
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Small Grains 
oat Production: Five oat production demonstrations were completed 
and the summary is given in the following table: 
SUMMARY OATS DEMONSTRATIONS 
Yldo Cost per 
Name variety Acres Yield Per Acre Cost Bushel Value Profit 
J. T. Zeigler 
T. T. ·rraywick 
Eo ·i. Parker 
G.c. Rickenbaker 
J. w. Way 
Total 
!verage per acre 
Fulgrain 13 13 hay 
~ulgrain 30 1200 
ictor Grai.n30 1200 
It " :a 232 
Fulgrain 15 550 
96 1995 
20.7 
1 hay 
40 
40 
29 
37 
147 
414.57 520.00 105.43 
847.25 070 2400.00 1552.75 
715.20 .59 1080.00 .364.80 
176.40 • 76 208.90 31.40 
295.32 054 687.50 392.18 
2,ahB.74 2.59 4,896.30 2446056 
25.50 51.00 25.48 
oats is the No. 1 ·flinter grain and grazing crop in Orangeburg ~ounty. 
Fertilizing with a complete fertilizer at seeding time is showing increased yields 
and more of our farmers are adopting this practice. 
Winter Grazing Crops: When permanent pastures are dorment, a properly 
seeded, vvell fertilized winter grazing acreage carries the load and carries it 
well. Six farmers demonstrated this in 1948 and the results of their work is 
listed below. 
SUMMARY WINTER GRAZING CROP DEMONSTRATIONS 
Cows Days Cost 
Dem.onstra tor Kind of crops Acres Grazed Grazed Per Acre 
J. c. Hayden oats, rye, vetch 60 55 89 31.79 
J. w. Austin oats, rye 24 22 86 22.88 
T. T. Traywick Rye-grass 50 100 61 24.76 
H. t. Whisenhunt Oats, rye, vetch 55 60 120 44.90 
J. H. EVans oats, barley, 
r,-egrass 3 3 71 28.24 
John L. Fairey 3 70 hogs 
5 cows 164 330 72 
Total J.95 315 591 186.29 
Legumes for Seed: Generally soybeans are grown in the county for hay 
s~il building, and for grazing livestock, but for the past few years a con-' 
siderable acreage has been gro~n for seed and oil mill crushing. 
value 
Per Acre 
43.20 
49J52 
25.24 
45.09 
46.72 
166.28 
376.o.5 
Five of our farmers demonstrated the growing of soybeans for the seed in 
1948 and a sunnnary of their work follows. 
SUMMA.RY SOYBEANS FOR SEED DEMONSTRATIONS IN 1948 
Demonstrator 
H. L .. Bookhart 
Do Fo Kennerly 
Francis EVans 
J. B. Earley 
John L. Fairey 
Total 
ie 
Per 
Variety Acres Yield Acre Bu. 
Arksoy 22 522 
yelando 23 529 23 090 
yelando 7 220 3lo4 .87 
C&S 8 164 20.5 .99 
C&S 15.5 400 20 .70 
75.5 1835 94.9 J.46 
A large acreage of Orangeburg lands are 
devoted to smaJ.l grains 0 
Value Profit 
1096020 488067 
1058.00 454.50 
550.00 358.40 
475.60 311.90 
840.00 560.02 
4,019.80 2,173.49 
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
The extension agents directed their efforts to continue improving the 
quality of livestock as wel as assist in keeping good marketing in operation. 
The Orangeburg Livestock Association and the Orangeburg Fatstock Show and Sale 
are means by which these goals are sought. Three livestock auction markets and two daily cash markets (packing plants) operate in the county in addition to the association and the Fatstock Show and Sale. 
SWINE 
Work with hogs in 1948 included the placing of purebred gilts and boars as wel as assistance in marketing. Swine production continues to be a 
:g>pular farm enterprise. D1 addition to the sale of $645,041.22 worth of hogs by the association, it is estimated that the work of the other five buying points would bring total hogs sales for 1948 to $2,ooo,ooo~oo 
. Pureb7ed boars and gilts: In the campaign to improve the ~ne grown in the county seven boars and 15 gilts were placed0 with ~ ~ numerous p~chases by farmers at breed sales throughout a defiru.te trend of improvement in the. county. 
quality of 
This along 
the year show 
f 
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Orangeburg Livestock Marketing Asseciatien 
An activity in ceoperative marketing of the Extension Service in 
Orangeburg ceunty has been that ef assisting the Orangeburg Livestock Marketing 
Asseciatien. In the last fiscal year ef eperatien which ended June 30, 1948, as, 
farmers seld 13,736 hegs, weighing 2,856,305 peunds fer a gress sum ef $645,041.22. 
This market has a.fferded a real eppertunity fer the Ceunty Agents t lend 
service to hog gr.wers in encouraging them te impreve the quality of animals 
gr.wn. In addition te this market there are three auctien livesteck markets and 
two packing plants that buy livesteck daily en their yeards. 
Te show further this piece ef cooperative marketing werk an annual tate-
ment f the Orangeburg Livestock Associatients business fer the past marketing 
ye will be feund on the f llow.i.ng page. 
:tend The 
al 
SHOW 
LE 
pril 1st 
n unloading scene is shown above on a lypical day at the Orangeburg County Livestock•ssociatiOII 
market on the Cannon Bridge road. In the pasl year sa)ea al the farmer-owned market, open each W. 
aead&Y, totaled $514,000. Greater salea are anticipa.L ed this year. 
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ORANGEBURG. LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATION 
d oi*angebUI_"g, .s. c_. 
RECErPTs AND ·n:r~sEiwTs 
July I, 1947 to~ 30, 1948 
CASH BALANCE, JULY 1, 194 7 
RECEIPTS: 
$12,248.33 
From $ale of Hogs 
:; ., 
.. ..... +·. 
··-··· f 
DISBURSEMENTS: 
Paid Producers for Hogs 
Operating Expenses • 
$645,041.22 
2, 741 •. 18 
,ACCOUNTED FOR AS FOLLOWS 
I 
SOUTHERN NATIONAL BANK · 
Balance per bank statement 
Plus Deposit 6-30-48 
Less outstanding checks: 
Old Div. 
#10733 
107.85 
10792 
10793 
10794 
10808 
10810 
10811 
10813 
10814 
10817 
10819 
-. 
J ;179.27 
211.22 
1228.9.5 
117.17 
143.20 
52.07 
139.27 
321.58 
173.65 
169.47 
325.84 
61.38 
630.86 
FmST NATIONAL BANK 
#10822 
10823 
10827 
10828 
10829 
10832 
1083.5 
10836 
10838 
10839 
10841 
10842 
10845 
10846 
10847 
10848 
$ 234.68 
172.91 
1631.71 
2162.72 
299.06 
360.24 
2.55.04 
136.62 
1159.95 
126.72 
283.69 
73.26 
1s.oo 
37.50 
30.00 
·22.so 
Balance per Bank statement 
Less Outstanding Checks: 
Old Div. 79.30 
#3962 .99 
BANK Of ORANGEBURG 
Balance per Bank statement 
. . 
. Leds outstanding checks (none) 
' . 
.. 
• 
. . 
\ 
r 
. . 
... 
..,. ... ~ -
f .~ • 
$10.,045.00 
13,786.59 
$23,B:U.59 
11,076.61 
. 
80.29 
,1.,345. 78 
;t ·• 
$663,764.94 
647; 782.40 
$ 15,982.54 
. . \ 
$12,754.98 '. ..... ~· .. 
1;345~78 
$15,982.54 
t. 
.. ,, 
11 - - . ORANGEBURG LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATION 
orange6urg, s. -c. 
INCOME .AND EXPENSE STATEMENT 
Jfily I, 1947 to June jo, --1948 
INCOME: 
Proceeds from sale of hogs 
PURCHASESa 
• paid to Produc~ts for hogs 
.. 
GROSS PROFIT ON TRADING1 
Commissions Deducted 
Miscl. Gains and tosses (Net Loss) 
I 
OPERATING EENSES: 
'i'aiee 
Salaries 
Telephone 
Miscellaneous J , 
Printing forms, . · ··...- · 
Cards 
Supplies for hog·pone 
pay Roll (hog pens) 
Advertising 
Licence Fee 
Lease on Stock pens 
Envelopes 
Printing Tickets 
Insurance 
Printing Checks 
Loss on hogs 
Auditing books 
Service chl'lrges 
Contribution -
17.00 
.90 
88 • .34 
171.46 
27:.50 
10.00 
1,00 
19.64 
4o.7S 
40.20 
12.91 
123.66 
2s.oo 
14.90 
Fatstock Show and Sale 250.00 
PUrchasc of hogs from 
Fatstock Show and Sale 425,oo 
NET m OFIT FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1948 
" 64S,ou.22 
6,492.21 
-16.82 
· 27. 76 
1,405.45 
39.71 
1,268.26 · 
~ 6,475.39 
$ 2,741.18 
$ .3,734.21 
*************-IHHl*·lHHh'h'HHHHH'****"HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHP,HHHH~*IH~**il-lHHHHH~ 
SUMMARY HOG SHIPMENTS, 19.37-1948 
Year yo. Shippers No. Hogs Total wt. Total Returns 
Mar. 24, 1937 to 
ft 
June 30, 1937 316 2,285 419,.366 $ 36,982.82 
July 1, 19.37 to 
1,969,215 155,427.29 June 301 1938 668 10,356 
July 11 1938 to 
3,481 21,821 4,208,58_4 295,024.33 June JO, 19,9 
July 1, 19J9 to . 
.. 
June 304 1940 2,679 
16,762 3,093,686 175,205.28 
July l., 19 O to 
17,523 3,320,447 235,584.03 June 30, 1941 2,9~ 
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SUMMARY HOG SHIPMENTS; 1?37-1948 (Cont•d) 
·year No. shi.ppers No. Hogs Total Wt. Total Returns 
July I, 1941 to 
4,339,205 486,743.36 June JO 1942 J,89J 22,4S3 
July 1, 1942 to , , 
June JO; 1943 2,942 19,650 3,801.,640 534,959.72 
July 11 19h3 to 
. 
June 30, 1944 2.,708 17,798 3,615,435 457.,024.11 
July 1, 19i.;.4 to , . . 
June :;o. 1945 2,68,3 18.,094 3,494,480 490,505.oo 
July 1, 1945 to· 
June 30~ 1946 765 4.,093 829.,455 118,392.75 
July 11 1946 to 
June JO, 194 7 1.,023 11.,336 2,285,820 514,426.98 
July 1, 1947 to 
June ; ,O .?29~~ .. . 859 13,736 2,8.56,J0.5 . 645,041 ~22 
24,923 175,907 34j2J3.,6J8 $4,145 ~ Ji.G of39 
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BEEF OATTU: 
Beef cattle work in 1948 consisted of placing purebred sires, fat cattle 
sale for farmers and junion farmers, 4~1 Club work in beef calf feeding and 
continued emphasis upon pennanent pasture and production of cheap roughage. 
Purebr.ed Animals Placed: Six purebred bulls and a number of registered 
cows were placed and from the purebred beef cattle sales several of our farl'.IJ3rs 
made individual purchases. 
Miscellaneous works Fifteen demonstrations in burdizzoing calves were 
given and tlie oI!iCe has two sets of these instruments that were loaned to 
approximateq 100 farmers during the year for doing their own work on an 
estimated 750 calves. 
Educational work was done on the control of parasites and diseases• 
( 
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Orangeburg Fatsteck Shew and ale 
The Orangeburg Fatsteck Shew and Sale is eperated annually as a means 
ef shewing and selling hegs and cattle that meet packer d~d and at the ~alD! 
time enceuraging lecal farm peeple , yeung and eld , ~ add livesteck t their 
farming systemo 
The Shew and Sale was started in 1939 and has eper ated annually since 
with the exceptien ef twe years when the event was net held because f war 
cenditions . 
The werk ef this erganization has meant greater recegnitien of the 
Orangeburg ar ea •s petentialities in h gs and cattle and has gene far in im-
preving breeding and grewi.ng practices in the area. 
The clipping belew better states the purpese ef the Annual Shn and Sale o 
The Purpose -Of The Sltow And Sale 
The Orangeburg Fat Stock Show and Sale is organized to serve the · 
area in the promotion of better beef cattle and hogs. 
Realizing that too many of the boys and girls a:te leaving farms to 
work in industry, it is the purpose of the show to promote and boost 
diversified farming by encouraging additional livestock to our present 
cash system of farming. By the addition of livestock we can increase our 
farm income, improve our sales and utilize our labor during the entire 
year. By boosting the farm income, tarming becomes much more appeal-
ing to our young people, and consequently many more of them are eRcour-
aged to make it their life work. 
Livestock can be profitably produced where pastures and feeds are 
plentiful. Since our soils can become well adapted to producing the neces• 
sary feeds, the show serves to encourage this phase of the livestock pro-
gram; namely, more permanent and temporary pastures or grazing areas. 
In addition to encouraging the growing of beef cattle and hogs, it i s 
the purpose of the show to demonstrate the type of cattle and hogs w 
· the ma.rket desires and is willing to pay top money for. 
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The Orangeburg Fat Stock Sh.w - 1,4a 
Champion steers n display at 
Orangeburg Livesteck Clubts 
Supper in h nor tf junior 
exhibit•rs 
• Y., -, 1/'ac·,. t:· ~ ~~~~  
~ l ... ,l. 
I ·J 'a " , 
·' ' . 
... , 
-.. 
' 
-: . 1· . . . 
I 
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Orangeburg Livesteck Club 
Te help premete and fester mere and better livesteck in the Orangeburg 
area, the Orangeburg Livesteck Club was created and has been busily at werk. 
This erganizatien is cempesed ef farmers and businessmen and briefly has the 
follewing aims. 
1. T• premote in everyway pessible the dai."r;r and beef cattle, heg and 
peultry interests ef the Orangeburg area by -
a. Enceuraging industries in lecating here which will precess 
livestock preductions. 
b. Presenting t9 farmers all new developments of pasturage, breeding 
and marketing. 
Co Create greater interest in livestock showing at the annual fair 
by impreving the buildings and ffering more and better premiums. 
d. Promete the establishment of a medern livestock building pre-
viding a shew and sales ring and sanitary pens. 
e. Premote an annual Fat st ck Shew and sale at which higest prices 
will be paid for prize cattle. 
fo Develop this area int the recegnized "Livestock Center of the 
Seutheastn. 
2. To act as a cemmen meeting ground for farmers and these businessmen 
whe realize that prespereus farms result in prosperous business. 
The Club 1s directors meet menthly and the full membership once each 
quarter. 
A letter announcing one ef the quarterly meetings follows to shew further 
the work ef the Club. 
OFFICERS 
Thomas T. Traywick , President 
O. s. Burns, rice Presid ent 
J. G. McComb, Secreta ry 
Fred W. Heriihy, Treasurer 
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DIRECTORS 
J.La rshaU R. Wi Hia m s 
Rober t F . Dukes 
E. O. Hudson 
George B. Pa tri ck 
Hug h W. Perrow 
TO THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE ORANGEBURG 
LIVESTOCK CLUB 
Dear Friends: 
(),ia,,9~, So'4~  
January 11, 1,4a 
The time has arrived fer eur sec nd quarterly full membership meeting. 
This ene will be held a.t the Arm•ry, Orangeburg, s. c., Friday night., January 23, 
beginning at 6:30 P.M. 
F•r this meeting a pregram has been arranged that all ef us sh uld hear. 
The subject is., "Mineral C•ntent •f the eil11 , which will be interesting and 
instructive te all farmers; cr•p as well as livest.ck preducers. 
The pregr~ begins w.i. th 'a barbecus supper at 6 :30 a.nd immediately there-
after a picture, "The Other L>ide •f the Fence", will be sheffllo This picture 
depicts soils werk ef Dr. ·Albrecht ef the University of Missouri, a world 
authority on soil science. Following the picture will be a short business 
meeting and last, the main address of the afternoon by Mr. C. G. Cushman, 
Leader of Dairy Ex:tension Work at Clemson, and himself a close student and 
soils authority. 
We would like a 100% attendance of Livestock Club members and are asking 
that each member publicize this meeting and make every effort to be present -
not only do we want a full membership attendance, but we request members to bring 
any prospective members that they can. 
The barbecue., a -dutch affair, will be good and the program, we lmow, is 
outstanding; therefore we do not hesitate in recommending this second quarterly 
meeting as being tops in every respect. The soil is our heritage; letts learn. 
as much as possible about it and use it wisely. 
. The Livestock Club knows that progress never ends. No man - no genera-
ti?n - completes the task. Therefore, let us strive to learn more about the 
soil. from whence we came and which we have in time gone by so neglected. such 
meetings as the on~ on the 23rd is designed to give us the wisdom and the tools 
ne?essary to use wisely our natural heritage - the soil, the foundation upon 
which a successful agriculture is built. 
May we count on your presence? 
Very truly yours, 
Fred w. Herlihy T. To Traywick 
Program Committe!f~G U 4 ~ -~ earrs~ 
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DAIBYING 
EXtension work in dairying for 1948 consisted of educational and 
demonstrational work in all phases of dairying. 
Orangeburg County Dairy Cammi. ttee: Three years ago a dairy committee 
for offen.ng suggestions and ad.vising concerning the Dairy Program for the 
county was set up. Each year this canmittee meets, reviews plans for the 
year, makes suggestions and takes action on pertinent dairy matters in the 
interest of the county•s dairy program. 
This committee has sponsored and pushed such projects as: (l) Orange-
burg County 4-H Dairy calf Club; (2) Organization of D.H.I•A•; (3) Organi-
zation of Orangeburg Cooperative Breeding Association; (4) Sponsorship of 
pasture, gra;ing and other types of feed programso These programs together 
with general promotional work along dairy lines has been the purpose and aims 
of the Orangeburg County Dairy Committee. 
Artificial Breeding Program: Through the County Dairy Committee the 
County Delegation was approached in February regarding the organization of a 
County Cooperative Breeding Association. The Delegation provided initial funds 
for getting this program underway the latter part of arch. The Association 
has been operating since and gradually reaching more fanners each mvnth. 
During the month of November the record was 81 first services. A part-time 
technician ias employed in November to insure 365 day breeding servicea Most 
emphasis has been placed on dairy cattle improvement through the Artifician 
Breeding Association this year. Several highly-bred bulls have been purchased 
by Guernsey breeders of the county, however. 
ORANGEBURG COOPERATIVE BREEDING ASSOCIATION 
PRELIMINARY REPORT - 6 MONTHS 
May - October, 19h8 
Total for 6 months 
Travel expense $ 611.95 
Salary and commission 1494.27 
semen 702.00 
Miscellaneous 114.89 
Total $2923.11 
service fees 2086.00 
Gain or loss $ 837 .n (loss) 
Cost per 1st service 
Travel 
Salary and commission 
semen 
Miscellaneous 
Total cost per 1st service 
(depreciation and set-a.sice for 
reserve not included) 
Total 1st services (6 months) 
Average 1st service per month 
60-90 d~ non-returns 
$ 6.33 
Monthly average 
461 
11 
58.2t 
$ 101.99 
249.04 
117.00 
19.15 
$ 487.18 
347.66 
$ 139.52 (loss) 
T 
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Dairy Cows pla. ced: orange burg County has been growing rapidly as a 
dairy leader during the past few years. Dairy cows are weekly coming into 
the county as herd replacements, for starting new herds and for herd expan-
sion. Records in the County Agent's office and from the Salley Sales Service 
show that 350 registered cows and heifers were purchased by farmers in this 
county during 1948. 
The same records also reveal that 275 grade cows were brought into the 
county during the yea:r. Sixty registered cows and heifers were sold from 
herds w.i thin the comty. 
4-H nairy Calf Club5 This activity is reported under 4-H Club Work. 
At the year ts end 13 members cmned 17 registered animals. This activity will 
be expanded in 1949. 
Dairy sanitation School: A liairy sanitation school was held for county 
dairymen dur1ng the year. No chance is passed up for this type instruction 
as dairy interest is at a high peak in this county and interest is great. 
Animal Grazing, pastures and General Feed Crops: All of this is re-
ported under the Agronomy section; however, much of this m,rk was on dairy 
fa:rms. 
Dairy Buildings and Equipment: Fifteen barn plans were furnished dairy 
farmers tm.s year. ten concrete silos were built. This work was done by 
commercial concerns at a cost varying from $900.00 to $1350 eacho 
. Dairy Herd ~rovement Work: A D. Ho I. A. organization is in operation 
in the comity. A ! 1-t!ttie tester is employed who visits each farm in the 
ofga.nization each month. This tester kee~s for the farmer a business record 
o each cow in the herd which is kept available on the farm throughout the 
year. The number of herds in this work varied from 13 to 21 during the year 
and a herd summary by months follows on the next page. 
Temporary grazing 
in November 
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ORANGEBURG D, H. I. A. REPORT 
Q) 
,-1 1-1 (I) J:.i (l) .c: > 
~ ~ ·1:1 (l) M (I) (I) p,~ Il O 'd ~ ~~ p, <l ~ ~ C: .Q (I) +> 'to6+> s: 0 s cl$ c!: +> § (.) ~ ~ .p 0 ·2 s § t rn't1 oo CH :1 fl) +> . 0 Q) $ fa 0 J:.i 00 o.a 2 t5 ~ 6h ~ (I) I= l'+-1 p,p, p, (I) ,-1 (.) J:.i o  o 
(.) .!:l p, 'O 11§ c.> C+-i c.> fl) ;~ • • a> J:.i +> ij +> • +> ~ ~ a> J:.i Q) +> Q) Q) Ul J:.i ~ ~ a> H m ~ ~ ~~ ~~ 1%4 p, (I) 0 0 (I) .!:l ~ 8. g Month p., 0 1%4 p, 0 p,+> 0 c.> 
December 21 539 5.1 34.8 2,26 ,35 1.97 6.24 16,50 
January 21 550 4.9 26.7 2,68 .55 3,28 7.65 15.50 
February 25 539 4,8 26.0 3,46 .72 5,22 8.32 l,48 
March 25 599 4.7 28.1 2.91 .62 3.09 8,47 15.84 
April 25 624 4.4 27~8 2.29 .52 .96 8.10 19.52 
May 21 662 4.4 29.1 2.16 ,49 8.92 20.65 
June 23 657 4,3 28.1 2.03 ,.47 7,76 22.05 
July 23 682 4,3 2.93 1,82 .42 7,.51 24.52 
August 25 64.5 4.4 28.5 1.91 ,43 7.16 21.99 
September 24 589 4,5 26.5 1.89 .42 6.20 20.39 
October 26 531 4.9 26.7 2,28 .45 2.22 5,92 17.32 
November ., 26 502 5.2 25.9 I 12 .24 ,43 2,58 4,.96 17 .54 
Average for year 23 593 4.6 28.1 2.32 .49 1,61 7.26 18.60 
• 
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Silage Demonstrations: Two silage demonstrations were completed and 
reported Wl. th results as follows: 
Demonstrator 
J. T. Zeigler 
H. E. Shuler 
Total 
Average per acre 
SUMM\RY SILA.GE DEMONSTRATIONS 
Kind of Crop Acres Yield 
Corn and soybeans 8 83T 
Corn and velvetbeans 35 261T 
43 344T 
BT 
c.;os"t 
per ton Total value 
llo47 996.00 
3.73 3132.00 
4128.00 
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Alfalfa Planting: our first Alfalfa planting in recent years was made in 
the fall oI 19h'7 and is reported as a completed demonstration in 1948. 
Demonstrator 
R. F• Dukes 
SU1JMA.RY ALFALFA DEMONSTRATION 
Acreage 
5 
er Acre 
Fertilization Yield per Acre 
Fall 194 7 l ton 4½ tons 
limestone, 500/I 
superphosphate with 
borax., 500# 3-9-9 
Spring 1948 - 500/I 
4-10-6 
Sept. 1948 - 500/I 0-12-12 
plus borax equivalent 
of 20# per acre 
cos va ue 
Per Acre per Acre 
109.80 166.25 
Alfalfa has a place in the county providing correct planting and fertili-
zation is followed along with soil selection. This demonstration went down after 
the 3rd cutting due to deficiency in available potash and borax0 
5-Acre Alfalfa nemonstration - 2 weeks 
after frst cutting. 
.., 
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Orangeburg Ceeperative Breeding Asseciati• 
T• take ca.reef the fast develeping dairy enterprise ef the ceunty, a 
ceeperative breeding associatien was erga.nized and started werk in Marcho A 
full-time technician was empleyed and since getting the werk underway a part-
time technician has been secured. This was necessary te insure the werk en 
365 day basis. Currently, 70 t 80 cews (1st service) are bred aoh mentho 
This association is eperated by a beard ef directers oensisting f nine 
dairymen. The C unty Agent serves as recerding secretary the b ard 0 
Artificial Breeding 
ork Begins To,day -----
LOSO Cows Signed 
For Improvement 
Program 
The first shipment of live bull 
semen was received last night 
inau.E(uratin_g an extensive pro-
_gram of artificial insemination 
o:f dairy cattle in the county by 
the Orangeburg CooperativP 
Breeding association. 
Coming from Clemson college 
in a refrigerated, insulated con-
tainer, the material was examin-
ed by the association's artificial 
breeding technician, L. M. Rhod-
es Jr., and was :found to be in 
excellent condition despite the 
28-hour trip. The shipment was 
stored under refrigeration at the [ 
association's modern laboratory. 
Equipped at a cost of $1,500 
the laboratory has a micro-
scope, incubator, water st i 11, 
cleaning facilities and stereliz-
in_g equipment. The laboratory 
was set up and the technician 
employed throu.E(h a $7,000 ap-
propriation by the county legis-
lative delegation. 
The budget calls for a $5,000 
expenditure next year, a ft er 
which the program will be self-
supporting. 
Approximately 1,080 d air Y 
cows in Oran.E(eburg county have 
already been signed up for the 
program and Mr. Rhodes will 
begin work today. Members of 
the association will be served on 
a daily basis upon call. Applica-
tions for membership are now 
being accepted by County Agent 
J. C. McComb or by the 
technician. All dairymen and 
family cow owners are urted to 
join 
tmation may be secured 
from tb,e county agent's office, 
PboJMt '167. Officers of the as-
sociation are H. L. Whisenhunt 
if Cope president; S. w_. Gran1: 
ling of Orangeburg, v1ce-pres1-
dent; and George Weathers of 
Statement ef beginning 
•peratiens ef Associatien 
and h w laberatery, etc., 
are set-upo 
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The future of the dairy business 
depends upon the growing of the 
right kind of replacements. 
Lush Grazing - Growing good healthy 
heifers 
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ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Extension 1Vl!'k in Entomology and Plant pathology in 1948 consisted of 
work on crop diseases and insect pestso 
crop Diseases 
Treatment of Cottonseed: Newspaper publicity and radio broadcasts were 
given for information to farmers regarding the treating of their cottonseed 
prior to planting with mercury dusto This informatio? serves largely as a 
reminder as pract ically all farmers are sold on treating cottonseed before 
planting. 
Small Grain Disease Control: Farmers were advised to treat all small 
grains '6ef ore pla.nt:mg to prevent smut and allied troubles from showing up• 
Pecan Scab Control: This aisease was controlled in some of our orchards 
b°IJ spraying. Since satisfactory spraying equipment is scarce and expensive, 
very few of the small grawers attempt the job. Some commercial spreying was 
done, hmvever. Adequate fertilization is another step that is of much assis- · 
tance, a~d pecan growers generally are following better fertilization practices. 
Wilt in Sweet potatoes: Field inspections are carried out by the State 
crop Pest Com.mission in an attempt to keep wilt damage to a minimum. Only 
wilt-free fields are certified, and seed are assured of getting wilt-free seed. 
very little wilt has shovm up in the county and publicity is given the im-
portance of controlling this disease. 
potato storage Rot;: Every year storage rots of various kinds are re-
ported. Farmers are advised as to careful digging and haidling at harvest 
'time together with proper storage as a means of minimizing the damage. A 
high percentage of damage in storage can be traced to neglect somewhere along 
the line from bedding to, and including, storing and curing. 
Jnsects 
Boll Weevil control: A concerted drive in boll weevil control work 
was made. seven fields were checked at stritegic points in the county at 
weekly intervals to determine weevil infestation. This information was 
passed on to the growers each week through the newspaper and over the radio. 
That the weevil fight was successful is attested to by the December 
1st yield report for the county - 72,737 bales ginned as of this date from 
the county's approximately 90,000 acres. 
cattle Louse and Grub Control: Farmers were advised to secure commercial 
grades of dusting powder (Clemson formula) for lice and grub control on cattle. 
This information was given publicity and a number of demonstrations, especially 
with 4-H Club members, were given. Forty-two farmers ordered 142½ pounds of 
louse powder cooperatively through the county Agentrs office. 
Soybean Caterpillars: Some damage was experienced by caterpillars on 
soybeans. Recommendations were made and control brought about to a satisfactory 
degree. 
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Miscellaneous Insect and Disease Problems: Various insect and disease 
problems arise almost every week in the yearo The agents make it a point to 
handle these problems as presented. If stumped they call on the Extension 
entomologists for help and no problem, regardless of its nature is overlooked 
or passed-up. 
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4-H Club Work 
Boys 4-H Club work was conducted in 17 community clubs and one county 
Dairy Calf Club in Orangeburg County in 1948 with an enrollment of 360 fann 
boys. Regular monthly meetings are held in the community. 
Summary of Enrollment and Completions: Following is given a list of the clubs 
and a summary of enrollment and completions. 
SUMMARY 4-H CLUB ENROLLMENT AND COMPLEl'IONS 
No o Members No. Members 
Name of club Enrolled Completing Dems. 
Branchville 
Bowman 
Providence 
Elloree 
Woodford 
North 
Pine Hill 
Cope 
Holly Hill 
Sawyerdale 
Cordova 
Willow High 
Norway 
Livingston 
Neeses 
Jamison 
Dairy Calf Club 
Total 
21 
16 
25 
35 
14 
18 
24 
32 
24 
22 
24 
18 
24 
18 
22 
12 
13 
360 
18 
12 
20 
29 
1 
12 
20 
24 
20 
22 
18 
10 
20 
12 
20 
10 
13 
290 
Percent Members 
completing Dems. 
85o7 
75.0 
Bo.o 
80.0 
50o0 
50.0 
83.3 
75.0 
83.3 
100.0 
75oO 
55.5 
83.3 
66.6 
90o0 
83.3 
100.0 
Following is given a summa:rr of h-H Club enrollment of boys and yearly 
completions from 1930 through 1948: 
Year 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
SUMMARY 4-H CLUB ENROLLMENT flN D COMPLETIONS 2 1930-1948 
Enrollment 
199 
1.53 
228 
210 
211 
214 
336 
282 
329 
311 
Completions 
80 
87 
99 
112 
60 
1.34 
208 
241 
288 
196 
Percent 
Completions 
40o0 
.57.0 
43.0 
53.0 
28.0 
62o0 
.57 .o 
67.0 
69.0 
6a.3 
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SUMMA..R.Y 4-H CLUB ENROLLMENT AND COMPLETIONS.! 1930-1948, (CONT'D.) 
Year Enrollment Completions Percent Completion 
1940 295 77 26.0 
1941 319 145 45.4 
1942 356 77 21.6 
1943 238 69 29.0 
1944 324 196 60.5 
1945 302 186 51.5 
1946 316 185 58.o 
1947-z 312 181 56.4 
1948 360 290 80.5 
Total 5225 2851 189.2 
SUMM\RY COMPLETED DEMONSTRATIONS - 1948 
value or Cost 
Demonstration Noo Completed Products of Products Profit 
Small Grain 6 8i3e00 483.00 330.00 
Garden 17 8.54.90 313.40 539.90 
Pig (Feeder) 77 5,815.15 2,985.20 2,829.95 
Pig (Sow and Litter) 24 4,755.00 2,640.00 2,115.00 
Potato 11 3.,398.80 1,518.98 1,889.82 
Corn 26 1,643.60 857 .67 779.93 
cotton 7 4,951.00 2,161.00 2,790.00 
Poultry 79 8,086.60 4,268.60 3,668.50 
Dairy 13 7,297.50 5,847033 1,500.17 
Beef 30 8,641.37 6,3~.2.64 2,298.98 
Total 290 .46,266.92 27,417 082 18,74202.5 
This summary shows that 4-H Club boys completed 290 demonstrations, 
produced farm products to the value of $46,266.92, at a cost of $27,417.82, leaving 
them a profit of $18,74202.5. 
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SUMMARY 4-H COTTON CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
No. H Seed # 
Name of Member Acres cotton Lint Value Cost Profit 
Billy Davis 5 7500 2600 845000 325.00 520.00 
Bobby Dans 5 7250 2450 795.00 312.00 483.00 
George Rutland 3 4340 1670 540.00 230.00 310000 
Legrande NettJ.es 4 6100 2150 720.00 390000 330.00 
Heyward Jeffcoat 2 3300 1200 425000 212000 213.00 
Johnny Toole 5 7440 2700 815000 341.00 474.00 
Rodney Davis 4 6300 2300 Bll.00 351.00 460.00 
Total 28 4?,230 1,,010 4,951.00 2,161.00 2,790.00 
SUMMA.RY 4-H POULTRY CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
N'o. Bought No. Total. Total Total 
Name of Member or Raised Raised Value Cost Profit 
Charles Horger 100 82 125.oo 67.00 58.oo 
Clifton carter 75 54 76.00 44 .. oo 32.00 
D'llnvood Mitchum 100 90 138.00 71.00 61.00 
Edward carter 5o 46 68.oo 31.00 37.00 
Charlie Felder 100 92 141.00 69.00 72.00 
Jimmy Sturkie 80 68 102.00 51'~50 54.50 
J. E. Shuler 75 70 110.00 61.00 49.00 
Donald Collier 150 134 210.00 120.00 90.00 
Wilson Jackson 100 82 127.00 61.50 65.50 Gary Shuler 40 ~ ~s.oo 22.00 26.00 pauJ. wers 50 3.00 31.00 32.00 Van Richardson 100 92 . 143.00 71.00 72.00 
Larry Gardner 125 104 162.00 81.00 81.00 David Shuler 200 186 284.00 131.00 153.00 Lonnie Parler 60 51 72. 00 43.oo 29.00 Robert Martin 50 39 57.50 32.00 25.50 Harley Martin 75 61 92.50 49.00 43.50 Billy Hutto 50 ~ 63.00 ~8.oo 25000 Carroll Chavis 100 121 • .00 1.50 41.oo Benhy Hughes 100 90 132.00 73000 59.00 Mack Gaskin 150 131 216. 00 126.00 Larry Hendricks 90.00 75 60 91000 56.oo 35.oo Glenn Huckabee 80 62 91.00 54.oo 43.00 Jerry Livingston 25 20 33.00 12.00 Leo Strickland 40 21.00 
Hubert Bolin 31 48.oo 22.00 26.00 
Chaney Davis 
100 71 102.00 51.00 51.00 25 22 36.00 Ben Jeff coat 50 41 13.00 23.00 Maurice Poole 35 62.00 30.50 31.50 Lawrence Fogle 50 
30 46.oo 12000 34.00 
B.w. Williams 75 
43 61.00 22.40 38.60 
earl Burgdor 50 63 92.00 38.oo 54.oo Frank Hallman 125 42 63.00 37.00 26000 
Rudolph Gardner 102 158.50 102.00 56.oo 35 31 47.50 James Riddle 40 23.00 24.50 
I{> Buddy Phillips 60 34 51.00 25.50 25.50 51 73.00 39.50 33.50 
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SUMYARY 4-,-I POULTRY CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS (CONT'D) 
No. Raised No. Total Total 
Name of .i'iJember or Bought Raised value Cost profit 
Jimmy Arends 100 82 132.50 73000 59.50 
fo:mnzy- Leverette 75 62 97.00 51.00 46000 
Harold Smoak 150 130 191.00 111.00 80.00 
Bobby Browning 70 52 78000 39000 39.00 
Hennpn Perkins 35 25 41.00 22. 00 19.00 
J. B. Bolin 100 78 115.00 69.00 46.oo 
Cyril Shull 75 63 102.50 62.00 40.50 
Earl Shuler 50 52 68.oo 39.00 29.00 
Jc:111es Shumaker 2.5 21 33 • .50 12.00 21.50 
Leo Ulmer 40 35 62.50 32.50 30 .. 00 
James Thomas 52 46 71.00 42.00 29.00 
Charles Bochette 25 23 38.00 24.00 14.00 
William Fogle 7.5 67 94.50 94050 w., .• 50 
Jimmy Heatley 125 103 161.00 89.00 82.00 
Bobby Shuler 150 1.36 210.00 128.00 82.00 
Thomas Rast 80 65 115.00 62.00 53.00 
Ashley Heatley 105 92 135050 80.50 . 55.00 
David Ott 70 55 82.00 49.00 33000 
Clyde Jennings 85 73 112.,0 81.00 31050 
James Turner 40 33 61.00 26.00 35.00 
Franklin Fogle 100 93 142.00 61.00 81.00 
Edwin tt,ers 90 84 138.50 91.50 47.00 
Billy Johnson 30 26 41.oo 18.00 23.00 
Gerald Williams 75 62 98.60 W..50 57 010 
Jacob Kittrell 50 41 6,5.oo 38.00 27.00 
Loui~ Smoak 102 96 136.00 78.oo 58.oo 
Lewis Metts 25 23 41 • .So 15.00 26.50 
Turner Fogle 75 61 96.00 51.40 44060 
Jilllmy ott 60 52 78.oo 48.oo 30.00 
Jimmy Lane 50 38 61.00 40.00 21000 
Robert Jones 200 172 258.00 149.00 109.00 
H. D. Irick 40 32 52.40 22.30 30.10 
Robert Allen 35 30 219.00 21.00 28.00 
Everhart Shuler 55 43 72.50 38.oo 34.00 Melvin Lane 100 86 131.00 63.00 68.oo Cyril Shull 75 61 126000 68.oo 58 .. oo Johnny wa tkins Bo 65 138050 71.,00 67.50 Charles Dantzler 75 66 132.00 68.oo 64.oo Paul Waites 101 89 146.oo 92000 54.oo David Bair 75 68 111.00 61000 50 .. 00 John Do Rush 80 62 99060 49.50 50.10 Julic11 Etheredge 40 36 52.00 36.oo 16.00 George Griffith 25 21 37000 12.50 24.50 
Total 6060 5064 8,086.60 4,268.60 3,668050 
Jj 
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SUMMA.RY 4-H DAIBY CALF CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
No. Total Total 
Name of Member A;nimals Value Cost Profit 
S. 'iv. Gramling, Jr. 4 1640000 1200.00 440.00 
Murray Bates 2 600.00 450.00 150.00 
Bertha Miley 1 500.00 400.00 100.00 
Natilie Miley 1 500.00 375.00 125.00 
Johnny Shuler 3 003.50 768.oo 35.50 
Oliver Mizzell l 500.00 450.00 50.00 
Wayne Ma.ck 2 949000 822.43 126.57 
E. Bo Mack, Jr. l 250.00 216.90 33.10 
Jacob valentine, Jr. 1 200.00 150.00 50.00 
rreddie Gramling l 300.00 250.00 50.00 
Pauline Gramling l 355.00 250.00 155.00 
Jervey Gramling l 300.00 175.00 125.oo 
Harriett Cope 2 400.00 340.00 .. 60.00 
Total 21 7,297.50 5,847.33 1,500.17 
SUMMARY 4-H BEEF CALF CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS 
Days Gain in Total Total 
Mame of Member No. Animals Fed wt. VaJ.ue Cost Profit 
Edward Brown 2 289 880 532080 305.34 227.46 
Avolyh Bro"Wl'l 2 289 925 728.50 460.12 268.38 
Shirley Brown 2 299 1075 628.42 312.53 315.89 
Todd Arant 2 132 430 425.70 309.05 116.65 
Otis Poole 1 180 190 160.12 125.00 35.12 
George Axson 1 188 140 152.77 1,36.50 16.27. 
Ray Hutto l 180 105 148.22 1J8.10 10.12 
George Hutto l 180 95 153.60 l.41.00 12.60 
Hillary Jeffcoat 1 190 265 183. 15 142.50 41.50 
James Jeffcoat % 240 600 383.57 364.oo 19.57 
Kenneth Bates 2 185 285 315.55 251.00 64.55 
Faye aarrick 2 180 285 299.63 209.50 90.13 
Ray Garrick 1 280 330 239.70 168.00 71.70 
Reynolds Brown 2 280 780 575.05 311.00 264.P6 
Ted Tindall l 280 255 269. 78 201.50 68.28 
Billy Hutto 1 180 290 223.57 161.60 62.07 
Thomas olfe 2 185 451 437.15 361.00 76.15 
Rentz Berry 2 180 420 389.52 281.00 108.52 
Billy Binnicker 1 290 300 218.25 190.00 28.25 
Larry Patrick 2 240 u60 358.30 292.00 66.30 
Charles Fanning k 180 260 188010 155.oo 33.10 
Jack Sanford 2 180 350 306.82 210.50 36.32 
Jolm Flake l 180 280 170.00 142.00 28.00 
)& 
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SUMNARY 4-fI BEEF CALF CLUB DEMONSTRATIONS (CONT'D.) 
No. Days Gain Total Total 
Name of Member .A,nimals Fed in Wto value Cost Profit 
Franklin Fanning 1 180 155 160.47 131000 29.47 
Legrande Flake 1 180 290 192.22 1,36000 56022 
Reese Earley 1 180 285 174.67 126.00 48.67 
John O t Cain 1 180 255 188075 150.50 38.25 
Henry Garrick 1 180 215 150o67 135.00 15.67 
:Marjorie Earley 1 180 120 122.20 10,.00 17.20 
Sidney Flake 1 180 21.5 163.51 131.00 32051 
Total 42 6247 10986 8,641.37 6,342.64 2,298.98 
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SUUMARY 4-H PIG CLUB ( FAT'l'ENING CLASS ) 
Days Gain Total ~otal 
Name of Men:iber No. Animals Fed in Wto Value Cost Profit 
Raymond strock 2 110 250 90.00 61.00 29.,00 
Melvin Antley 1 120 130 46.oo 31.00 15.00 
Thomas 1trers 2 115 225 92.00 58000 34.00 
Robert Carrigg 1 90 110 45.00 30.00 15.oo 
James Davis 3 ll2 350 121000 15.oo 46.oo 
Oliver Murphy 1 130 141 44000 26000 18.00 
Harold Canady 2 102 125 96.00 32.50 63.50 
Roy Jones 1 85 101 51.00 31.00 20.00 
Bobby Antley 1 120 131 52000 28.00 24.oo 
Wade Murphy 1 110 121 49.00 25.00 24.00 
Tom Wolfe 1 90 115 51.00 30.00 21.00 
Ed Stevenson 2 105 261 112.00 61.00 52.00 
Johnny Kinsey 1 90 12) 49.00 23.50 2,.50 
Mack Dantzler 1 no 130 52.00 28.00 24.00 
Herbert A,xson 1 95 110 51.00 27000 24.00 
Richard Ulmer 2 105 236 48.oo 26.00 22.00 
J.D. Rourk 1 lll 125 52.50 26.00 25.50 
Guilford Etheredge 1 85 102 51.00 27.00 24.00 
David Ott 2 116 232 95.00 45.oo 40.00 
Sonny Weeks 1 90 110 47050 27.50 20.00 
Barry Griffin 1 100 125 52.00 31.00 21.00 
James Ulmer 2 120 235 96000 54.oo 42.00 
Lee Browning l 100 125 53.00 29.00 24.00 
Roy Thomas 1 105 136 51000 31.00 20 .. 00 
Willis Shuler 1 110 140 58.oo 32.00 26000 
Allen Felkel 1 75 102 47000 22.00 20000 
Bill Middleton 1 100 118 51.00 23.00 2s.oo 
Ronald Brown 2 120 225 95.00 62000 33.00 
Ensley Baltzegar 1 140 150 51.00 27.00 24.00 
David Nettles 3 126 360 126.00 62.00 64.oo 
G. W.Adams 1 100 125 44.oo 21.00 23000 
Paul Davis 1 130 141 48.50 22.00 26050 
Bud Hunter 2 106 125 91.50 40.,0 51.oo 
Allison Driggers 1 no 131 48.oo 27000 21000 
Billy Stillinger 2 120 240 98075 46.oo 52.75 
Jo L. Fogle 1 110 125 42.50 21.00 21.50 
Shelton Inabinet l 125 135 54.oo 20.00 34000 
Paul Wiles 1 115 125 51.25 2~.00 26.2S 
Gonzelee Cook 2 120 256 n5.oo 62.00 43.00 
Billy Walling 1 110 125 47.00 22.00 2s.oo 
Herman Griffith 3 120 330 1s1.oo 69.00 82.00 
Bobby Hill 2 llO 220 101000 51.00 50.00 Wilson Jackson 1 132 140 61000 22.00 39.00 Don Smith 1 100 115 46.oo 24.00 22000 Andrew Burke 2 120 250 110.00 52.00 58000 ' Larry Hutto l 110 125 52.75 22000 30.75 Robert Bessinger 1 90 110 48.50 24.00 24.SO Frank Biser 3 no 360 147.50 71000 76.50 Thomas Saulsbury 2 120 248 121.00 48.oo 73.00 Mike Doyle 1 110 130 61000 28.00 33.00 Louis Rogers 2 120 240 91.50 41000 50.50 
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S'lJID.MY a-fl PIG CLUB (FATTENING CLASS * CONT 1Do) 
bays Gain Total Total 
Name of Member No. Animals Fed in wt. Value Cost Profit 
James t{rers 1 110 126 57.40 26.00 31.40 
Wilton Murphy 1 85 101 41.50 21.00 20.50 
paraneau Polk 1 110 130 52.00 23.00 29.00 
Roger Bolen 5 120 605 253.50 105.25 148.25 
Bobby Davis 1 110 131 64.00 30000 34.00 
Marvin Williams 2 98 210 86.50 41.00 45.50 
Darrell Fanning 3 130 360 127.40 68.20 59.20 
Kenny Davis 1 110 115 52.00 32.00 20.00 
O'Neal Williams 2 90 118 101.00 51.00 50.00 
Ray Etheridge 3 126 340 115.50 67.00 48.50 
w. J. Fields 1 95 110 41.60 25.oo 26.60 
John Barton 1 140 155 . 48.40 28.25 20.15 
Lee Hutto 2 110 250 92.00 42.00 50.00 
Charles Hutto 5 125 650 261.00 130.00 131.00 
w. J. Buckhalter 1 l,10 130 51.00 32.00 19.00 
Doyle Livinga,m 2 80 210 101.00 ,1.00 50.00 
Kirby Pou 1 135 150 47.50 27.50 20.00 
James Flake r l 95 120 5o.4o 25.00 25.40 
George Livingston 2 120 255 98.50 46.oo 50.50 
James Bruce 1 110 125 48.40 35.oo 13.40 
Bernard :Hydrick 2 100 240 104.00 50.00 54.oo 
Fletcher Riley 1 120 130 58.40 38.00 20.40 
Melvin "MY9rs 2 125 240 95.00 35.oo 60.00 
Cone Vhetsell 1 110 130 43.50 23.00 20.50 
Rodney Whetsell 2 100 225 78050 38.00 40.,0 
Ellis Weathers 1 105 115 48.40 28.00 20.40 
Total 120 8,448 14,208 5,815.15 2,985»20 2,829.95 
SUMMA.RY 4-H GARDEN CLUB 
No. ihf' Total Total 
Name of Member Acres Value Cost Profit 
Jimmy Hoover 1 55.50 21.00 34.50 
Zerno Martin l;i,_ 72.90 26.40 46.50 12 
Jack Williams 2 26.00 12.00 14.oo 
George Bonnette 2 81.60 22.50 69,..10 
Hoyt Phillips 1 41.50 16.00 25.50 
Don Robinson 1 62.80 21.. .oo 41.80 
Legrande Flake 1 61.40 22.20 39.20 
L. A.Crim ¼ 26.50 10.40 16010 
Woodrow Carter 1 40.50 19.00 21.50 
Edward Carter i 28.00 13.00 15.00 
Harold SJnoak 1 37.90 17.50 20.40 
Jimrey" Young 1 71.50 15.00 56.50 
Bil,ly Johnson ! 32.40 14.00 18040 a1 Roy Jones 12 63.00 32.00 31.00 
Walter Hayden 2 78.50 28.00 5o.5o 
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Name oi' Mem6er 
SUMMA.RY 4-£ GARDEN CLUB (CONT'D.) 
No. Acres Tota! Vaiue Total ~ost Profit 
Jack Faining ½ 31.40 15.00 16.40 
Guy Phillips 1 43.50 23.00 23.50 
Total 17¼ 854.90 313.40 539.90 
SUMMA.RY 4""ti SMALL GRAIN DEMON, TRATIONS 
Name of Members No. Acres Yield (Buo) value Cost Profit 
Gilbert lt'ers 5 150.0 150.00 102.00 48.oo 
0 (oats) 
Olin Corbett l 26.5 53.00 21.00 22.00 
(Wheat) 
• James Jeff coat 5 200.0 200.00 l.40.00 60.00 
(Oats) 
Ralph Edwards 3 12000 120.00 80.00 40.00 
(oats) 
Don Smith 
(Wheat) 2 60.0 12) .oo 55.oo 6,5.oo 
Dwight Dukes 
(Wheat) 3 90.0 180.00 85.00 95.00 
Total 19 646.5 823.00 483.00 .330000 
8Ui!WA.RY 4-H PIG CLUB (SOW AND LITTER CLASS) 
No. pigs No. pigs Total Total 
Name of Member Farrowed Raised Value Cost Pro~it 
Davia Adams 10 8 140.00 90.00 50.00 
Clarence Forte, Jr. 19 16 210.00 100.00 110.00 
Buster Fogle 9 7 125.00 85.00 40.00 
Freddie Argoe 11 9 145.00 90.00 55.oo 
Carroll Dantzler 21 18 235.00 110.00 125.00 
Robert sweatman 10 9 140.00 80.00 60.00 
Jimmy Doyle 20 19 230.00 120.00 110.00 
Bruce Davis 22 18 230.00 125.00 105.oo 
David Carr 20 17 220.00 105.00 115.00 
Will Rickenbaker 11 10 1.50.00 90.00 60.00 
Charles Ott 22 19 ·240Goo 120.00 120"00 
F. M. Metts 10 8 130.00 15.oo 55.oo 
John valentine 9 8 125.00 80.00 45.oo 
Buddy Dukes 10 7 115 .. 00 80o 00 35.00 
Bobby Rowell 21 15 185.oo 105.00 80.00 
Kieth Livingston 20 17 225.00 110.00 115.00 
T. E. Hayden, Jr. 21 20 255.00 130.00 125.00 
Joe Browning 22 20 260.00 l.40.00 120.00 
D• T. Livingston 20 18 240.00 145.oo 95.00 
Horace Cooper 19 17 225.00 125.00 100.00 
Sam Toole 18 16 200.00 150.00 50.00 
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SUMMARY 4-H PIG CLUB (SOW AND LITTER CLASS - CONT'D.) 
No. pigs No. pigs 'l'otal v Total 
Name of Member Farrowed Raised value Cost profit 
Roland Martin 21 21 240000 140000 100000 
James Corbett 19 18 230.00 125.00 10,5.oo 
Vernon Bair 21 26 260000 120000 140.00 
Total 406 13.55 4.,755000 2.,640AOO 2,115.00 
SUMMA.RY 4-H CORN CLUB 
Name of Member Noo Acres Yield (Bu.) Value Cost Profit 
Clarence Forte 1 3506 53ol~o 21000 32.40 
Reese Earley 3 153.6 230.40 139.67 90.73 
S. W. Gramling, Jro 3 123.0 174.SO 92.00 82050 
Freddie Argoe 1 26.7 40.05 19.00 21.05 
Willie Gregory 1 31.0 46.50 22.25 24.25 
John Binnicker 1 26.0 39.00 18.00 21000 
Roger Bolin 1 25.0 37.50 21.25 16.25 
Clii'ton Carter 1 30.5 45.75 23.00 22.75 
Charles Horger 1 2.5.0 37050 2,5.oo 12.50 
Durwood Mitchum 1 29.0 43.50 20.00 23.50 
David Fogle 3 90.0 135.00 65.oo 70.00 
Haskell Fanning 1 31.0 46.50 23 00 2lo50 Paul Davis 2 60.0 90.00 46.00 l .oo 
Kieth Da'g:i.s 1 25.0 37.50 20.00 17.50 Olin Hoover 1 31.0 51.00 22.00 291100 Alton Poole 2 65.o 97~50 48.oo 491150 Max Harley 1 26.0 39.00 19.00 20.00 Donnie Williams 1 30.5 45.75 22-,0 23.25 Nelson Tindall 2 olo2 96.oo 43.00 56.oo Rhine Hoffman 1 22.0 33.00 21.00 12.00 Lucious Strickland 1 28.0 31.so 19.00 22.so Raymond Hutto 1 21.0 31.50 19.00 22. 50 Joe Hoover l 25.0 37.50 20.00 17.50 s. A.Bolen, Jr. 1 29.0 42.00 21.so 21.so Woodrow Lucas 1 25oO 37.50 22.00 25.50 Ted vVilliams 1 22.5 33.75 26.00 7.75 
Total 35 1096.6 1.,643.60 857.67 779093 
Name of Member 
Billy Clifton 
Dannie Dantzler 
William Harvey 
Denn.on Harvey 
Larry Patrick 
Hubert sunnners 
Johnny Young 
Jimmie Y01mg 
Wallace Collins 
Oliver Mizzell 
Ted Tindall 
Total 
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SUMMARY 4-H POT~TO CLUB 
No. of Yield 
Acres (Bu.) Total Value Total cost 
1 359 431.85 152.28 
1 387 420.75 141.25 
1 250 258.25 137.25 
l 250 258.25 137.25 
l 341 388.00 142.50 
1 250 232.50 121.25 
l 23tl 241 • .50 125.40 
l 247 253.25 127 .20 
1 281 256.15 122.10 
l 365 372.80 161.50 
1 225 . 2854150 151.tio 
11 3193 3,398.80 1,518.98 
The Secret of Successful 4-H Club Work. 
Note Parent Interest. 
The Secret of Successful 4-H Club iork 
Note Parent Interest. 
Profit 
279.57 
289.50 
121.00 
121.00 
245.50 
111.25 
116.10 
126.05 
134.05 
211.30 
134.50 
1,889.82 
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Blue Ribbon Group 
County Club Show 
County Show - Orangeburg 
eounty 4-H Dairy Calf Club 
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Orangeburg Fatstock Show 
Forty-two beef steers were fattened, shown and sold at the Orangeburg 
Fat stock Show and Sale by 4-H Club members o The total value of these 
steers amounted to $8,649.32. Four of the animals graded Choice, seven Good, 
twenty-five Medium and six Common. These boys and girls won a total of $523.90 
in premiums. The average selling price of these 42 animals was 27.26 per pound. 
Following is a summary of premiums won by Orangeburg Club members at 
the 1948 Fat Stock Show: 
Name of Club Member Grade of steer Premium Won 
Avolyn Brown Choice 34.44 
Shirley Brown Choice 34.44 
Ed.ware. Brown Choice 34.44 
Reynolds Brown Choice 34.44 
Edward Brown Good 17.66 
Ted Tindall Good 17.66 
Billy wafe Hutto Good 14.13 
Shirley rown Good 17.66 
Avolyn Brown Good 17.66 
Thomas Wolfe Good 17066 
Reynolds Brown Good 17066 
Todd Arant Medium 11077 
Rentz Berry Medium 11.77 
Janes Jeff coat Medium u.77 
Billy Binnicker Medium 11.77 
Thomas Wolfe Medium 11.77 
James Jeffcoat Medium 9.42 
Larry Patrick Medium llo77 
Todd Arant Medium llo77 
Rentz Berry Medium u.77 Kenneth Bates Medium 11.77 
Ray Garrick Medium 11.77 Hillary Jeffcoat Medium 9.42 Otis Poole Medium 9o42 Charles Fanning Medium 9.42 Jack Sanford Medium 11.77 LarriJ Patrick Medium 11.77 John D. Flake Medium 9.42 Faye Garrick Medium llo77 Franklin Fanning Medium 9.42 Legrande Flake Medium 9.42 Reese Earley Medium 9.42 Kenneth Bates Medium John 0 1Cain Medium 11.77 Jack Sanford Common 11.30 George Axson Common 
George Albert Hutto Common 
Ray Hutto Common 
Henry Garrick Common 
Marjorie Earley Common 
Sydney Flake Medium 9.42 Faye Garrick Medium 9.42 Total ,,., __ --
' . 
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4.-H Club camp 
Due to the polio situation during the summer the 4-H Camp was not held. 
4-H Rally Day 
A Rally Day was held in the spring of this year with a good attendance. 
Fair Exhibits 
The follow. ng is a listing of exhibits shown at the state fair: 
Exhibits No. Eichibiting No. Entries Placings Premiums 
Dairy calves 
Corn 
Total 
6 
5 
11 
7 
7 
13 
2 
15 
100.50 
1.50 
102.00 
Orangeburg showed the Junior Champion cow., senior Champion cc;,w and 
Grand Champion cow of the Guernsey breed at the State Fair. This County 
placed First in the County group of 4-H Guernseys. 
County Fair 
A 4-H Exhibit was shown at the County Fair by the Sawyerd.ale-4-H Club. 
. 4-H Dairy Calf ShOWi 
The Orangeburg 4-fi'Dairy calf Show was held at the County Fairgrounds 
on December 6, 1948, at ·which time 16 animals were shown by the boys and girls 
of the Club. The placings at the Show were as follows: 
Blue Ribbon Group: 
Red Ribbon Group: 
White Ribbon Group: 
Green Ribbon Group: 
s. W. Gramling, Jr. 
Bertba Miley 
Wayne Mack 
Pauline Gramling 
Natilie Miley 
Jervey GraJT1ling 
Freddie Gramling 
E.B. Mack., Jr. 
Johnnie Shuler 
s. w .. Gramling., Jr. 
Jacob Valentine, Jr. 
Johnnie Shuler 
Oliver Mizzell 
Wayne Mack 
Murray Bates 
$13 .00 
13.00 
13.00 
13.00 
9.00 
9.00 
9.00 
9.00 
1.00 
1.00 
7o00 
5.00 
~ 5.00 
5.oo 
10.00 
The Grand Champion of this show was owned and shown by • w. Gramling Jro 
The best sholVl'D.an was Bertha Miley and the best fitted were as follows: Natiiie 
Miley., 1st prize - $12.00; s. w. Gramling, 2nd - $8.oo and Bertha Miley., 3rd - $5.oo. 
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FORESTRY 
Approximately half ef Orangeburg County is in forest lands and as a 
result a very large income is derived from timber, pulpweed and ether forest 
products annually. 
Forestry work this year censisted f the fellowing major projects: 
1. Participation in the State-wide 5-Acr Pulpwood Thinning Centest. 
2. Distribution of cork ga.k acorns t 4-H Club members. 
3. Encouraging re-f restatien on lands suitable for this. Farmer 
purchased 689,100 pine seedlings in 1948 for December, January and February 
delivery. 
4J Publicity program on forestry management, fire control, and other 
approved f restry practices was conductedo 
5. Woodland examination and timber estimation was done largely through 
the ExteRsion Forestry Office and the State Forest Service. 
6. Forestry publications were di tributed throughout the year to 
interested timber wners and pr spective owners. 
woodland Examination and yarketing Report - Orangeburg county - 1,4a 
Woodland Acres Issi stance 
Landowner Examination (Acres) Marked Bd. Fto Cords 
James E. Bennett, sr. 
Julius Bennett 
J. E. Blanton 
Mrs. A.W. Conner 
Hos. Connor 
Mrs. George Fant 
Mrs. w. E. Fogle (3) 
Mrs. Sybil Foy (2) 
Sa.'l!luel Galphin 
Julian Hart (2) 
Robert Hart 
Hiram Hubbard 
Wo L. Hughes 
John M. Hunter 
Alvin Jones 
Koppers Co., Inc. 
No w. Miller 
Fred Nettles 
Richard J. Salley, Jro 
M. Ho Whetsell 
T tal 
40 
48 
3 
125 
12 
95 
150 
70 
200 
90 
60 
10 
45 
40 
25 
2000 
25 
100 
3138 
28 
35 
8 
60 
13 
6 
200 
350 
16l,9l0 
30,910 . 
31,480 
69,415 
17,205 
28,387 
266,b0.5 
605,912 
20 
10 
30 
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Planting Demonstrations 
In an effort to obtain a high survival Qf the approximately half-million 
pine seedlings ordered by farmer~, five planting dem0nstratiens were held at 
which 116 farm people were present. 
Preper methods ef heeling in planting stock, care of stock from heel in 
bed ts planting and planting seedlings with beth the planting bar and mattock 
were shown. 
Much interest is now evident in this phase ef ferestry work resulting in 
1,48 orders fer 689,100 seedlings fer December, January and February delivery. 
Other Activities 
Other forestry activities are listed as follews: 
1. Distributed 10 pounds of Cork eak acorns to 4-H Club members fer 
planting. There are appreximately 70 acerns to the peund. 
2. Two fanns ins. Co Tree Farm Program in ,1948. Keppers Co., Inc. 
and Jebn Tatum. These farms consist ef 3492 and 300 acres respectively. 
3. Forestry Film, "Woeds and vraytt, shown to 17 greups with an attendance 
of 1,103. ' 
4. One farmer, Luther w. Fairey, in the State-Yd.de Five-Acre Pulpweoi 
Thinning Contest. 
Data 
v Circumference, 4½ ft. ab.-ve 
greund., 10 fto 
Spread of crnn., approxi-
mately 52 ft. 
Height - appreximately 
51 ft. 
Lecation - Yard of 
C.R. Fersner, 3 miles 
East ef Orangeburg. 
• 
Chinaberry - sent in 
te American Forestry 
Magazine to compete 
as America's biggest 
Chinaberry by c. w. 
Hall, Extension 
Forester. 
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HORTICULTURE 
Horticultural work in Orangeburg County in 1948 included demonstrations 
with sweet potatoes advice and information on general truck crops and work 
'Wli.th home gardens a:i,d the two commercial peach orchards in the county. 
sweet potato Production Demonstrations: There were 9 production 
demonstrations completed this year that are representative of the potato areas 
of the county. A summary of these demonstrations follows: 
sweet Potato Production Demonstrations 
Demonstrators Acreage No. l's No. 2•s Culls Returns Cost Profit 
H. L. Bookhart 13.5 3024 600 1600 0800.40 2969.42 3830.98 
J. w. way 10 1000 400 400 2050000 1088.05 961.95 
Hem.an Jamison 14 638 500 1400 2107.00 1338.31 370.57 
T.s. Smoak and 
Earl Smoak 16 2600 2400 6420000 2003.90 24).6.10 
H. E. Shuler 18 1500 810 3277.50 1700.55 1576.95 
W • D. Dantzler 12 1147 630 1050 1370.31 3395.00 1924.69 
A. M. Shuler 20 1350 1065 4166.25 1504.JO 2661.95 
Ho M. Rast 6 1080 200 260 2433.00 1046.60 1386.40 
D. T. Judy 4.5 200 50 100 ' 434~30 385.56 48.74 
Total m. 12539 2380 9085 29058.76 15431.69 15178.33 
Average per acre 10909 20.8 70.8 254.90 135.3.5 133.14 
sweet potato plant production: Demonstrations were conductet in the use of 
all general types of sweet potato plant beds. Final records were recorded only on 
electric hotbeds. However, many of our plants were grown in beds other than 
electric - open field row, open field (cold) beds, manure beds and flue-heated beds. 
Summary of electric plant bed production is as follows: 
Electric Hotbeds 
Six electric hotbed demonstrations were conducted by farmers and cost 
.records obtained. A summary of these demonstrations follows: 
Cost Record on Electric plantbeds 
Beds Date Bu. Plants Date First Sprout 
Name No. size Bedded Bedded Produced 1st Pulling Appeared 
w. n. Dantzler 2 61x60• 3-11 60 120,000 4-5 3-19 
F. n. EVans 2 6tx601 2-20 60 125,000 3-15 3-1 
H. L. Bookhart 1 12 1x32 1 2-27 62 60,000 4-1 3-14 
J. D. Clark l 6•x60 1 4-1 29 36,000 4-20 4-9 
T. F. Riley l 6 1x601 3-4 40 60,000 4-3 3-15 
N. E.Byrd 5 6 1x60 1 3-4 200 3001 000 4-3 3-20 
Range ?f bedding da!-9s ••••••••••••••••••••• February 20 to April 1 
Range in dates of first sprouts ••••••••••o• March 1 to April 9 
Range in dates of 1st pulling ••••o•••••••••• March 15 to April 20 
Co:st of 
Current 
48.oo 
30.00 
10.00 
29.00 
30.00 
180.00 
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sweet Potato storage: Sweet potato storage houses on the larger sweet 
potato ?a.ms have been filled. Many of our sma.11.er growers do not attempt to 
store, but depend on selling at digging time to dealers who sell and store. 
There are a number of dealer storage houses that are operated successfully each 
year. These houses range in capacity from a few thousand bushels to 70,000 
bushels. Yields on early potatoes were fair this season, but average yields on 
the main crop was below avera.se • 
The sweet potato is definitely established as a major crop in the county 
and we e~ect to see gradual acreage increases for the next few years. 
sweet potato feed: The one dehydrator in the county did a big business 
this season in the processing of culls for livestock feed. The one drawback to 
date is cost of dehydrating. If this can be sufficiently reduced we look for 
a very high percentage of the culls in the future dehydrated. The value of 
this dehydrated feed is proven and only the cost factor is a problem at this 
time. 
The success in sweet potato production 
depends upon good, stPong, healthy 
plants. Photo - open field beds that 
produce plants by April 25 
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Promoting The Welfare And Growth Of The Sweet Potato Industry In South Carolina 
sweet Potato Festival: The 1st s. c. sweet Potato Festival was held in 
Orangeburg on October 8tho The purpose of this festival was to honor a crop 
that has now grown up in the State and point out its future as a great South 
Carolina cash crop. 
We are hesitant in reporting on this event due to its being a state-wi 
project. However, the County Agents assumed the lead in m of the details 
and we feel that we should briefly comment. 
COMMITTEES 
c;;'eneral Chairman ............... .]. C. 
Vice-Chairman ............... ... Hugh A. Bowers 
SOUTH CAROLINA SWEET POTATO Trea urer. .............. .... .................. J. H. Evans 
es ti val Schedule 
ADVISORY-
D. vV. Watkins, Chairman; Gov. J. 
1
10:00 a. 111. Parade. Floats and other exhibits, bands, etc. 
Candidates for queen and distinguished visitors to ride 
in parade. 
Strom Thurmond, Dr. R. F. Poole, J. Roy 
Jones, Sen. T. B. Bryant, Jr., A. H. 
Ward, J. T. Lazar, L. B. Massey, Prof. 
R. A. McGinty, A. E. Schilletter, R. D. 
Anderson, Mayor R. H. Jennings, Jr., 
County Agents and Vocat iona l Agricul -
tural Teachers of South Carolina. 
11 :00 a. m. 
i 
a. 111. to 1:00 p. m. 
1 :00 p. m. to 2 :00 p. 111. 
I 2 :00 p. m. to 2 :30 p. 111. 
I 2:30 p. 111. to 4:00 p. 111. 
I 
to 6:00 p. m. 
Details to be handled by parade sub-committee: 0. R. 
Smith and R. G. Winburn. 
Corbett Brothers Warehou e. End of parade. Official 
opening of house of educa ional exhibits by Mayor 
R. I-I. Jennings, Jr. , and Honorable Donald S. Rus-
sell, former Under Secretary of State. 
Vis iting and studying educational exhibits. Each exh ibit 
to be manned by an expert on the subject. 
Lunch, Exhibit warehouse and Mirn,ow Field. 
e;rnd at Mirmow Field. 
P rogram-1\Iirmow Field. 
Master of Ceremonies-R. M. Cooper, former Director 
of S. C. Research, Planning and Development Board. 
Short Addresses-Donald S. Russell, former Under Sec-
retary of State, a nd Dr. R. F. Poole, President of 
Clemson A. & M. College. 
Remarks-Dr. Henry R. Sims, President of Winthrop 
College. 
Introduction of Prominent Guests. 
Address-Dr. Julian C. Miller, Head Horticultural Re- 1 
search of L.S.U. Agricultural Experiment Station. 
Visiting of Educational Exhibits at Warehouse. 
Football. Orangeburg vs. Walterboro, County Fair- j 
grounds. 
Selection and Crowning of Queen and Coronation 
Orangeburg County Armory. 
l EXHIBITS-
Chairmen of each of the 16 planned edu-
l cational exhibits. 
!..1.uwa1u, v. l."\.., .::,uuu1. 
Carle A. Felton, Chairman; A. R. How-
ard, R. G. Winburn. 
Parade Sub-Committee (details)-
0. R. Smith, Chairman; R. G. Win-
burn. 
BUILDING ARRANGEMENTS-
]. E. Youngblood, Chairman; R. S. 
Mellette, L. E. Gramling, R. D. Suber, 
J. B. Earle. 
PROGRAM-
H. A. Bowers, Chairman; T . A. Cole, 
A. E. Schilletter, Carle A. Felton, C. C. 
Corbett, R. D. Suber, J. C. McComb, 
Troy Cribb. 
PUBLICITY-
S. C. Stribling, Chairman; J. M. E le-
azer, Donald Law, Carle A. Felton, Frank 
Best, Paul D. Seabrook. 
GENERAL FINANCE-
]. H. Evans, Chairman; T. A. Cole, 
C. C. Corbett, L. 0. Rast, Erwin Rhame. 
MING-
Jr H 
f 
-do -
.. 
Festivities - S•uth carelina sweet 
P•tate FestivaJ., Orangeburg, s. c. 
October 8, 1,48 - "Y•uth Activities• 
.. 
Educatienal EXbibits - 1st s. c. sweet 
Peta.te Festival, Orangeburg, s. c. -
octeber 8, 1,48 
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General Truck crops: Infomation was furnished throughout the year to 
growers of general truck crops which included tomatoes, snap beans, lima beans, 
cucumbers, cantaloupes, watermelons, sguash and tomatoes. 
Home Gardens: Considerable information was given throughout the year 
to the encouragement of home gardens. Information was furnished as to planting 
dates, varieties, disease and insect control and general garden management, 
_,, -
.. . 
The most valuable planting en the farm~ 
"The Heme Garden" 
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MARKETING 
Assistance was given farmers in cooperative buying and selling of farm 
products, farm supplies and livestock. 
Cooperative Marketing: An activity in cooperative marketing of the Ex-
tension serf1ce 1n Orangeburg County has been that of assisting the Orangeburg 
Livestock Marketing Association. In the last fiscal year of operation which ended 
June 30, 1948, 859 farmers sold 13,736 hogs for a gross sum of $645,041.22. 
This market has afforded a real opportunity for the county agents to 
lend service to hog growers in encouraging them to improve the quality of 
animals grown. 
Grading and Packing: The county Agents worked closely with the pro-
ducers 0£ sweet potatoes in improving the grading and packing for market. 
The County Agents assisted poultry growers in their marketing problems. 
Marketing Surplus Farm products: The County Agents cooperated with 
farmers throughout the year in marketing various farm products and purchasing 
seeds and supplies cooperativeiy. 
The swmnary of these activities is as fallows : 
SUMMA.RY OF MAJlKETING WORK - 1948 
Product Quantity 
Hogs 13,736 
Purebred boars 7 
Purebred gilts 15 
Bought 
65,5.00 
1350.00 
Sold 
645,041000 
Dairy cows - 275 grades and 350 purebreds bought. 60 purebreds sold. (no 
estimage of value) 
Seed Corn 25 bushels 
White Dutch Clover 150 pounds 
Lad.inc Clover 400 pounds 
Corn (Feed) (2 cars) 3600 bushels 
Hay (Timothy) 14 tons 
Dallis grass 400 pounds 
Kobe Lespedeza 3 tons 
Louse and Grub pmvdcr 142½ pounds 
Vaccine (Chicken and turkey)6000 birds 
Sweet Potato (Seed) 2000 bushels 
Re-seeding Crimson Clover 1100 
Fescue (Kentucky 31) 300 
Corn (Feed) 5000 
Sweet Potato (seed) (1500 
bus) 1500 bushels 
Total 
Total value of products bought and sold 
262.50 
97.50 
900.00 
6120.00 
475.00 
240.00 
1325.00 
71.25 
45.00 
7500.00 
715.oo 
375.00 
21,482.25 
9000.00 
4500.00 
658,541.00 
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POULTRY 
Ex:tension work with poultry in Orangeburg County consistild of educa-
tional work with chickens and turkeys and vaccination demonstrations with 
botho 
Vaccination neonstrations of Poultry: Vaccination demonstrations were 
conducted several ±'arms in the county during 194841 A summary of this work is 
given below: 
SUMMARY POUL'IRY VACCTiiATION DEMONSTRATIONS 
Name Number of Birds Vaccinated 
Mrs. Harry Bo~d 
Mrs. D. Jo Holliday 
N• N• Hayden 
D. T• Judy 
F• Ho Riley 
Total 
100 
75 
150 
250 
250 
725 
In addition to the vaccination demonstrations listed above, the agents 
assisted both chicken and turkey growers in securing the necessary vaccine for 
vaccinating their flocks. These growers learned the procedure of vaccinating 
from demonstrations conducted by the agents. 
Poultry 4-H Club: Reported under boys• 4-H Club work. 
Orangeburg county Hatchery Report: Numerous poultrymen produce hatching 
eggs ana the following report giveEJ results of this activityo 
Name 
Bair, J. Wo 
Barton, L. s. Co 
Brown, Jo Ko 
Cain, Edgar 
Corbitt, J. B. 
Corbitt, w. L. 
Dantzler, w. D. 
Dukes, Carrie 
Dukes, J. s. 
Dukes, 1 • T. 
Garrick, B. T. 
Garrick, r. D. 
Harbin, N. B. 
Harrison., Joe 
Hughes., Ada 
Livingston, R. c. 
Rickenbaker, Ruby 
Tyler, Bra tee 
Utsey., s. Mo 
T01ia.L 
No. 
Birds 
181 
1.,150 
96 
135 
lQS 
170 
75 
61 
120 
270 
146 
60 
100 
2~§ 
C. ,'i'i~ 
HATCHERY REPORT TO COUNTY AGENTS 
Noo 
Birds 
Reacted 
2 
6 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
0 
2 
4 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
c.~ 
No. 
Birds Culled 
0 
12 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.l2 
.NOo Doz. vaLue 
Hatching With 
Eggs Sold Premium 
700 430.00 
948 682.56 
500 300.00 
JOO 180.00 
JOO 180.00 
720 432.00 
}.00 60.00 
150 90.00 
300 180000 
100 60.00 
150 90.00 
300 180.00 
600 a6o.oo Boo 80.00 
560 336.00 
200 120.00 
600 420.00 
300 180.00 
300 180.00 
7,92tl 4,>140.,)0 
-
• 
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The following summary gives the size of the 1948 turkey industry in 
the county: 
Name comnnmity Number or turkeys 
c. s. Davis Pine Hill 1,000 
Virgil Brownlee Holly Hill 350 
c. B.Bon..11.ette Pine Hill 1,000 
J. w. Whisenhunt Bolin 6,500 
H. s. Connor Pine Hill 2,000 
p. o. Bonnette Pine Hill 500 
J. C. Bonnette Pine Hill 500 
Walworth Plantation Eutawville 20,000 
Total 8 31,850 
TUrkey Processing Plants: Two turkey processing plants are in operation 
in the county in 1948. One owned by J• f . Whisenhunt has been in continuous 
operation since 1945. The other owned by Walworth plantation was erected in 
1947 and is now in its second season. 
A commercial broiler growing enterprise 
started on an orange burg farm in the fall 
of 1948. 
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Sears poultry Contest: This is a 4-H Club project sponsored by Sears, 
RoebucK and Company. This year is the second year of the project, the details 
of which is reported under 4-H Club work. A summary of the 1948 activities of 
this contest follows. 
SEARS POULTRY CIM.IN 4~ PROJECT 
(Joint - Including Boys and Girls - Total for County) 
1. County Orangeburg Year 1948 -----------="------------------
2. No. Sears Club members 
3. Chicks started - No. 1400 ---------
40 No. chicks raised to broiler age 1178 
5. No. broilers sold ~ 328 ---------
6. Feed consumed - Lbs. 8600 
7. other expenses: 
8. Total value broilers sold, eaten and on hand 
at end of 12 weeks 
9. Profit to 12 weeks of age 
(Add lines 6 and 7 and subtract from line 8) 
10. No. pullets left at 12 weeks 
11. Feed consumed - lbs. 4350 
(From 12 weeks to da t-e-01-· -s-a .... l_e,._) __ 
12. other expenses - 12 weeks to date of sale 
13. Estimated value of all pullets raised at date of sale 
14. profit - 12 weeks to date of sale . 
(Add lines 11 and 12 plus estimated value of pullets 
return to chain and subtract from line 13) 
15. No. pullets auctioned 
16. Total selling price all pullets returned to chain 
l7q Average selling price per pullet 
sexed chicks 
unsexed chic~k.,,,..s--x-
cost $ 455.oo 
$ 80040 
$1498.25 
$ 962.85 
155 
Cost$ 252.15 
$ 27.00 
$ 1190.50 
$ 664.95 
166 
$ 245.40 
$ 1.47 
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VISUAL INSTRUCTION 
Educational Motion Pictures: pictures were used for two different series 
of 4-H Club meetings in the county. There are 19 clubs with an enrollment of 
416 0 School pupils and others seeing these pictures brought the total to 1602. 
Also, pictures were shown at the four quarterly meetings of the Orangeburg 
Livestock Club during 1948. The average attendance at these meetings was 
approximately 150. 
Pictures were shown at the annual maeting of the FHA at which time 150 
farm men and women were present. Along with this picture the agents addressed 
this group. 
MISCELLANEOUS COUNTY ACTIVITIES 
Special jobs and services not reported elsewhere are listed under the 
above heading and so reported. 
Soil Samples: Soil samples were taken and forwarded to Clemson for analysis 
preparatory to making pasture and special fertilizer recommendations. This work 
was done on 43 farms with 168 soil samples taken for analysis for pH value, 
phosphorus and potash requirements. 
Seed Germination Tests: 121 samples of planting seed were forwarded to the 
State D91?artinent of Agriculture Seed Testing Laboratory for official germination 
tests for 52 farmers. Seed tested for germination included cottonseed, oats, 
rye, wheat, and soybeans. 
Treatment of Hogs for Cholera: The agents -assisted 18 farmers in getting 
528 hogs treated for Cholera by the Office of the State veterinarian. The five 
local veterinarians do a large percentage of the hog Cholera vrork on rush calls 
and at local auction hog sales where pigs are bought or exchanged. Also, requests 
for habing cattle checked for Bang's and T. Bo were taken care of. 
Certified Seed Sweet potato Growers: In an effort to keep sweet potato 
seedstock up to standard, the agents have encouraged several careful growers to 
have their plantings certified. These fields as well as the potatoes in storage 
and the plants in the beds were checked by the Office of the State Crop pest 
Commission and found to be state requirements. 
. 1948 Certified growers _are: Ho L. Bookhart, Elloree; H. M. Rast, Eutaw-
vil~e; W. J. Stoudenmire, Orangeburg; T. s. and Earl Smoak, Orangeburg; Hennan 
Jam.son, Orangeburg; Harold Evans, Holly Hill; and B. B. Williams, Norway
0 
County Fair Association: The County Fair Association cooperates fully 
wit1; the extension program by giving space , etc., when needed for any and all 
agricultural endeavors. This is not only at County Fair, but throughout the 
year as needed. 
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PUBLICITY 
Publicity werk relating te the 1,45 Extensi n Program was d ne tbr ugh 
individual letters, circular letters, news aper articles and the radi. Alse 
publicity was given threugh the distrirution of e:x:tensi n bulletins, circulars 
.nd inf erm.ation cards• A summary of this work is as f llows: 
Individual letters o••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Circular letters••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C ~ mail d ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
News articles o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Bulletins distributed •••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••• 
Radi• Bread.casts••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3ll4 
38 
6637 
306 
3470 
156 
Circular 1 tters: Attal f 38 circular letters were prepared and 6637 
c pies mai.led to £armers and 4-H Club members in the (.;•unty. These letters 
contained timely agricultural matters, anneuncements, and experinental data. 
Specimen copies are included in this report. 
lfews Articles: A total f 306 news articles of agricultural interest 
was publ1shed in the Orangeburg C unty newspaper during the year. The agents 
maintain a farm page in the Orangeburg Times & Dem crat ach Monda.y0 Specimen 
c pies are included in this report. 
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on the following pages will be fotmd specimen 
copies of circular letters issued during the year. 
,,,,. 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
,: ..,ON i',GRICUL TURA L COl.LEGI 
'r SOU"'."H CAROLINA AN O 
• •. D STATES DEPARTMENT oe 
1:l~ULTURE COOPERAT ING 
Orangeburg, S. C • 
1 llece1111er 194 7 
EXTENSION 3!,H'• 
Tri FAR1l mll'JT1i.S SP.T'!'TITG PINP SEF.DLINGS 
TIUS SEASrN 
Dear Farner : 
In order that we might get the best possi ble survival of pine 
seedlings set this winter, we have arranged five pl anting demonstra-
tions to be held as follows : 
Farm 1o·cation Date and Hour 
F. F.: . Cope Bamber ·g } ighway near Cope Thursday-, Dec . 4, 191+7 
10 o ' clock 
J . w. V!amer , Jr . 1 mi. E. of F,bene.zer Church Thursday, Dec . 4, lG47 
5 mi les f r om Bowman 2 :30 o ' clock 
Joe A. Smith Highway #4, 2 miles F, . of Friday, Dec . 5, 1947 
Spr ingfi el d 9 :30 o t clock 
Sligh 2 miles N. of Norway , 
1 
Friday, Dec . 5, 1947 ' "/ . E. 2 mi . 
off No rway-Neeses Rd . 11 :30 c;l clock 
C, A. Scarborough 1 mi le N. f r on North , Friday, Dec . 5, 191+7 0 . 
Hi ghway #5 2 :30 o ' clock 
If you are setting seedlings this winter be nnre to attend the 
demonstration nearest you . If you ar e interestH(l in pine pl antings for 
some future date , the demonstr ation will be well vror th your time . Ag-
ricultural students , 4- H club members , and Veteran ,l;.sses are esreci -
all y i nvited . 
ThesG dmnonstrations are made po.-o ,ible thr ough the State For estry 
0ervice , the local Soil Conservation Gervice, and thc1 Extension Service . 
Mr . 11. T. Ahearn , Assistant distrirt forestP-r , State ForP-stry 
Service , will have general charge of the denonstrations and will be assis -
ted by Joe B. Larle, Co . Soil Conservationist, and a representative cf 
the Co . Bx:tonsion Service . 
Or:mgeburg County farmers have ordered for delivery in De~ember , 
January and February, app1 oximately one-half uillion seedlings . Correct 
planting methods are essential £'or maxirmr,1 survival; thus the importance 
of these demonstrations . 
Hay we se8 you at one of the demonstrations 1 
Very t r uly yours , 
,TCMc/fs 
1/ ,/.:' C.,,..~ ('y'> ... 
_JI/ I (._ I // ( ( ~.t.,,f,,._, 
_:/ J . C, 1.1cConb 
County Agent 
( '. I AGRICULTURAL COLLEG!i 
SC1JTH CAROLINA ANCI 
',IE D STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
,.,,,IICULTURE COOPERATING 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICUl.:TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
oranceburr,, s . c. 
January 9, 19Lr8 
Hhat are the facts for 19lr8? 
Cone to outlool~ r ie0ting -
EXTENSl('N SERVICE 
Place - Arnory , Orangeburg , S . C. 
'!:'ir1e - 2 P . H. 
TO TI!E FARMERS AND FA.RI! 1.f0l'1Efl 
or ORAf!GEilURG COUNTY 
Dear Friends : 
Date - Januar;v lli, 19h8 
The time has arrived for mal:inr, definite plans in y011r fi:lrm and 
ho lP business for 1948~ Do yo,_1 expect to farn as in 1947 or increase , 
rlocrea:.e? You rr:Lll wJ.nt the latest infornation rei;ardinG all crop and 
livastock as well as hone management infornation fer 19h5 when naking 
l'inal plans for the year . With this in r,µnd, , a county- ,,r.i.de meeting has 
berm arranced for a discussion of the la1,est infomation available on 
farm and hone outlook for 1948 at 2 p .n ~, Uec1ncsday, ,Tanuar~r 14, at the 
.1-rnory, Orangeburg , S . c. Hake yoo/ pl n;; to he present . 
A. H. Ward , district extension aient, anc~ T!ios Laura Connor , 
district home agent , ,r.i.11 be prPsent. to lead the diGcus0ion . 
This will be a.n opportune b_J1'te to bring up ymir crop and livestock 
questions as these leaders ha.ve m:1de a carci'nl stuc\r of available out-
look statistics and infornation as r ele:i.sen h:r f;overnr. ent statisticians . 
194 7 was a good income year on :r.i.oRt Orange1mrG farns . '.'that are 
the indications for 19h8? These are the problcr1s up for cliscusoion 
January 14. Cone and bring a neichb::ir \'G. th ~rou 9 Henen1ier the place is 
the Amory in Oran1:;ebnr13 and the time 2 p .n ., 1.Teclnnsday, J,1.nuary l!ith . 
Ver:r truly y-ours 1 
f. / 1 ' > ~/1-a_, , I .,.V. ,'!_ (_,2,/ 
s.:i.ra Neeley 
I:one DeI!lonstration Ae:ent 
j { // ' ;fl _) (' 
/J,, , /, c_,C7J1 . ...-> 
;<r• C. HcCorr.li 
1 County Agent 
JCI1cC/fs 
V C; MSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEQB 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
llfilTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
i6QRICULTURE COOPERATING 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
EXTENSION SERVl •::E 
Orangeburg, S, C 
February 12 , 19i.iJ 
- -~- - ·---~ ---
TO ORJUJGEBURG COUNTY TRACTOR 
O~RTERS OR TRACTOR OFCPJ\TORS . 
Dear Sirs : 
- -__,_,._ -- · ---- --~ ~ --
A tractor and equipment school rrill hf? held at the County Fair 
Grounds , Thursday, February 19, at 2 : JO p .m. All tractor ovmers or 
tractor operators are invited to oe present . 
The school is designed to denonstrate how to : (1) Save noney in 
operating a tractor; (2) Mal::e the tractor last longer and do bette r 
vrork; and (J) Hake power farning easler: 
:M . C. HcKenzie , or R. L , rTillis , vri th the Clenson Extension 
Service , vrill be in charge of the dar!onstration, assisted b;:,r all local 
farm nachinery dealers , their representative s , ancl the local County 
Agents . 
Lubrication engineers fron sone of the petroleUI1 conpanies will 
be pr 0.sent to assist rrith lubrication c.enonstrationo . 
This school will be a special value to operators and we are there-
fore suggesting that tractor ovmers brinr, their operators to the school. 
All makes of tractors will he discussed. After the general r1.eeting 
the group will be ahle to talk and dincuss the kind of machine he has or 
is interested in. 
~ . Cl 
'- I, 3."/ . <--® ,,, ..... o.---"' 
J'. H. Evans 
'_sst . County Agent 
JCHcC/fs 
Very truly yours , 
9. /) t/J,~ ' ( .\. .. //{~~--/ r, . HcConb 
County Agent 
CLEM ON AGRICULTURAL COLLEOa 
':>F ~OUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STA TES DF.PARTMENT Of 
AGRICULTURE COOPE.RA TING 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
orangeburg,s. c. 
:February 10, 1948 
TO THE DAIRYMEN OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY 
Dear Sirs: 
EXTENSICN :.ERV!'!:. 
The Orangeburg County Dairy CoJ"ITTittee has for sometine been 
s tudying the possibility and feasibility of an artificial insemination 
program for the dairymen of the county. The result of their study is 
a meeting. of all dairyy,,.en at the Veterans' Hut in Orangeburg Monday night, 
February 16th, at 7:30 otclock. 
A barbecue supper through the courtesy of the three banks in 
Orangeburg will start the meetinr,. After this a full discussion of the 
program together with slides showing pictures of the entire prograr.i from 
the Cler.ison headquarters through the cotmty set-ups in the five counties 
now operating will he had. 
c. G• Cushman, Leader of E>ctension Dairy Hork, will be present to 
thoroughly explain the program. Such a progran can be started providing 
our dairymen and those with family dairy cows vrant it and are willing to 
provide and maintain requirements necessary for successful operation. 
So dairymen, this program has been arranged by your dairy committee 
for you . Come out and ask questions and othervrise e;~press yourself. No 
attempt is made here to discuss the prograr1 pro or con as the meeting is 
designed for that. 
Remember , a good barbecue supper will begin the meeting . The timo 
is 7:30 p.m., Honday, February 16th. The place is the Veterans ' Hut in 
Orangeburg • 
JCHcc/fs 
Ver;/ truly yours , 
<2:Cllt~.,$-A:. c. HcComb 
County Agent 
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ORANGEBURG FATSTOCK SH0\7 AND SALE 
BOX 766 
'l'O THE BUSINESS FIRMS 
l~F THE ORANGEBURG AREA 
Dear Sirs: 
ORANGEBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA 
3 February 1948 
At a meeting of the Finance Comr.iittee of the Orangeburg Fatstock 
Show and Sale yesterday, I have been directed to contact you With refer-
ence to whatever financial assistance you would like to make toward putting 
on the Orangeburg area Fatstock Show and salee 
The Committee feels that a letter would be the best approach in this 
matter, inasmuch as all business firns of Orangeburg are interested in the 
livestock development of the area. The Fatstock Shovr and Sale has been 
organized on a pennanent basis and this year vrill be held Thursday and Fri-
day, April 1 and 2, 1948. rt has as its purpose the promotion of deversi-
fied farming by encouraging additional livestock in the farming programo 
We know that livestock can be profitably produced where pastures and 
feeds are plentiful and it is along these lines that the show and sale is 
attempting to encourage especially its younger farm boys and girls to go 
forward in the livestock enterprize. 
No definite amount is being suggested for a contribution to this show 
and sale, as approximately two-thirds of the 1947 sponsors have already 
made their contributions and it will be necessary to have all such sponsors 
send in their contributions in order for us to include their names in the 
Fatstock .Show and sale Catalog which is ready nm, for public?ttion. 
This being the-case, won 1 t you please reply to this letter with your 
contribution by Monday., February 9? The Finance Comittee vr.i.11 make final 
plans following this date for any additional contacts that are necessary 
and for publishing the catalog. 
This being the agricultural area that it is, we feel that the listine 
of the financial sponsors in the catalog, v1hich is to be distributed to the 
farmers interested in this area, will be very boneficial to all businesses 
in this area. 
Uay we count on a reply from you by February 9? 
JCHcC/fs 
Very truly yours, 
J.C. J}l~~ 
~;_ C. HcComb, Chairman 
.?" Finance CofTll!littee 
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· AIOOUCA . 
' lt'f country, 1tis of thee, 
Sweet land of liberty, 
Of thee I sing; 
.. Land .1·There my fathers died, 
Land of the Pilgrim's pride, 
_from evtry mountain si~e, 
Let Freedom ring~ · 
Our fathers' God, to Thee, 
Author of libert:,, 
To Thee we sing; 
Long may our land be bright 
With freedom 1 s holy light, 
Protect us by thy nri.ght, 
Great God, our King. 
, \ 
McNAMARA'S BAND . 
1,ty name is . Hcmi.mara 
I'm the leader of the band 
Al though wet re fevr ·in number 
1;Te' re the finest in the land 
Of course I am conductor 
And we very often .Play 
Before the great musicians . 
That you read . about every day 
The drums go bang 
The cymbols clang 
The h9rns they blare .away 
Mccarter plays the . big · bassoon 
While I the pipes do play 
.' Oh, i:psy, dipsy, t ool~-de-flute 
The music I s simply gr~nd 
A credit to old Ireland 
Chorus 
Yah, yah, ipsy-do 
Yah, yah, ipsy-do 
Oh, ipsy-dipsy-toole-de-flute 
The music is simply grand 
A credit to old Ireland 
And McNamara's band 
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Ellis Avenue Grarnnar School 
4:30 
77 
Call to Order •• • • • • • • o • • • •••• • • • • Julia Lee Beatty 
4-H Council Pre~ident 
"America" (Group) ••• • • • . . . . . . . . Led by o. Romaine Smith 
Pledge to u. s. Flag • • • • • . . 
Introduction of Extension Personnel 
. ' . . 
• • • • 
• •••••• Don Robinson 
President, North 4-H Club 
. . • • • , • • J. H. Evans 
Assistant County Agent 
Introduction of Speaker •••• • • • • • • • • ..... R. G. Winburn 
Assistant County Agent 
Goals for 1948 • • • • • • • •: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Dan Lewis 
state Boys' 4-H Club Agent 
"McNamara's Band". • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Led by Carolyn Mack 
of Eutawville Club 
Announcements ~ . . •• • •••••••••• , •••• • Sara Neeley 
Hone Demonstration Agent 
Adjourn to Classes 
Duties and Responsibilities of Local Leaders •••• o. Romaine Smith 
District 4-H C:lub Agent 
How to Conduct a H8eting and Write Minutes , ••••• Eloise Johnson 
State Girls' 4-H Club Agent 
Duties and Responsibilities of 4-H Officers •••••• Laura Connor 
District Home Agent 
Dan Lewis 
State Boys' 4-H Club Agent 
Classes end ••••• . . . ~ . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6:JO 
Banquet - "Ber-ryt s on the Hill" ~ . . • • • . . . .. . . • • • • • 7:00 
C, 1 ' ON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
· SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
I . 0 STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
' U!.TURE COOPERATING 
Dear Sir: 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg , S. c. 
February 24, 1948 
• 
EXTENSION SERI, .: 
This is t o call your at tent ion to the t errace maintenance demon-
strat ion scheduled on the T. T. Tr aywick farIJ near Cope , 'i'hursday, Feb-
ruar,y 26 , at 2 p .m. 
Plans are being made to do act ual t er race maintenance wor k for 
the demonstration and vre fee l it Yrill be very hel pful to anyone who is 
interest ed in terrace work . Especially do vre invite veteran t eacher s amd 
veteran students as wel l as· farmers , 4-II Club IJenbers and Future Farmers., 
JCMcC/ fs 
Very truly yours , 
/)/ ;1t_rT' ~t. (/,{ , // !~ 
/~ ·• - C. McComb 
County Agent 
• 
c I ,'V'' .)II! Ar'>R1CU LTURAL COLLEGE 
, ;: SCIJ:1-l !::ARCL:JJ.~ ANO 
· ~ 3·0 . .. s r,~p.\~"11\112i..,.7 0~ 
..a,,,CUL :Uf~!: COl)f'iERATING 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, S. c. 
February 24, 194El 
TO PROSPEC'.'IVf. 4-H S1'JBET PO'!'ATO 
cmrT ;sTAIJTS AlJD THEIR DADS 
Dear Friends: 
EXTENSION S~R /I E. 
The South Carolina 4-H UWef' t potato Production and 11arketing Contest 
is announced again for 1948 . You have indicated your desire to enter this 
contest vri th one acre or nore of sweet potatoes . We congratulate you in 
0~lecting a sweet potato demonstration and vrant to assist and encouracl:3 you 
in every way possible in this undertaking. Your dad , ue knorr, feels the 
s.J.me way and vrill want to give you ever~r opportuni t:r in makinr. good ,v.i. th 
the denonstration, and it is for thiG reason that vm vrri te this letter to 
you and ;your dad . 
In order to start the sweet potato project Tri th a full understandir.g 
and vrith as much scientific knowledge as is possible , a meeting of all the:' 
boys and their dads is call ed for Saturday, Harch 6 , at Toa.n . This 
rnrieting will be held in the assembly roon adjoTul.ng the County Agents ' 
Office and sweet potato production and narketinr, experts fron the Clemson 
f.Ytension service will be present to discuss all phaseG of the subject. 
The object of the contest is to develop and il"lprove methods of pro-
duction and marketin of sweet potatoes on an organized basis and to in-
crease the value of the crop as a South Carolina cash crop . 
The progran is to be on a connuni t ~, or count:r basis vri th the -rrinnir..g 
team t o be composed of the six outstanding menbers completing the uork o 
The award t o the vrinning tear.i vrill be an educational trip to the 
Nevr York market or other terminal v-rhe r e a carload of quality sweet potatoes 
grown and cured by the v-rinning teaT'! is sold . ~~his trip uill be free to the 
winner s in every re spect . 
Now all of this sounds good , but to have the winning team from the 
County, we must start right, aim right , and ~h right . 
To our minds this whole production and riarketing demonstration in-
volves a number of definite and careful steps; the neglect of any one of 
these could be costly to the whole project . This being the case we are 
briefly outlining them now and V<rill send you tir:wly letters regarding each 
step at proper intervals throughout the year . 
-100 ... 
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step I - Selection of Soil. 
a 0 Select loam to sandy loam soils for finest quality, 
b ~ Select land that has not been planted to sv1eet potatoes with:>:·, 
the past four yearsft 
c. Do n0t plant svreet potatoes on lands Hhere a heavy winter eo vc>, 
crop vras turned or land,s containing excessive nitrogen.., 
Step II - Seed Stocko 
au Use only the best seed stock of the coprer skinned Porto RJ.c :, 
variety - pr.eferably certified stock .. 
b. Treat seed with Semesan Bel or sorie other recommended materiaJ 
before bedding., 
c. Re sure that bed is properly constructed, potatoes are beddei 
correctly and the bed nanaged as recor.riondedo 
step III - Planting and Culture. 
ao If setting sprouts, clip 1 to l½ inches off root end of pl.:ir,t 
before setting to field~ 
b. For June plantings use vine cuttings if at all possible • . 
c. Prepare land well before setting plants or vines. Run rOYrs 
4211 apart and set plants 10" apart in the rows. 
d,. Apply 800 to 1000 pounds of J-9-9 svrect potato fertilizer pet· 
acre approximately 10 da.ys before planting time. Mix fcr·-
tilizer well in the soil.. 
e. Plant on beds and never pull dirt awa:)' from potatoes in cul-
tivation, 
fo Final cultivation should have potatoes on a high, wide bed~ 
step :r.v - Harvestingo 
aQ Handle carefully - Do not bruise b~· throwing fron one row to 
another. 
b.. Field grade and place in crates at harvest time. 
c. Do not aliow bruising to take place in hauljng from field to 
storage house. 
d. Thirty minutes to an hour of exposure to sun sometimes causes 
sun scald or sunburn~ ne careful at this time. 
e., Haul directly fr0111. field to storage house. 
f. Have potato house properly steralized and heated before firsc 
potatoes are storedo 
Step V - Storage and Curingo 
a. Run temperature approximately 80° fror1 10 days to two weeks on 
potatoes in storage house to heal bruises and to cure. 
b. Watch ventilation and trmperature thernafter remer.ibering 
cured potatoes cannot stand teMperatures much below 55 degrees 
Farenheit. 
- . 
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c. Keep curing house dry by proper ventilation and heat when 
needed. 
Step VI - Packing and Marketing . 
a. Grade carefully - a quality product in a quality pack always 
tops the market. 
He would call your particular attenti on to Step I and Step II at thi.c 
t.ime. If we can offer advice let us know. In the neantime, mar'k: Siiturdc.y: 
:11arch, 6, 1948, on y(;ur calendar and b e present for the special neetI£1g-de·" 
signed for the contesto 
' l I L (~ 
-.I~ .J/ ) . 1A 1,A.,u . ,i, '--" I I' ' ) • I , 
·'Ro · G. Winburn 
Asst- County Agent 
JCUcC/f's 
Very truly yours 1 
/
, 'lc/J I ( ' / > ·'tf /1/. ..-X ' , . 
, Jo c. McComb 
,., County Agent 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
C ' ";ON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
. >: D STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
·. !CULTURE COOPE.RATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, s. C. 
23 April 1948 
TO ALL 4-H CLUB MEMBERS: 
Dear Club :lembers t 
Enclosed is copy of program·for our 4-H Rally Day 
which is being held on Ha~r 1., 1948, at 10:30 a.m., at the 
Orangeburg County Courthouse. 
We would like for wery club member to be present 
at this event. 
'('\ • • I \.. 'r l 
\) ~......o,....> ~\J 
Vi~a Devore ~ 
Asst. Home Dem. Agent 
RGW/fs 
Enclosure 
Yours truly, 
~~ 
R. G. Vlinburn 
Asst. County Agent 
EXTENSION SE:RV ·E. 
PROGRAM FOR t,..1f)-<;11'B RALLY DAY 
MAY 1, 1948 
10:30 A.M. 
' ·euting called To Order •,, ••••••••••••••••••••••• Julia Lee Beatty 
Song ••••••••••••"Flow Oently Sweet Afton"•••••••• ny Group 
Invocation and Remarks •••••••• • ••••••••••••••••.••• Rev. J. Ross Johnson, 
Pastor, Orangeburg 
Hethodist Church 
4-H Club Pledge•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• R. G. 1Jinburn, Asst. 
County Agent 
Welcome••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••• J. r, . Mccomb, County Agent 
Response • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Tfilliam Harvey 
Song ••••••••.,a•••a•••••"Carolina"•••••••••••••••• By Group 
Introduction of ~peaker •••••••••••••••••••••••••• Julia Lee Beatty 
Address of Guest Speaker•••••••••••••••• ••••••••• o. Romaine Smith, 
District Club Agent 
Remarks ................................... •·•. •·•• ••• Dan Lewis, /:>tate 4-H 
Boys t Club Agent 
Bloise Johnson, State 
Girls' Club Agent 
Team Demonstration••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Carolyn Hack and 
Carolyn Norris 
4-H Conservation Camp Experiences•••••••••••••• .. • Don Robinson 
Roll Call by Clubs••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Frankie 1{ay, Acting 
Secretary 
Minutes of Last Meeting•••••••••••••••••••••••••• Frankie Way, Acting 
Secretary 
Business (t>ld and New) 
4-H Contests - 1948 (Fairs) •••••••••••••••••••••• J. H. F,vans, Asst. 
County Agent 
Dress Review 
Song ••••••••••••••••••••"God Bless America"•••••• J3y Group 
Flag Salute ••••••••••••••••••••• ., ••••••••••• , •••• n. G. Ylinburn, Asst. 
County Agent 
Adjournment 
Free show to the Carolina Theater except for truces. 
C l EM SON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
c.O STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, s. c. 
30 April 1948 
RICULTURE COOPERATING s 
)i,- \e, X'\ 'f'~ 
EXTENSION SER\lh E: 
II \~~ee\/ 
11(~>1/ \) /2 VIE ON ELECTRICITY ~ . \ "'{\ ,,,p DISCUSSION OF PROPER WIRilJG AND USES OF ELECTRICITY 
r,J
I, /' { 1/' ENTERPRISE SCHOOL, THURSDAY, MAY 6TH 
/j y BOWMAN HIGH SCHOOL, TUF'..SDAY, MA.Y 11TH 
'',,d ·t/ BRANCHVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, 1/VEmmsDAY, HAY 12TH 
~ ,,- COPE HIGH SCHOOL, THURSDAY, HAY 13TH 
TWO-HILE SvVAHP SCHOOL, FRIDAY, HAY 14TH 
Dear Sir or Madrun : 
In an effort to help you get better service from the electricity which 
you have or fr8m the electricity which you will receive, we are holding five 
meetings (Enterprise meeting jointly vrith Dorchester County) in Orangeburg 
County in oocperation vrith the Edisto R. E. A. Coop. These meetings are 
all being held at 7:30 p.m. and on the dates listed at the head of this 
letter. 
There are a mmiber ef new lines being constructed and in an effort 
to help you get your house vdred properly to take care of present and future 
electrical needs these infonnational meetings are being held. We will have 
present G. H. Stewart, Extensien Agricultural F,ngineer from Clemson and 
also a number of representatives of the R. E. A. who vdll d~scuss proper 
wiring and answer questions on the wiring problem which may arise. 
Many of you may now be running into the problem of not enough electri-
cal power to take care of all of your electrical equipment. Problems that 
you have such as this will be discussed in detail , so cor:1e prepared to ask 
questi~ns regardless of your problem. 
The movie will also bring out correct -vdring procedure. Everyone is 
invited - - Come and bring your neighbors. 
~'VA., 7 \ 
Sara Neeley 
Home Dem. Agt. 
--- -~ 
·' 
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COOPERATI VE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AMO HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg , s . c. 
30 April 1948 
I •. J., ,. 
i.'JP.AT? 
:NTIEN? 
~'JHERE? 
WHO IS INVITED? 
A Combine Adjustment and Operation Demonstration or 
School . 
2 : 30 p . M. Thursday, Hay 6th, 19Lr8 . 
orange burg Fair Grounds . 
Any combine owner or operator in Orangeburg County who 
would like to see some deP1onstrations showing how to : 
1 . Save Time , 
2. save Grain . 
J . Save Money in using his combine . 
M. c. HcKenzie, or other Clemson F,xtension Unchinery Specialists , will 
be in charge of the demonstrations. Local machinery dealers are c~perating 
and will have some of their servicemen pr esent to answer questions on their 
particular machines . Lubrication engineers fron some of the petroleum 
companies ·will be present to assist with lubrication demonstr ations . 
Make plans now to attend this school . Grain harvest season will soon 
be here . All machinery dealers are taking part and your type or make of 
machine will be discussed . The meeting is designed to be practical and 
helpful to all combine owners and operators . DON ' T MISS IT , 
/J)I,~,~ 
,~ .. /H . EVans 
' Asst . County Agent 
JCHcC/fs 
Very truly yours , 
ty)!/;;;ct C. McComb County Agent 
, 
, / 
• 
ISO N AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
O F SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
. 1, D STATES DEPARTMENT Of 
. ICULTIJflE COOPERATING 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, s. c. 
1,5 May 1948 
'J .·~ COTTo:r GnoWERS OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY 
I ::;ar Sirs : 
EXTENSION S!:RYl :' f; 
In cooperation with the Orangeburg County Agricultural ConE:ri. ttee, vre are 
ca'.ling a meeting of cotton erowers to hear a discussion of l~test insecticides 
lo:..' cotton insect control . The mee t ing will be hold 2 : 30 p .m., Thursday! Uay; 20, 
19)-1-8 , at the County Courthouse . '
11 
OUr County Agricultural Committe e feels that all farmers should have complete 
i n.formation on the subject, particularly boll weevils , and it is for this reason 
tho meeting was arranged . 
Some of the Agriculturists who will be with us for the meeting and assist in 
".:l1u discussion a r e : J . G. ·watts, Entomologist for Edisto Experiment Station at 
b.ckville ; A. H. Ward, District Extension Agent of Aiken; and from Clemson, 
·,. G. Boylston and w. C. Nettles, Extension Cotton IT'lprove!"lent Specialist and 
,-~=tt:nsion Entomologist, r e spectively. 
Cotton insects normally take a heavy toll each year; but with a full know-
J dee on the part of cotton growers of the inse ct habits , the new insecticides 
.>r control, machinery ne cessa!"J for applyi.nc ins ~~ cticidos , and other factors , 
• '
1r:!b as how to estimate insect damage , we believe this toll can b e kopt to a 
· :1ir.mm . 
Orangeburg County plants a largG acreage to cott on {1.Ild thP.r efore h ;:i.s too r:mch 
r_t s t ake in the crop to allow unnecessary insect damace . 
The men on the program will bring the latest information from the Exporimf nt 
' ··.tion and from farm practices and observations . Cone out and hear them - ask 
tl n any question or questions you have and be r eady to vmge a successful fight 
(,., :1ny insects that may trouble your cotton crop . 
May 20th and the 
(}~ 
If. H. Evans 
' ,'.('\.sst . County Agent 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS, STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA. CLEMSON l,G ' ' 
TURAL COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE COOPERATING EXTENSION : ' 
ICE. D. W. WATKINS, DIRECTOR. DISTRIBUTED IN FURTHERANCE OF THE ACTS OF CONGRESS OF MAY 8 ANO JUNE 3'i, i~· 
PRESENTING TIMELY INFORMATION 
ON ALL PHASES OF COTTON PRODUCTI01 
,Ulllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
June 22, 1948 
TO COTTON FARMERS: 
This letter contains information from L. H. Sparks, Jr., 
Extension Speci~list,cotton Insects md Diseases, along vrith County 
observations made by us. 
The boll we3vils are still emerging into the fields down state 
and even though the emergence in 1948 is lower than 1947, cotton i s 
more advanced amd the weevils are now puncturing a great many squares 
in a larger number of fields. DECIDE NOYi AS TO HHETHER YOU ARE GOING 
TO GROW COTTON OR VffiEVILS THIS YEARl GET THAT POISOIT A!ID DUSTER NOWI 
HE WHO LINGERS I S LOST. SOME POISONS ARE GETTIUG SCARCE. 
Keep a close check on your fields this year. Herers how to do 
it. TI"alk diagonally across your field and examine 100 squares. Select 
some from the top, middle and lower branches. Pull off those squares 
that have been punctured. When you have exarrl.ned 100 squares you should 
be at the far side of your field. Count· ·the punctured squares you have 
removed of the 100 you examined and that will give you the percentage 
infestation for that field. BE SURE TO EXAMDIL THE SQUARES AT RANDOM 
AND NOT SELECT ONLY THOSE THAT HAVE BEEN PUNCTURED. 
For our county average weevil damage, we are checking seven (7) 
fields from various sections of the county each week and will report 
the results of these findings each Monday in the farm s ection of the 
Times and Democrat. The infestation to date is as follows: 
JCMcC/fs 
For week ending June 5 
For week ending June 12 
For week ending June 19 
- 7% 
-16~ 
- 8. 7% 
Ver.J truly yours, 
f.<{~{?J 
County Agent 
' 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTl-1 CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES OEPAl'?TMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, s. c. 
August 20, 1948 
TO PROSPECTIVE CATTLE FEEDERS: 
Dear Sirs: 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Winter and spring cattle feeding on our farms we feel has a defi-
nite_place. So strongly do we feel this that we are asldng a large 
ntnnber of our farmers to try a small cattle feeding program beginning 
this fall and ending with the Orangeburg Fatstock Show and Sale next 
April. 
We are not suggesting the purchasing of extremely high price 
animals for we would like each farMer to conduct this demonstration on 
a very practical basiso Just purchase three or more good type (deep 
body, wide back) healthy feeders that shown predominence of beef breed-
inga Turn the feeders in the corn and bean fields until they winter 
grazing is ready. A little side feeding along with good management will 
produce good butcher cattle by show and sale time. 
Enclosed is proposed winter cattle feeding program which explains 
our idea for this practical program. 
The Orangeburg Fatstock Show and Sale will be h0ld April 8 and 9, 
1949, and if possible we would like to have 100 or more fnrraers and 
junior farmers feed out three or more cattle for this event. 
Study over this cattle feeding idea and indicate on the enclosed 
card how many animals you feel you will feed. Let us hear from you. 
JCMcC/fs 
Enclosures 
Very truly yours, 
l e ;llt:J11t~ C. McComb County Agent 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEQI 
o, SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEftARTMENT 0, 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
orangeburg,s. c. 
September l~ 1948 
TO THE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL COMJ,ITT'IEE 
Dear Committeemen: 
IXTENSION IERVIC:li 
The Tennessee Valley Authority and Barrett Division are planning 
to make extra allocation of Nitrogen fertilizers for use in the State 
for demonstrational purposes. This Nitrogen is over and above other 
Ni~ro gen allocations and will not be charged against a farmerts allot-
me~t . This Nitrogen is to be used on demonstrations only and according 
to outlines prepared by the Extension Agronomy Division for the crop 
selected, except cotton where the farmer is not limited in his efforts 
for high yields. 
Demonstrations planned are pastures, grazing, fescue, small grain, 
and corn.. The County Agr:icul tural Cornim. ttee is charged with handling 
these allocations through its Crop Demonstration Sub-committee. We will, 
however, supply the outline for all the demonstrations. The Crop Demon-
stration Sub-committee of the County Agricultural Committee is composed 
of c. w. Stroman of Orangeburg, Chairman; Francis Evans, Jr . , Holly Hill; 
and N. R. Davis, Jr., Norway, 
The first Nitrogen fertilizers we are scheduled to get are for 
fall top dressing of winter grazing demonstrations and this will come in 
early October. We expect to get approximately enough Nitrogen for all 
of our 148-149 crop demonstrations that we will conduct. Therefore, we 
call this matter to the attention of the whole committee as we are open 
for suggestions from time to time regarding the placing of the Vat'ious 
crop demonstrations. The Crop Demonstration Sub-committee will be called 
in at intervals to discuss allocations of this Nitrogen material. 
For the fall grazing demonstrations we would like them well dis-
tributed over the County and on farms where livestock is included in the 
source of farm income. From time to time we will report to the Agricultural 
Committee on the progress of our demonstrations together with the amount of 
Nitrogen allotted us for these demonstrations. All the Nitrogen material 
received will have t o be paid for but will not be charged against any 
farmer's allotment by his fertilizer dealer. Nitrogen is expected to be 
in short suppl y again next year and if farm prices continue at near present 
levels, we know this will be true and this extra Nitrogen material will be 
a great help. 
JCMcC/fs 
Very truly yours, 
Y,//Pi~~ 
C. McComb 
County Agent 
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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
EX T ENSION SER VICE CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROUNA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMEN T O F 
AGRICULTURE COO P ERATING Or angeburg, S. c. 
September 10, 1948 
To The Farmers of Bowman Community 
Dear Sirs : 
Due to the intense inter es t in pasture _establishment, 
pasture improvement, and fall and winter grazing problems , 
we have arranged a program to discuss these problems Mon-
day night , September 13, 1948 at 7:30 o 'clock . This dis-
cussion meeting will be at the Bovnnan High School. 
w. H. Craven , Fxtension Agronomi st , will be present 
t o discuss and present s l ides sho~i.ng good pasture work 
and successful grazing crop procedures . 
This meeting is being conducted jointlJr by the County 
Agents • Office and the Bowman High School Agricultural 
Department and is desi~ned to bring practical and useabl e 
information to the farm people of ·i:,he Bowman Community. 
We are particularl y anxious to have all interested in 
pastures and fall and winter grazing programs to be in 
attendance at this meeting. 
Come and bring your neighbor . 
ve~y truly yours , 
JCH:ml b 
: . ./ 
/ 
. -~I I 
/ / . t 
J. C. HcComb 
County Agent 
/ / 
I . , ( , . . ,, 
,, 
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COOPERATtVE EXTENSION WOAK 
tN 
AGRtCULTUAE ~NO ~OME ECONOMfCS 
Deor Sirs: 
STAT£ OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Ornngeb~rG, S . c. 
Sartember 14 ,. l';Lr8 
Ei1closed is a vrinter 0rE> zin::: schec.ulo for Or;:1n;:eburg 
County. In ·1:1fmy i 011otanca~ ,·;e Ud; ot~r rinter srnz ini; seed-
ed too 12 te to ·m2:l:~ much ,:r01·.rth before s:_"'ri~ ; and it is 
for t}·iE reo.eon t J, at we c ::: 11 att e ntion to early seedint , 
rrorer ll.md :rrepr ro ::. i oi1 ; l'e rtil:i.7at ion D.!1d inocul s. tion in 
t he case of le : ~re s . 
Remem~er- - One apre reeo.ed , fer tilized , and handled 
~roperly is. vrnrth sevc.ral ncres ir,,r,ro:ie,rl? h1nd l ed . 
Let"€ 1 have ~11,nt:-, rin te1· c:ra ~in;:: and V.'inter cover 
t1 is Y:inter . 
/.~{,~ 
A~.'.: t . Con1ty .'l.r.;e:1 t 
a:1/Jf~ 
X.~~-:~~Cor,,b 
CoU.'l t~r .il.,c;en t 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGI 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
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IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
17 September 1948 
TO 4-H BEEF CALF CLUB MEMBERS 
Dear Club Members: 
EXTENSION S&RYICI 
Beef calves for feeding for the Fat cattle Show have been hard 
to find and rather high in price. For this reason we have not been 
able to place too many up to this time. Any 4-H Club member who has 
not as yet obtained his calf will be interested to know of the Fair-
field Cattle Sale being held in Winnsboro, South Carolina. 
This sale starts at 12:00 Noon, Friday, September 24, 1948, at 
the County Cattle Barn in Winnsboro, and will feature 500 head of 
steers, calves, heifers, and cows. Mr. DuRant, livesta::k specialist, 
states that this should be a good place to buy some feeder steers for 
feeding for our Fatstock Show. 
We are writing this letter and giving you this information as 
we would like for you and your father to attend this sale. rt may be 
that several of you could get together and save expenses on the trip. 
Winnsboro, as you know, is about half way between Columbia and Chester 
and only about 80 miles from Orangeburg. Should you find something in 
this sale that would fit your need, we could easily group the animals 
purchased and have them transported to Orangeburg. If there is a 
question of arranging the finances, etc., drop us a card and we will get 
all of this strait before leaving Orangeburg on the morning of Friday, 
September 24. 
Also, your dad may be interested in securing a few cattle to 
feed out. This will be a good place for him to go for these animals. 
Hoping to see you and your father at Winnsboro , Friday, September 
24, we are 
-6?&,t£~Vl'V'-
R. G. Winburn 
Asst. County Agent 
JCMcC/fs 
Very truly yours, 
t'lC/$$J ~--S• McComb 
County Agent 
. 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAR()LINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
- . .J..j__, -
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
,tlN 
AGRICULTURE ANp HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, s. c. 
October 29, 1948 
TO UEMBERS OF OR..A.NGEBURG 
COUNTY AGRICULTURAL COMMITTr.>E 
Dear Friends: 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
A meeting of the Orangeburg County Agricultural committee has 
been called for the purpose of reporting on agricultural accomplishrlents this 
year and a discussion of Extension plan of work for the comint year. The 
meeting will be held in the assembly room at the County Agent's office at 
2:00 p. M., Wednesday, November 3, 1948. 
Mr. A.H. Ward, District Extension Agent and Miss Laura Connor, 
District Home Demonstration Agent will be present to assist with the meeting. 
Mr. Ward will discuss outlook for 1949. 
rt is hoped that all committee members and other interested persons 
can be present. Ideas will be welcor.i.ed as the complexity of agriculture takes 
the best thoughts of all to create a well rounded program. 
We are looking forward to a full attendance at the meeting. 
Sincerely, 
)(. ,-, '\.J": h " ,. {\ .  
7·.:.' . ;_1._.,. 1' ·"-"- './...!·'-\ Sara Nee ey , 
-· 1.· ,,-; ,· l ~ , . '!}--;, . 
( // / I.Z, 
% / ,~ /,?*J/,;r r -" :· ,.~ 'C./ /{ ~..,e., ,1' / ',· J. C. McComb 
Home Demonstration Agent County Accnt 
JCMcC/fs 
AGRICULTURAL COMMITTFE MEMBERS 
Mr. F• D. Evans, Chairman 
Mr. Clyde W. Stroman, Vice-Chairman 
Mr. W. E. Bennett 
Mri •• T. F. Riley, Jr. 
Mr. F• E. Cope 
Mr.W. B. Bolin 
Mr. G• B. Patrick 
Mr. J. W. Way 
Mr. George R. Bowman 
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Lide 
Mr. N• E.Byrd 
Mr. T, T. Traywick 
Mr. B. B.Williams 
Mr. Francis Evans, Jr. 
Mr. N. R• Davis, Jr. 
Mrs. C. I. Smoak 
Mr. R. 1. Ashe 
Mr. L. L. Tillson 
Mr. J.B. Earle 
Mr. A. M. Brabham 
Mr. and Mrs.A. c. Gramling 
Mr. Fred Connor, Jr. 
Mr. Talley E.Smith 
Mr. iAarvin Davis 
11rr. s. w. Gramling, Sr. 
Mrs. Tracy Garrick 
Mrs. Harold Ulmer 
,· 
CLIMION AGIIICUL TUIIAL COLLEGI 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITEO STATES DEPARTMENT OP 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
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IN 
AGRICULTURE ANO HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Orangeburg, ·s. c. 
November 10, 1948 
To the Members of the Orangeburg 
County Dairy Herd Improvement Association 
Dear Members: 
EXTENSION SERVICi 
We are writing you with r eference to our Dairy Herd Improve-
ment . work in the County. Mr . Edward Howle, Supervisor, resigned 
effective November 1 to go back to his farm in Marion County. On · 
November 8th, Mr . Earl Bendnbaugh, Clemson graduate of last August, 
started work as supervisor of this Dairy Herd Improvement work. 
Mr. Bedenbaugh is a young man with a farm back-ground who has 
had farm experience and training in livestock feeding and management 
work together with special training in Dairy Herd Improvement work 
under the Clemson authorities. With this training and some practical 
experience, Mr. Bedenbaugh should be well qualified for this work. 
The Dairy Herd Improvement program is fundamental in a dairy 
herd management program and we certainly hope that you will give Mr. 
Bedenbaugh your cooperative support in this work. Besides official 
records on individual cows in the herd, you may use this program as 
a yardstick to measure the operations of your dairy enterprise and 
also select the outstanding female family lines from which you would 
want to raise ;vour replacement for the future. 
// I ,· . A,.,. 
C.1'~· . ''7? 1-d-z.... 
C. H• tQma:s. 
Dairy Extension Work 
JCMcC/fs 
Very truly yours, 
!.·. e ../71~ ,zt' c. Mccomb 
'bounty Agent 
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on the following pages will be found specimen 
copies of press articles published during the near. 
Weey..ly columns are carried on Monday•s in the range-
burg "Times & Democrat"• 
( 
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PLANS UNDERWAY FOR SPRING FATSTOCK SHOW & SALE 
The Annual Orangeburg Fatstock Show and sale will be held at the Peoples 
Livestock Market i -n Orangeburg, Thursday and Friday, April 1 and 2, 1,4a. 
Plans a.re now being perfected for this show and sale which has been established 
as an annual event for the promotion of better beef cattle and hogs With juni r 
and adult farmers of the Orangeburg area. 
1948 dmrectors with term of office a.re: c. K. Davis, Orangeburg; 
T. T. Traywick, Cope; J. c. McComb, Orangeburg; o. s. Burns, Orangeburg; All 
one year terms .... A. D. Griffith, Orangeburg; Fred Connor, Jr., Eutawville; 
o. w. Cain, St. Matthews; Fred llvo Herlihy; All two yearterm.s ... c. y. Mccants, 
Cameron; H. W. Perrow, ca.meron; T. J. Hart, Holly Hill; Ao L. Dukes, Orange-
burg; All three year terms. Officers are T. To Traywick, president and. 
Jo Co McComb, Secretary. 
Farmers and farm boys and girls a.re reminded of the date of the show 
and sale and are asked to finish their animals for this event. Fat cattle 
and hogs will both be stressed and many valuable premiums are being made 
in all divisi ns. 
catalogues giving all details will be available the latter part of 
January. 
COMPARISON - PER ACRE VALUE FROM SWEET POTATOES AND 
COTTON 
The question mich will net the most money per acre, sweet potatoes 
r cotton is often asked. 
Just recently we ran across figures on the two crops as released by 
the L uisiana Department of Agriculture and Immigration 1,44-1,45 Biennial 
Report and we publish them here as information: • 
Year Value, lint & seed cotton - 8"' et potatoes 
1,35 $ 29.05 $ 41.76 1,36 40o75 60.03 1,3A 33.As io.37 1,3 290 2 1/:ig l'l' 33.,, 1, 0 22.25 ~.os 1,41 31.76 47.52 1,42 63.27 72.60 1943 83.38 135.75 1,44 81.06 101.2.5 10 Yro average 44.92 64.27 
- 117 ... 
y u will note that total value for each crep is low, but prices were 1 :w 
during the 10 year peri d 1935-1944, and too, the figures represent values fer 
the two crops for the entire state. Even though we ha-ve individual farms much 
higher than state averages, these averages well represent the comparison f the 
two cro ps in cash value• 
*********** 
AAA RE-ELECT COUNTY COMMITTEE FOR 1948 
At an election meeting December 1, at the County Office Building, 
delegates t the County AAA Convention re-elected the 1,47 County Committee 
to serve in farm program matters for 1948. 
The County Committee is: Ro L. ishe, Cordova, Chairman; Lo A. Dantzler, 
Eutawville, Vice-Chairman; w. EoBennett, Springfield, regular member; J. w: Way, 
Orangeburg, 1st alternate; R. D. Walker, Norway, 2nd alternate. 
Community elections were held earlier in the week at which time community 
committees were elected to represent the AAA Farm Pr gram during 1,48 n a 
community basis. Also at these elections a delegate to the County Convention 
was elected to participate in the election of the County Conunittee. There are 
21 communities in the county and each has a committee of three regular members 
and two alternates. 
*********** 
SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISORS MEET WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
The Orangeburg C unty Soil Conservation District Supervisors will h ld 
their January meeting at 7:00 P.M., Wednesday night, January 21 0 A full 
attendance of supervis rs is urged for this meeting, as among other problems, 
the supervis rs' annual report will be discussed and prepared. 
Supervisors are: T. T. Traywick, Cope., Chairman; G. B. Patrick, Bowman, 
Secretary-Treasurer; w. s. Gaillard, Eutawville; F. D. EVans, Providence; and 
Jo A. Smith, Springfield0 
*********** 
DAIB.Y CALF CLUB MEETING 
The Orangeburg Dairy Calf Club held its monthly meeting Sa turady morning 
February 21, 1,480 The meeting was cal.led to order by .s. w. Gramling ;. 
presiaent of the Club. After a few short statements by the president1 and•, 
several members of the Club, Mr. w. c. Bethea gave a very interesting talk. 
' 
( 
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Mr. Bethea discussed the progress of the dairy industry in Orangeburg 
county and stressed the need and importance ef the Club members continuing 
their education and interest in community affairs. 
Among those attending the meeting were: J. c. McComb, County Agent, 
Miss Virginia Devore, Assistant Home Demonstration Agent, R. G. 1'1/inburn, 
Assistant County Agent and J. H. EVans, Assistant County Agent. 
*********** 
1,48 3-ACRE ORANGEBURG COUNTY CORN IMPROVEMENT CONTEST ANNOUNCED 
In rder to call attention to c•rn gr~wing and to encourage high yields 
per acre on Orangeburg farms, the 3-Acre County-wide Corn Contest is announced 
fr 1,4a. This contest is in its second year and is again spons red by ~huler 
& Smoak, seedsmen of Orangeburg. 
Attention is called to the rules of the contest which are listed below and 
the fact that applicants may sign up f r this contest at the G unty Agent• s 
office now as applications are available. 
The prizes offered this year are as follows: 
1st prize - $1000 00 in Cash 
2nd prize - $60 0 00 in Cash 
3rd prize - S35oOO in Cash 
4th prize - $25.00 in cash 
5th prize 9'." $1.5.oo in Cash 
6th prize• $10.00 in Cash 
7th prize - $5oOO in Cash 
*********** 
FARMERS DIGEST 
The Farmers Digest is the name of the daily radio program from Monday 
thr ugh Friday at 1:15 P.M., ver radio station WRNOo On this pr grain are the 
agricultural workers f the area who bring timely farm facts., farm market in-
formation and news happenings f the area. 
This farm program is as follows: 
M nday - J. C• McComb, Orangeburg County Agent 
Tuesday - J. H. Evans, Orangeburg Assistant Agent 
Wednesday - o. Wo Cain, Calh un County Agen"t 
Thursday .. R. c. Hubbl;\rd, Bamberg C unty Agent 
Friday ..,. (Except third Friday) ... R. G. Winburn, Orangeburg Assistai. t 
County Agent 
Third Friday - Joe B. Earle, Orangeburg County Soil C nservati n Technician 
Farm families are invited to tune in to hear these programs. and should 
they have a special subject that they would like discussed, a card should be 
dr pped to the C0unty Agent I s Office in Orangeburg 
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4-H SWEET POTATO CONTESTANTS SETTING PLANTS 
seventeen Orangeburg Ceunty 4-H Club members have entered the State 
sweet potato contest this year. Some of the boys have completed setting their 
plants a:rrl the others are beginning to set theirs. 
This c ntest is spons red by the Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company and the 
winning v unty team gets a free Educational Trip to the markets where a earl ad 
of the po.tat es will be sold. We are visiting the club members and find all 
of them very interested and working hard lti. th this project. 
The following boys are members f the sweet Potato Club; Dannie Dantzler, 
Pr•vidence; Hubert Summers, Branchville; J. W. McAlhaney 1 Branchville; Wallace 
Collins, Branchville; Jimmie Yeung, Orangeburg RFD; Johnnie Y ung, Orangeburg, 
RFD; Raymond Str ck, Cope; Ted Tindall, Orangeburg, RFD; Oliver Mizzell, Ell ree; 
Carlos Jackson, Ne ses; ~ood Williams, Neeses; Larry Patrick, Bowman; 
Gerald Martin., North; William Harvey, Holly Hill; Demon Harvey, Holly Hill; 
Gary Shuler, Santee; and Billy Clifton, Holly Hillo 
. 
we w; uld like to call attenti n to the fact that potatoes should be sed 
on a high bed and kept n a bed thr ugh ut the cultivatien. The project re-
quires that potatoes be cured out inasmuch as a car of cured p tat es is to be 
graded and packed and shipped by the winning team. 
As p ints come up from time to time, we Will be glad. to have each Club 
member drip us ante fr any assistance we are able t give. 
*********** 
ARTIFICIAL BREEDING PROGRAM MUCH USED 
The Urangeburg Artificial Breeding Program recently organized is proving 
helpful to dairy and farmer cow owners and is being used full time at present. 
L. M. Rhodes, Jr., technician, is busy each day from Monday through Saturday 
and on the 1st and 3rd Sund.aI"s breeding dairy cows in all sections of the 1 
c unty. Calls come i:t:i f:rol!l 8 to 10 AoM., on phone 642-W and at that time 
Mrt. Rh9des makes up his i tinera.ry fer the day and breeds all c...,.s listed before re UI'Ill.ngo 
We call tJ:iis matter to the attention of our farm people since any farmer 
can us the service regardless f the number of dairy cows that he has whether 
•ne or ne hundred. All cows are being bred to outstanding herd sired' kept in 
the Stud at th! Clemson labera.t•ry and we foel with the breeding to animals 
f the pr!d~ction rec•rds of the herd sires kept at Clems n w.:i..11 mean much 
tcnrard raising the general production level of our dairy cattle in the county
6 
*********** 
r 
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HOG HUCES, ORANGEBURG LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATION, UP LA.ST WEEK 
La.st Wednesdayts shipment of h gs by the Urangeburg Livestock Association 
on ca.nn n Bridge Road were up considerably over shipments of the previnus few 
weeks. Top hogs brought 23.35. The total shipment consisted f 248 hogs, 
weighing 50,300 pounds and bringing 111315,94. Kingan & C mpa.ny of Orangeburg 
was the high bidder and received the shipmento The Orangeburg Livestcck 
Ass ciati n is a farmer wned and controlled cooperative rganizati n, selling 
hogs each Wednesday from, to 12 A.Mo, and their pens are at McLeants Siding en 
Cannen Bridge Road. 
c. y. McCants of Cam.er n, is president; L. A• Dantzler, Eutawville, vice-
president, and Jo W• Vfay, Orangeburg, Secretary-treasurer. 
*********** 
BOLL WEEVIL INFESTATION 7% FOR 'IRIS WEEK 
Six cotton fields located in the foll :wing places: Cope, Weodferd, 
Branchville, Bowman, Pr Tidence and Ell ree, are being checked nee each 
week for cotton b 11 weevil infestati n. 
At present weevil infestati n is light with the average infestation of 
the six fields being seven (7) per cent. Fiv of the fields checked belew 3%. 
One of the fields checked 18% ace unts for the County average being high. 
We would like to urge farmers t begin immediately infestation checks in 
their own fields to determine the necessity f poisoning. 
Infestation checkes are made as follows: 
A simple and accurate method of making an infestation count is t walk 
diag nally acr ss the field, picking 100 squares at rand m from the t p, middl, 
and l wer branches. If the field is extra large r condi ti ns vary greatly 
within the field, it is desirable to take more than one sample of 100 squares. 
1,48 rec mmendations for insect contr 1 on c tton in South car lina are: 
When boll weevil are puncturing 10 percent or more of the squares, appli ... 
cations sh uld be made at five--d.ay intervals until the infestation is brought 
under control. This usually requires at least tw and sometimes three appli-
cations. The infestatiens sh uld be carefully checked, however, following the 
second applicati n as perhaps the expense of applying the third applicati n 
c uld be avoidedo 
If climatic conditiens furing mid-season are favorable for rapid boll 
weevil devel pment, late season control may pay greater dividends than that 
applied at any other peri d. This mcliY be a necessary supplement t either 
early r mid-season control. If observations sh w that boll weevils are 
mmer us in any field and particularly if bolls are being attacked during this 
peri d, applicati ns. ah uld be made at four-day intervalso For late season con-
trol calcium arsenate, Chlorinated Camphene, and Chlordane are more residual 
than the BHC-DDT mi.J!lure and will probably give m re lasting pr tectiono If 
Chlordane is used, it sh uld c ntain 5% DDT to aid inc ntrolling the b llw•rm• 
*******44.V..M. 
I 
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ORANGEBURG FARM PEOPL.'E ATTEND CLEMSON'S FARMERS' WEEK 
orangeburg County was well represented at Farmers' Week hel~ at Clemsen 
August 23-27 with 58 representatives. These farm pwGple enJeyed a full week 
of educational and recreati nal programs . On the part of the men, we feel that 
the most interest was displayed in the machinery demonstrations and in the 
pasture demonstrations and programs. The farm women had many P:Ggrams t~rGmghout 
the week that were of great interest to farm home makers. All in all this 
Famers' Week we feel was one of the better programs held at Clemson thus far 
and the peoplL will be looking forward to the one scheduled for 1949. 
We don't believe we have ever seen as large an exhibit of machinery at one place 
than t hey l:ad at Clemson. The various homemaking demonstrations were also large 
and extremely interesting~ 
We have made no attempt here to list those in attendance except to say 
that there were some from every section of the county enjoying the weeka 
*********** 
INTEREST IN RE....sEEDING CRIMSON CLOVER 
Recently more interest has been manufactured in various sections in 
South Carolina and one is known as re-seeding Crimson Cl ver. Two strains of 
this clover is now on the market in limited quantities, one of which is called 
Dixie Crimson Clover and was bred by the Georgia Experiment Station. The other 
is the Autauga Strain which was bred in Alabama. 
Some of our farmers have had good success with the regular strains and 
are now anxious to try some of these re-weeding ldndso R. F. Dukes and R. E. 
Darden have had outstanding grazing from the common sorts the past few years 
on their farmso 
Ho L. Whisenhunt, J. Go Valentine, E. B. Mack, J. D• Bates, Sow. Gramling, 
c.w. Stroman, w. D. Jackson, have purchased some of the Dixie Crimson Cl•ver seed 
and will plant it this fall and we will all be watching the result they c;ibta.ino 
The re-seeding quality is something we are all interested in inasmuch as 
one of the big expenses ef all our clover is that of purchasing seed. 
The characteristics ef this plant is that it will succeed on a wide ranae 
ef soils, but requires good drainage and is therefere not suited to poor er wet 
soil~. The lime content of the soil should be Bf a pH of 6.50 and the plant 
r!quires a high ameunt ef phesphate and petasho We would recommend an applica-
tion of_SOO_pounds per acre ?f_0-12-12 at planting ti.me applied with a grain 
drill distributoro The fertilizer should not be worked into the sgil as mixing 
wit~ the soil lower~ the availability of phosphate to the plants. The seeding 
peried recommended is september0 
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The seed must be ineculated and we would recommend from two t feur 
times the amount •f c mmercialalever inoculant that is suggested n the inocu-
lati n container. We would also suggest that the seea be s wn immediately after 
inoculation and cm a cloudy day if possible. The cultipacker should be run 
immediately after seeding t slightly cever the seed. 
The rate f seeding per acre should be 20 peunds. For those wishing te 
harvest seed, m re experimental data will be given on that at near harvest time. 
We will strengly enc•urage all these fa.nners securing this re-seeding Crimson 
Cl ver Seed to make every effert to seed and fertilize c rrectly as the present 
price of seed recommends a heavy investment. 
*********** 
FALL AND WINTER BEEF CATTLE FEEDING PROJECT 
We are very anxious to have as many farmers as possible t purchase a 
few good animals of predominence of beef breeding t run the fields this fall 
and later be carried on winter and spring grazing crops With the idea of having 
butcher fat cattle to offer for sale at the Orangeburg Fatstock Show and Sale, 
next April 8 and , • Such a feeding pr gram would be practical and the animals 
need net be of extremely high class but carried in this manner along w.i. th a 
litUe side feeding would work b th to the farmers advantage and to the ad-
vantage of the Fatstock Show and sale• 
Experiences shown in the past show that corn and bean fields are available 
each fall and that grazing er ps can be grelVIl in this section previded they are 
c rrectly seeded. and fertilized earlyi and.it is this that we wish to t ake ad-
v~tage f •. A little later in the fa 1 thin cattle sh Wing some beef breeding 
will ~e coming n the market.and it is this type animal that we feel lends itself 
to this practical dem nstratien. 
We will be commenting n this from time t time as where livestock is 
added t the farm income soil imprevement results as no fertilizer equals good 
farm manue o We have drawn up an utline f r this dem nstration and we would 
be glad to have any fanner interested in feeding a few cattle t cent.act uso 
****-¾'"****** 
INTEREST INCREASES IN PASTURE DE"'1ELOPMENT 
At no time can we remember when there was as much interest in the es-
tablishment an<;l :maintenance of good pasture and grazing er ps in this secti n f ~eui~ Care1]4na. Reports show that this interest is net nly in this section ou Caro ina, but_threughout the whole State. As a result f this interest 
;he SSta~ Pastu;-e Co:mnu.ttee has recently revised their publication en Pastures 
or ~u Carolina and have brought it up to date to include the best available 
pra.cti?es and .. pasture establishment and pasture managenent practices. This is 
~ullt etint d''t Pastures for South Carolina", and a copy is available fer all those 
in eres e thr0ugh the C unty Agent•s Office. 
th t h Ale~g with this extra pasture interest is interest in new Leguminous creps 
a ave een grewn rather extensively in the past, but not as a definite pasture 
plant. S me f these crops are Re-seeding Crimson Clever, Ladia Cl ver and 
many therso 
*********** 
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4-H CLUB MEMBERS SECURE CALVES FOR FATSTOCK SHOW 
on Friday the following 4-H club members secured Hereford steer calves 
for feeding as a 4-H Beef Calf Preject from the Fairfield Beef cattle R und.-Up 
at Winnsb r: 
Edward Br :ym, Norway, Jack Fanning, Jr., N rway, Ralph Fanning, N rvray, 
Cleveland Livingston, Cerd.cva, Melba Rae Livingston, CordovaG 
TWo th.er beef calves were purchased to be placed with addi tionaJ. club 
members. cattJ.e are high in price this season but prospects fer a continued 
high price thr ugh the spring are in sight and any of ur beef. calf club 
members desiring animals, we would like t enceurage them to either secure 
lecally, or let us help 1 cate some suitable animaJ.s for feeding. 
Livest ck numbers are smaJ.l considering the wh le country and this, 
of cou~se, indicates a c ntinued fair market fr beef animals. 
*********** 
FESCUE PLANTINGS 
Again this fall there is considerable interest in seeding small 
acreages f fescue. The purp se f this article is t give some general inw 
formatien abut the er pf r the benefit of those who are seeding fer the 
first time. 
Fr best results a good preductive pasture type soil sh uld be used. 
A ~h rough seed bed prepared and this seed bed firmed befere and after seeding
0 
This normally means.using a cultipacker following seeding. Either the Kentucky J; ~ thh e A6lta0 sttr6ai:gs are rel? mmended an<:I where the pH value of the soil is net g as • o .~ an applicati n f limestone should be used. 
Experience indicates that seeding should be made in this secti•n between 
October 15 and November 15. T establish a good sod quickly, use fr m 15 to 20 
pcmnds of seed per acre with a grain drill. Where the area is tc be used 
strictly as P?-sture, add to this seeding 3 to 5 peunds f Giant White Dutch 
Cl ver or Lad.in Clover per acre~ 
*********** 
COUNTY AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEE TO MEET WEDNESDAY 
The Orangeburg Ceunty Agricultural C mmittee will meet at 2:00 P.M., 
Wednesday, November 3, in the assembly rem at tbe County Agent•s office to 
hear a report on agricultural ace mplishments f r the year. At this meeting 
plans and ideas will be discussed regarding the extension agricultural pregram 
of w rk for 19h9. Mr. A. Ho V{ard, District Extensi n Agent and Miss Laura C nnor, 
District Home Dem nstrati n Agent will be present to assist with the meeting. 
In addi tien to the general agricultural program discussion, Mr. Ward 
will discuss the utlo k agriculturally fr 1949. 
It is the desire of the chainna.n of the Agricultural Cemmittee and the 
c unty Home Agents that al members ef the commitee be present as it is nly 
with the ideas and theughts of al that the best organizati•n can be formulated. 
Members of the C mmitee are: F. D. Evans, Chairman, Mr. Clyde w. stroman., 
Vice-Chatrman., Mt's. W. E. Bennet, Mrs. T. F. Riley, Jr., Mr. F. i. Cepe, Mr• w. B.B lin, Mr. G• B. Patrick, Mr. J. ,f. 1/,ay, Mr. Ge rge R. Bo'WIlan, Mr. E. Do Lide, Mrs. E• D. Lide, Mr. N. Eo J:vrd, Mr. T. T. Trapddk, Mro B. B. Wiliams, Mr. Francis Evans, Jr., Mro N. R• Davis, Jr., Mrs. C. I. Smoak, Mr. R. Lo Ashe, 
Mr. L. 1. Tilson, Mr. J• B. Earle, Mr. A• M. Brabham, Mr. A. C. Gramling., Mrs. A• c. Gramling, Mr. Fred C nnor, Jr., Mr. Taley E. Smith, Mr. Marvin Davis, Mr. s. w. Gramling., sr., Mrs. Tracy Garrick, Mrs. Har ld Ulmer. . *** * ******* 
ARTIFICIAL BREEDING PROGRAM AVAILABLE TO ALL FARMERS WITH DAIRY COWS 
The Orangeburg Co perative Breeding Associati n, m ich maintains a laboratory and a ful time technician for artificialy breeding dairy catle, is completely equipped fr handling the breeding pr blems fal farmers with dairy catle. It s happens that practicaly al dairy catle in Orangeburg County is either Guernsey r Holstine and fr th&t reason these are the two breeds handled at the present time. 
The material is shipped fr m the Studs at Clemson three times weekly and Mr. Lo Mo Rh des, Technician, precesses and d es al necessaryw rk as requested. Farmers desiring this service and wanting more inf nnati n should cal by the County Agent's ffice or drop us ante. 
Mr. Rhodes wil have an exhibit in one corner f the Poultry Building explaining the work in detail during the week of October 25-:30 at the c unty 
Fair. According to repert from J hn w. Lyle, Jr., Extension Dairyman in charge ef artificial breeding pregrams in the State, during the last 20 months the number of ass ciations have grown from two to eight and the number of cows per associations has more.than d uhled. During the month f August these eight breeding ~ss~ciati ns in S uth Carolina bred 714 c ;ws or an average of 89 c ws per ass ciation. 
.  H •. 1. Whisenhunt of. Cope is president, s. w. Gramling f Orangeburg is vice-president and ge rge 11. Weathers f Bowman is secretary-treasurer f the ~angeburg Cooperativ~ Breeding Association. These men strongly recanmend . e pr_gram to the d~iry farmers of the c 'Wlty and invite each farmer t ~nvRestiga~e the details as to the work being done. J. c. McComb County A~ t is ec rding Secretary4 ' =en, 
*********** 
4-¥. CLUB DAY AT STATE FAIR 
as Annualy f r a number of years Wednesday of State Fair week is desi ated 
at!j CthlubsDtayt. A.'.!-1 4-H C~ub beys and girls in S uth carolina are invi tef to e a e Fair on this day. 
la: 5 :particll;ar features during the day other than seein exhibt dis-~f hog:!11 be Judging f Jersey catle, Hereford catle an~ ~:r:} the breeds 
The annual State 4-H Achievement ban u t · u · the Jefferson H tel Friday evening f State qF:ir ""!t ~~ held in ~he bal~-re m f CO'Wlty who are to take . . . (il..,0 P.M. Winners in the Cotm.ty and Farm Agents. part in this event wil be contacted by the ffices f the 
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DO YOU HAVE YOUR WINTER GRAZING IN? 
Winter grazing crops n t yet planted should be seeded at once. Other-
wise n rmal growth will not be btained befere cold weather. Ffl' winter grazing 
we are suggesting that the .fermer grazing pl ts r ther lands used for this 
purp se be turned shallew. A g od seed bed sheuld be prepared and a small 
grain mixture cross-seeded 1'd th a grain drill. This would be f ollned if at 
all pessible by a cultipacker. Rates f seeding will vary considerab?-e accerd-
ing to s il fertility ands il tact., but on god heavy soil we suggest three 
bushels of oats, ne to tw bushels of rye and 20 pounds of common vetch r 
Crimson clever. Anther good mixture is 40 p unds of rye grass and 20 peunds 
ef comm n vetch or Crimson clever. 
Normally seeding sh uld have already been done, but in some cases this 
was impossible and immediate se ding sh uld accomplish desired results. For 
the Crimson clever, we would suggest that the seed be inoculated with about 
four times as much ineculant as is indicated en the can. Cl ver seed should be 
seeded behind the drill and this f 11 wed by the cul tipa.cker. We recommend 
a high rate ef fertilizer for this heavy seeding f winter grazing and that 
would be~ t 800 peunds per acre of a high grade c mplete fertilizer. As 
son as the grazing is up to a stand and again in February, we suggest a top-
dressing of from 30 to 60 p unds of Nitrate per acre. 
*********** 
SOUTH CAROLINA SWEET POTATO FESTIVAL OCTOBER 8TH 
Considerable publicity has been given to the South Carolina sweet P tat• 
Festival being held in Orangeburg Friday,· October 8. vfe call attention in a 
brief way to this event at this time since this is tbe first time that such a 
festival has been undertaken in 5outh Carolina. The sweet potato has meant much 
commercially t farmers f S uth Carolina and with a full knowledge ef all the 
experimental and practical evidence now in hand en pro]_I![' methods of culture, 
harvesting, st ring, etc., we feel that its possibilities as a commercial er p 
in the years to come are great. 
We in Orangeburg c nsider it an h n r to have a leading part in putting 
on the first festival or day honoring this imp rtant er p and pointing out the 
la~st inf rmation n improved practices leading t the future. This under-
~aking has b~en a large_ ne and it.is anly by the cooperati n of everyone 
interes~d dir~ctly r indirectly in the crop and what it will mean, that this 
event Friday 1vill be a complete success. Therefore, we would call on all 
6ecal rreet potato gr wers, handlers, business firms of Orangeburg and in 
_range urg area c;nd ethers in and around Orangeburg tog along with us lN'd in tnis underdaking. vv~ 
. The publicity that has gone ut and the infemtion tha.t is comin back 
i~fic~tes tat ene of the largest crowds ever to attend a festival of tbis kind 
l'il. e en ~ct •• In the la~t minute details if we fail tc call en an individual 
per:nally, it mll not be intenti nal fr we would like for all the gr 
:en o:d above t c nsider themselves individually a part of this move!:~ to 
·tnofr t e swealet potato as a commercial er p and to bring out points leading t 
1 s u ure v ue to the State. 
) 
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The vari us details ef the festival beginning 1'li th the parade and ending 
nth a Corenation Ball have been carried in other articles and we will net connnent 
en these exc~pt to say the whole festival is designed t tell the stery of the 
sweet petato in South Carolina step by step and bring out fact rs that all f 
us interested in the crop should lmow to increase the commercial value of the 
p tat in the State. 
*********** 
EARLY GRAZING CROPS PROMISmG 
Those farmers getting in grazing er ps early en preperly prepared 
seed beds, properly fertilized and pr perly seeded, have an utst..nding grazing 
prespect at this time. 
Rep rts are coming fr mall sectiens of the state to the effect that 
where all f these correct practices have been carried ut early this fall, 
farmers are already grazing these er ps. We haves me interesting grazing plets 
or fields in th~ c 'Wlty that would bear inspection at a.ny time. Some f these 
can be feund on the farms •f W. Do Jackson, B wman; E. B• Mack, N rth; J. D. 
Bates, iieeses; B. Bo 1/illiams, Norway; 1~ . R. David, Jr., Norway; H. L. ~fuisen-
hunt, Cope; L. G. Weathers, B mnan; am many ethem t o mnnerous to mention. 
In all cases it will be f und that in addi tien te early seeding, a heavy rate 
of fertilizatien, heavy seeding and in most cases a t.p dressing immediately 
after a stand was btained, was the standard practice. 
We will n t talk further en the subject, but suggest that interested 
farmers take time out to see some of these grazing pl ts r plantings. 
************* 
ANNOUNCINm ORANGEBURG DAIRY CALF DAY ( COUNTY 4'"t!) 
Monday, December 6, 1948, is Orangeburg County 4-H Dairy alf Club 
Day in Orangeburg~ The schedule f events for the day for these dairy calf 
club members, their parents, sp nsers and friends will be as follews: 
9:30 A.Mo - The C unty Fairgr•unds - Orangeburg Calf Club .:>hew. 
At this show the 13 Orangeburg Dairy Calf Club members will h 1 animals. sow 7 registered 
. ll:00 A~M. will be the Sec1md Orangeburg Guernsey Cali' Club heifer sale. 
In this s~e will be 10 utstanding Guernsey heifer calves offered at aucti n 
to b na-fide 4-H and FFA members •nly. No ther bidders will be a.llewed in this 
sale and 4-H and~ members through ut S uth Car lina. will be able t t· · pate. par 1c1-
At 12:30 P.M., at the Fairgr unds Will be a regular sale f registered 
t~e£~8§1l!!ft§il.~:rS~i~~ are interested in the Guernsey breed and this sale 
I 
(: 
( 
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At 7:30 p.M., the Orangeburg Lions Club will entertain at their supper 
the Orangeburg County Dairy Calf Club members, their parents and sponsors. 
The Orangeburg C•unty Dairy Calf Club Club has been in eperati n three years 
new. It is grewing slow but is making steady and permanent headway. 
The Dairy Calf Club members in the county exhibit their calves each year 
at the State Fair and n a County Basis. This year ·at the state Fair as a County 
group, they captured the first prize in the State. The individuals exhibiting 
at the State Fair w•n better than $].OO.OO in prize money ands. W. (Bud) 
Gramling, Jr., was judged as the best showman at the State Fairo s. v'fo Gramling, 
Sr., is leader of the Orangeburg Dairy Calf Club ilnd in general charge f the 
heifer sale fer the 4-H Club memberso 
The Salley Sales Service prepared the catal g, pedigrees, etco, f r the 
Club Sale and will conduct the saleo 
The Finance Committee working up financial details for premiums, catalog, 
etc., are s. w. Gramling, Sr., Chairman, R. G. Winburn, Assistant County Agent, 
A. M. Gwynette, West F.nd Dairy, Francis Hanckel, C burg Dairy. 
Present members of the Orangeburg County Dairy Calf Club are• s. v. 
Gramling, Jr., Pauline Gramling, Je-rvey Gramling, wayne Mack, E. B. 
0
Mack, Jr. 
Freddie Gramling, Oliver Mizzell, Johllnie Shuler, Natilee Miley Bertha Miley' 
Jacob Valentine, Harriet Cope and Murr~ Bates 0 ' ' 
